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The first commencement at the University of Colorado was held for six graduates on June 8, 1882, in the chapel of Old Main. It was not until 40 years later, on September 4, 1922, that the first summer commencement was held. Since the first commencement in 1882, the University of Colorado Boulder has awarded more than 350,000 degrees. The traditional Norlin Charge to the graduates was first read by President George Norlin to the June 1935 graduating class.

You are now certified to the world at large as alumni of the university. She is your kindly mother and you her cherished sons and daughters.

This exercise denotes not your severance from her, but your union with her. Commencement does not mean, as many wrongly think, the breaking of ties and the beginning of life apart. Rather it marks your initiation in the fullest sense into the fellowship of the university, as bearers of her torch, as centers of her influence, as promoters of her spirit.

The university is not the campus, not the buildings on campus, not the faculties, not the students of any one time—not one of these or all of them. The university consists of all who come into and go forth from her halls, who are touched by her influence, and who carry on her spirit. Wherever you go, the university goes with you. Wherever you are at work, there is the university at work.

What the university purposes to be, what it must always strive to be, is represented on its seal, which is stamped on your diplomas—a lamp in the hands of youth. If its light shine not in you and from you, how great is its darkness! But if it shine in you today, and in the thousands before you, who can measure its power?

With hope and faith, I welcome you into the fellowship. I bid you farewell only in the sense that I pray you may fare well. You go forth, but not from us. We remain, but not severed from you. God go with you and be with you and us.
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ORDER OF EXERCISES

Bud Coleman, Presiding

Procesional ........................................................................................................ Northern Colorado Caledonia Pipe Band

The audience will please be seated during the processional ........................................ Boulder Brass

The National Anthem ........................................................................................................ John Healy

America the Beautiful ................................................................................................. Shannon Paige Christie

President’s Welcome ........................................................................................................ President Todd Saliman

Chancellor’s Welcome ..................................................................................................... Chancellor Philip P. DiStefano

Commencement Address ................................................................................................. Tom Costello

Conferring of Awards

Chancellor’s Recognition Awards

Hazel Barnes Prize ......................................................................................................... Barbara Demmig-Adams, 2021

Mark J. Ablowitz, 2022

Honorary Degrees ............................................................................................................ Juan Espinosa

Linda Hogan

Distinguished Service Award .......................................................................................... Ryan P. Haygood

University Medal ............................................................................................................. Michael Leeds

Conferring of Advanced Degrees .................................................................................... Chancellor Philip P. DiStefano

Recognition of Honors Graduates ................................................................................... Provost and Executive Vice Chancellor Russell Moore

Conferring of Baccalaureate Degrees ................................................................................ Chancellor Philip P. DiStefano

The Outstanding Graduates of the Undergraduate Colleges and Schools

College of Arts and Sciences ............................................................................................ Kavya Kannan

Leeds School of Business ............................................................................................... Joseph Fratino

School of Education ........................................................................................................ Angelica Gutierrez

College of Engineering and Applied Science ..................................................................... Cyrus Moezzi Haas

Environmental Design ................................................................................................... Emily Chinowsky

College of Media, Communication and Information ......................................................... Kendall Brooke Winer

College of Music .............................................................................................................. Nelson Walker

Alumni Association .......................................................................................................... Assistant Vice Chancellor and Executive Director Ryan Chreist

Norlin Charge to the Graduates ...................................................................................... Regent Sue Sharkey

Alma Mater ..................................................................................................................... Shannon Paige Christie and John Healy

Hail, all hail our Alma Mater! We will sing forever your praises

Ever will our hearts be true: Ever more our love renew,

You will live with us forever, Pledge our whole devotion to you.

Loyal we will be to you. Dear old CU!

Recessional .................................................................................................................... Boulder Brass

The audience will please be seated during the recessional
Dear graduates:

One of the greatest honors for the University of Colorado Board of Regents, the institution’s governing board, is to be part of this commencement ceremony. Your success is a success for us all. Your degree is a measure not only of an accomplishment of dedication and talent, but also notice to the world that you have the skill and discipline to contribute greatly to any endeavor you pursue.

This commencement ceremony, like every University of Colorado graduation since 1935, will close with the reading of the Norlin Charge. As originally expressed by former CU President George Norlin in 1935, graduation "marks your initiation in the fullest sense of the fellowship of the university, as bearers of her torch, as centers of her influence, and as promoters of her spirit." Welcome to the ranks of CU's alumni family of 475,000 graduates across all campuses since 1882. Congratulations on achieving this milestone. Well done and well earned!

Sincerely,

The Regents of the University of Colorado
Dear graduates,

Congratulations on earning your degree from the University of Colorado Boulder!

This momentous occasion represents years of hard work and commitment toward your goals. Even when faced with difficult circumstances, you kept pushing forward to arrive at your destination today. Bravo!

As you go forth from this exciting moment, our hope is that you will do so with confidence, optimism and enthusiasm for the journey ahead. We hope you continue to discover the ways the university community has shaped and molded your life, just as you helped to shape your university. In all that you do, may you carry a spirit of boldness into each and every facet of your life.

Today is also a day to recognize those who have supported you along the way: friends, family, faculty, staff and others who have brightened your path. We cheer alongside you in joyous celebration of your achievements.

You now join generations of alumni around the globe who carry CU Boulder pride within them. Your collective legacy will be to leave a positive and meaningful mark on humanity, across Colorado and the world.

Today is your day to shine, sharing your success with your family and friends. We wish you health, happiness and prosperity in all your endeavors.

Sincerely,

Todd Saliman
President
University of Colorado

Philip P. DiStefano
Chancellor
University of Colorado Boulder
THE OFFICIAL
COMMENCEMENT DELEGATION

Regents of the University of Colorado
President .................................................................................................................................. Todd Saliman
Chancellor ................................................................................................................................. Philip P. DiStefano
Provost and Executive Vice Chancellor .................................................................................. Russell Moore
Senior Vice Chancellor and Chief Financial Office ................................................................. Patrick O’Rourke
The Vice Chancellors
Campus Marshal ....................................................................................................................... Bud Coleman
Chair of the Boulder Faculty Assembly .................................................................................... Tiffany Beechy
Boulder Staff Council Representative ........................................................................................ Jasmie Evans
Senior Class Council President ................................................................................................. Julia M. Baum
CU Student Government Representatives ................................................................................ Benjamin Capeloto
Kavya Kannan
Taylor Weinsz
United Government of Graduate Students Representative ....................................................... Ponder E. Stine
Assistant Vice Chancellor and Executive Director of the Alumni Association ....................... Ryan Chreist
The Academic Deans
Outstanding Graduates of the Undergraduate Colleges and Schools
Hazel Barnes Prize Recipients
University Medal, Distinguished Service Award and Honorary Degree Recipients
Honored Guests

CHANCELLOR’S RECOGNITION AWARDS

Vida Alami
Samuel Beaudry
Nathan Biesterfeld
Claire Brady
Maizy Brasher
Avery Brogle
Danielle Buchheister
Nathaniel Bunnell
Ziwei Cheng
James Crowley
Zoe Fleming
Joseph Fratino
Elizabeth Gilbert
Benjamin Goldin
Theodore Gonzales
Emma Goodwill
Kimberly Gramse
Sofia Gran
Tucker Harju
Alexis Harris
Keira Hook
Nina Hooper
Joseph Kainov
Hagan Kolanz
Elly Landrum
Korye Lockett
Carter Mak
Laurence Mann
Cara Martyr
Lynzie McKee
Anna McTigue
Riley Morgenthaler
Izabelle Moss
Maisa Nammar
Jenna Nielson
Ryan Oroke
Mckenna Partridge
Jackson Peoples
Ethan Rafelson
David Reynolds
Nicole Schroeter
Shaynie Segal
Kelsey Shaver
Austin Spafford
Joshua Sun
Connor Thomas
Jan Vana
Samuel Williams
Emma Yanez
Yibo Yang
ACADEMIC DRESS

In 1896, U.S. colleges and universities adopted a uniform code governing academic dress. University of Colorado master’s and doctoral degree recipients wear hoods lined with the university colors, silver and gold. The velvet border indicates the degree and usually follows the same code as the color of the tassels. The Oxford cap, or mortarboard, has a long tassel fastened by a button on the top. Candidates for baccalaureate degrees wear the tassel over the right front of the cap before the degree is conferred, and over the left thereafter. The color of the tassel on the bachelor’s cap indicates the field of study, with the exception of the BA degree, whose candidates wear white tassels indicating the arts. To read about the significance of recognition cords or stoles, go to colorado.edu/commencement/academic-dress.

Arts White  
Business Sapphire blue  
Education Light blue  
Engineering Orange  
Environmental Design Blue-violet  
Fine Arts Brown  
Law Purple  
Library Science Lemon yellow  
Media, Communication and Information Crimson  
Music Pink  
Science Gold

THE PRESIDENTIAL CHAIN OF OFFICE AND THE UNIVERSITY MACE

The Presidential Chain of Office holds the suspended pendants. The back pendant is the seal of the state of Colorado surrounded by a golden ribbon representing the golden circle of knowledge. The top pendant in the front is the seal of the University of Colorado surmounted by an arch set with diamonds and topaz, signifying the necessary link between the search for knowledge and its practical application to the world beyond the university. At the center of the bottom pendant is a gold topaz indicating the quest for knowledge.

The University of Colorado Mace was created for the commencement ceremonies of May 1984. The foot of the scepter is encased in sterling silver bound in 14-karat gold, ending in an intaglio of the seal of Colorado. The shaft of the mace was carved from a black walnut tree thought to have been one of the saplings given to the settlers of the Colorado Territory by President Abraham Lincoln.

THE UNIVERSITY SEAL

The University of Colorado seal depicts a male Greek classical figure sitting in front of a pillar and holding a scroll. Next to the figure, laurel branches frame a burning torch. The inscription in Greek reads Let Your Light Shine. The laurel symbolizes honor or success; the youth suggests the morning of life; and the scroll represents written language.

The seal is used primarily on official documents, such as diplomas and transcripts that have been issued on behalf of the university. The Board of Regents uses the seal on its official documents and publications. The seal also appears on the President’s Chain of Office, the University Mace, regent regalia and various formal publications.
BOULDER FACULTY ASSEMBLY AWARDS

Excellence in Leadership and Service
Janet Casagrand, Integrative Physiology
Susan Thomas, Music
Wendy Young, Chemical and Biological Engineering

Excellence in Research, Scholarly and Creative Work
Marcia Douglas, English
Michael Hermele, Physics
Laura Michaelis, Linguistics

Excellence in Teaching and Pedagogy
Caroline Conzelman, Global Studies RAP
Rachael Deagman Simonetta, English
June Gruber, Psychology and Neuroscience

RECOGNITION OF RETIRED FACULTY
Virginia D. Anderson
Julio Baena
Joanne Elizabeth Belknap
Christopher Braider
Robert Marshall Buffington
Xiao-Chuan Cai
Gregory Carey
Melinda Kiger Cheval
Richard B. Collins
Ross Corotis
Herbert H. Covert
Timothy Curran
Bridget Monroe Dalton
Senarath P. De Alwis
Charles A.M. De Bartolome
Erica Ellingson
Peter D. Elliott
Robert J. Ferry
Bengt Fornberg
Barbara Fox
Suranjan Ganguly
Todd T. Gleeson
Martin V. Goldman
Paul Gordon
James C. Green
Martha Hanna
Lewis Orvis Harvey
John Hauser
Eugene H. Hayworth
Stewart Hoover
Chun-ling Hsu
Peter Henry Huang
Bruce M. Jakosky
Thomas E. Johnson
Kevin Robert Jones
Lakshmi H. Kantha
Susan K. Kent
Faye Yuan Kleeman
Terry F. Kleeman
Mary J. Kraus
Constance Irene Lane
Jintae Lee
Yung-Cheng Lee
William Carl Lineberger
Ray Lynn Littlejohn
Barbara Ann Losoff
Keith E. Maskus
William McGinley
Catherine Knoll Milburn
Garret Moddel
Brian H.F. Muller
Tom R. Myer
Martha Palmer
Bernadette Park
Michael L. Radelet
George F. Rivera
Julius Edwin Rivers
Joann Silverstein
Charles R. Stern
Davide Stimilli
Michael J. Stutzer
R. Scott Summers
Agnes Erzsebet Szendrei
Jay L. Waddell
Martin E. Walter
Jeffrey Hawkins Writer
Donald R. Yannacito
Paul Bruce Youngquist
Sue Zemka

COMMENCEMENT SPEAKER
Tom Costello
NBC News Washington correspondent Tom Costello has covered a range of topics, including the billionaire space race, the death of Princess Diana, the two fatal crashes of Boeing’s 737-MAX and the “Miracle on the Hudson” jet landing in 2009.
Costello, who grew up in Centennial, Colorado, earned a degree in broadcast journalism from CU Boulder in 1987 and spent six years at 9News in Denver. He now reports daily across all NBC News and MSNBC platforms, including TODAY, NBC Nightly News, MSNBC and NBC News Now.

In January 2021, Costello covered the insurrection at the U.S. Capitol and the arrests that followed. He has reported extensively on the coronavirus pandemic.
He has won six Emmy Awards, as well as Edward R. Murrow and National Headliner awards.
Costello holds a master’s in administration/international commerce from Boston University’s Graduate Center in Brussels, Belgium.
**Juan Espinosa**

Juan Espinosa was at the forefront of a generation of journalists who told stories from a community long ignored by major media.

After serving in the U.S. Air Force and while earning a journalism degree at CU Boulder, he founded *El Diario de la Gente*, a campus newspaper of the United Mexican American Students organization. As a student, he covered major events in words and pictures, including the 1973 Grape Strike led by Cesar Chavez and the United Farm Workers Union Constitutional Convention in California. Espinosa did not attend his 1974 commencement—he was part of the student occupation of Temporary Building 1. He helped negotiate the end of the occupation after the deaths of “Los Seis de Boulder,” six Chicano students and activists killed in car bombings that May.

Exactly 46 years ago today, Espinosa co-founded *La Cucaracha*, an independent alternative newspaper in Pueblo. He went on to a 22-year career at *The Pueblo Chieftain*, where his popular column Juan’s World recounted his experience doing the jobs of Colorado State Fair workers. For 14 of those years, Espinosa was a certified high school teacher of Chicano studies. Today, his work preserving Chicano history is shared in museum exhibitions and award-winning documentary films. A project with CU Boulder’s American Music Research Center, *Soundscapes of the People: A Musical Ethnography of Pueblo, Colorado*, is documenting the musical culture of that city.

In recognition of his half-century relating the Colorado Chicano Movement through words and images, the Board of Regents is pleased to award Juan Espinosa the honorary degree Doctor of Humane Letters, *honoris causa*.

---

**Linda Hogan**

Through her poetry, fiction and nonfiction writing, Lind Hogan has become a national and international figure who stands for social justice and the life of our planet.

Born in Denver, Hogan, a professor emerita in the CU Boulder Department of English, earned a Master of Arts from the University of Colorado Colorado Springs. She has been a faculty member of the Institute of American Indian Arts, a writer in residence for the Chickasaw Nation, and has received many writing awards, including the Colorado Book Award, the Oklahoma Book Award and the Lifetime Achievement Award from the Native Writers’ Circle of the Americas. One of her early novels, 1991’s *Mean Spirit*, was a Pulitzer Prize finalist.

A Guggenheim, National Endowment for the Arts and Lannan fellow, Hogan’s main interests as a writer and scholar are the environment, Indigenous spiritual traditions and Southeastern tribal histories. Among her many works are *The Book of Medicines, Savings, Rounding the Human Corners* and *People of the Whale*. In *The Radiant Lives of Animals*, Hogan writes: “We need to have changed minds, to look at new ways of thinking about our shared world.”

As much a teacher as a writer, Hogan has worked with teens at the Chickasaw Children’s Home, teaches creative writing and gives a tireless series of readings and lectures around the world.

In recognition of her literary achievements and compassion for the natural world, the Board of Regents is pleased to award Linda Hogan the honorary degree Doctor of Humane Letters, *honoris causa*.
Ryan P. Haygood
In a long career as a civil rights lawyer and social justice advocate, Ryan Haygood has sought to build systems that create wealth, justice and power for Black, Latino and other people of color in New Jersey. A graduate of Denver’s Manual High School, Haygood earned a degree in history and political science at Colorado College. As a student at the University of Colorado Law School, he earned academic and All-American honors as a football player.

Haygood now serves as the president and CEO of the New Jersey Institute for Social Justice, where he leads a team of racial justice advocates who engage in grassroots organizing, research, policy and legislative advocacy, and litigation. Under his leadership, the institute helped to restore voting rights to 83,000 people on parole and probation, a right that had been denied in New Jersey since 1844. It also secured automatic and online voter registration; ended prison-based gerrymandering; fought for a $15 minimum wage; and backed reporting of COVID-19 racial data. The institute’s advocacy has resulted in an independent state prosecutor for cases involving police misconduct.

Before joining the institute, Haygood served as deputy director of litigation at the NAACP Legal Defense & Educational Fund, where he twice defended core provisions of the Voting Rights Act before the U.S. Supreme Court and led a successful challenge to a photo ID law in Texas. A federal district court struck down the law as intentionally racially discriminatory, a violation of the Voting Rights Act and an unconstitutional poll tax.

The Board of Regents is pleased to present the Distinguished Service Award to Ryan P. Haygood for his dedication to social justice and leadership in the preservation of democracy.

Michael Leeds
The business school at CU Boulder might have no better friend than alumnus and namesake benefactor Michael Leeds.

After graduating from CU Boulder with a business degree in 1974, Leeds embarked on a successful career in media, aviation and philanthropy. During more than a decade as president and CEO of CMP Media, a company at the forefront of technology, computers and the internet founded by his parents in 1971, Leeds took the company public. One of Fortune’s “100 Best Companies to Work For,” CMP Media later sold for almost $1 billion, and Leeds turned his attention to philanthropy.

In 2001, the Leeds family made what was then the largest single donation to CU Boulder and the only gift to name a school in the CU system. The donation led to the creation of two initiatives at the Leeds School of Business that support student success: the Center for Ethics and Social Responsibility (CESR) and the Office of Diversity Affairs (ODA). Leeds continues to engage and advocate to the greater CU network to promote philanthropy.

Leeds has remained a member of the Leeds Advisory Board and served as chair from 2002 to 2007. He co-developed and taught the course Leadership and Ethics—Challenges in Moral Courage in the 2000s and addresses new students during orientations. Leeds is a 2005 recipient of the George Norlin Award, the most prestigious honor bestowed by the University of Colorado Boulder. The award honors alumni who throughout their lives have demonstrated a commitment to excellence in their chosen field and a devotion to the betterment of society and their community.

After the sale of CMP Media, Leeds was president of FlightStar Inc., a charter jet management and consulting company, enjoying piloting corporate jets. Today, Leeds maintains his longtime passion as an instructor at Colorado’s Beaver Creek ski area.

For his commitment to the success and strength of the University of Colorado, the Board of Regents is pleased to award the University Medal to Michael Leeds.
CANDIDATES FOR GRADUATE AND PROFESSIONAL DEGREES

The following list of candidates is not an official record that all candidates have been awarded degrees.

Graduate School
E. Scott Adler, Dean

Fall 2021 Graduates

Doctor of Musical Arts
John William McKeever

Doctor of Philosophy
Daniel Aguilar Marsillach, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
- Abort-Safe Spacecraft Motion: Reachability Theory and Predictive Control
Fawziyah Ahmed M. Alharbi, English
- The Demimonde as a Female Dandy: Masks, Masquerade and the Making of the Dandy’s Personae in Nineteenth-Century British Culture
Conrad Koenig Andrews, Electrical Engineering
- Wide Bandwidth and High EIRP Antennas and Arrays
Joseph Hoberg Archart, Architectural Engineering
- Multi-Scale Modeling of Carbon Sequestration and Storage in the Built Environment
Aly Ahmed Badran, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
- Relating Damage to Microstructure in SiC-SiC Ceramic Matrix Composites with In-situ Micro-Computed Tomography and Deep Learning Image Segmentation
Ethan Ryan Burnett, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
- Novel Dynamics and Control Formulations for Multi-Spacecraft Formation Flying, Rendezvous, and Proximity Operations
Lucas Barry, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Javan K Catter, Ecology and Evolutionary Biology
- Applying Evolutionary Genomics to Better Understand Evolutionary History: A Phylogenetic Study of the H. Rustica Subspecies Complex
Zhaozhong Chen, Electrical Engineering
- Dense 3D Reconstruction in Dynamic Environments
Xiang Chi, Economics
- Three Essays on Development Economics
Pranav Sankar Chintalapati, Environmental Engineering
- Toward Sustainable Rural Water Services: Analysis and Modeling of Maintenance Provision in Kenya
Kerri Keller Clement, History
- Wonderland’s Festering Wound: Indigenous Sovereignty, Animals, and Brucellosis at Twentieth-Century Yellowstone and Montana Borders
Julia Rose Kahn Cline, Physics
- Continuous Collective Strong Coupling between Atoms and a High Finesse Cavity on a Forbidden Optical Transition
Ryan Kenneth Cole, Mechanical Engineering
- Methods and Applications for Dual Frequency Comb Absorption Spectroscopy in High-Pressure, High-Temperature Environments
Ian William Collett, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
- Applying GNSS Reflectometry-Based Star Processing to Modeling and Remote Sensing of Wind-Driven Ocean Surface Roughness
Solveig Delahoye, Economics
- Essays on Childcare Environment and Human Capital Acquisition
Jessica M. DiCarlo, Geography
- Grounding Global China in Northern Laos: The Making of the Infrastructure Frontier
Christopher James Dunn, Environmental Studies
- A Measure for All Measuring: The Need for Wildlife Ethos in the Technological Era
Richard George Dyer, Mathematics
- The Positive Denite Functions on a Group as a Dual Object for Finite Groups and Applications to Representation Theory
Robert Fasano, Physics
- A Transportable Yb Optical Lattice Clock
Quinton Andre Freeman, Education-Learning Sciences and Human Development
- Teaching as a Standing Invitation
Yoshinari Fujinuma, Computer Science
- Analysis and Applications of Cross-Linguistic Models in Natural Language Processing
Catherine Zsofia Gach, Technology, Media, and Society
- How to Delete the Dead: Honoring Affective Connections to Post-Mortal Data
Forrest William Gasdia, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
- Imaging the D-Region Ionosphere with Subionospheric VLF Signals
Kris Leonnala Genter, Mechanical Engineering
- Multimodal-Based Approach to AFM for Topographical and RF Measurements with Nanorod Tips Grown on Cantilevers
Aritra Ghosh, Electrical Engineering
- Optimization and Control of SiC Composite System
Sannidhya Kumar Ghosh, Civil Engineering
- Interdependency of the Aging and Dynamic Behavior of Concrete
Katherine Glasheen, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
- Monte Carlo Sampling-Based Motion Planning Using Dispersed Computing for Small Unmanned Aircraft Under Uncertainty
Graham Parker Greve, Physics
- Entanglement-Enhanced Matter-Wave Interferometry in a High-Finesse Cavity
Hooman Hedayati, Computer Science
- Improving Human-Robot Conversational Interactions with Deep Learning
Ian William Collett, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
- Optimal Covariance Control on Singular Manifolds with Application to Aerospace Mission Design
Casey Ryan Heidrich, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
- Optimal Covariance Control on Singular Manifolds with Application to Aerospace Mission Design
Anna Lauren Hermes, Environmental Studies
- Revealing Modern Sulfur Cycle Change: The Biogeochemical Fingerprint of Agricultural Sulfur from Field-to-Watershed Scales
Samuel Edmund Hoff, Chemical Engineering
- Understanding Interactions and Organization of Biological Interfaces at the Nanoscale Using Molecular Dynamics
Marco Antonio Inzunza, Mechanical Engineering
- Photoacoustic Fluctuation Sensing and Applications in Focusing Light through Scattering Media and Imaging
Chantal Iribagiza, Environmental Engineering
- Evaluation of the Utility of Electronic Sensors Applied Within Household Water and Energy Interventions in Low and Middle-Income Settings
Margaret Hayes, Shannon Jacoby, Architectural Engineering
- Development and Analysis of a Sensor Fusion Algorithm for Residential Occupancy Detection
Dhafer Khalefa Jadaa, Civil Engineering
- Poromechanical Compressive Interface Element for Crack Propagation in Fluid Saturated Porous Media
Samuel Chase Johnson, Physics
- Ultraviolet Infrared Nano-Imaging of Strongly Coupled Phonon and Carrier Dynamics in Quantum Materials
Andrew James Kavan, Biochemistry
- Intermediates Drug Treatment of BRAFV600E Melanoma Cells Delays Resistance by Adaptive Resensitization to Drug Redchallenge
Nancy Emerson Kress, Education-Curriculum and Instruction
- Equitable Mathematics Instruction: Instructor and Student Perspectives
Julie Elizabeth Jerrie Larson, Ecology and Evolutionary Biology
- Managing Grasslands for Future Environmental Change: The Role of Plant Regeneration Ecology
Weiyang Li, Mechanical Engineering
- Electrowetting-on-Dielectric Based Adaptive Optics
Alexander Jacob Lind, Physics
- Second Order Nonlinear Optics with Ultrashort Frequency Combs
Haonan Liu, Physics
- Superadiabatic Atomic Beam Laser
Ling Liu, Linguistics
- Morphological Generation with Deep Learning Approaches
Yuxiang Liu, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
- Machine Learning for GNSS-Based Remote Sensing Applications
Zhang Liu, Telecommunications
- Accelerating Distributed Systems with Programmable Network Devices and Reusable Network Primitives
Marissa Martinez, Chemistry
- Ligand Exchange Properties on Pd Quantum Dots and Multiple Exciton Generation for Solar Water Splitting
Myles Mason, Communication
- Affective Atmospheres of Public Controversy: Intersectional Rhetorics of Media
Surveillance, White Feminine Performance, and Digital Publicity of BBQ Becky
Mohammad Ghassan Matar, Civil Engineering
A Diet-Inspired Approach to Mitigate Freeze-Thaw Damage in Concrete

Nathaniel Hodge Mathews, Applied Mathematics
Computational Modeling and 3D Data Reconstruction of Solar Coronal Magnetic Fields

Caleb-Jean Luc Orion Miller, Applied Mathematics
Monte Carlo Methods with Space Domain Applications

Nathan Andrew Miller, Civil Engineering
A Micromorph Read-Size-Scale Coupling Framework for the Determination of Higher-Order Constitutive Models and the Multi-Scale Simulation of Heterogeneous Materials

Ipita Mishra, Chemical Engineering
Linking Micro-Scale Particle Properties to Their Macro-Scale(hulk) Transport Behavior

Timothy Ian Molnar, Environmental Studies
Adoption of Household Energy Technologies, an Applied Framework and Accompanying Case Studies

Ragan Lea Mueller, Psychology
Understanding the Influence of Alcohol and Cannabis on the Human Gut Microbiome, Systemic Inflammation, and Depression

Tessa Hamilton Trexler Myren, Chemistry
Mechanisms and Electrosynthesis for Sustainable Chemicals

Sean William Napier, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Novel Transcription Techniques for Multiple-Spacecraft, Multiple-Target Global Trajectory Optimization

Jonathan Henrich Raber, Geology
Lipids at High Latitudes: Investigation of Sources, Environmental Controls, and New Potential Applications of brGDGT-Based Paleoclimate Proxies

Adrian Thomas Ramirez, Molecular, Cellular, and Developmental Biology
Regulations of the Mitochondrial Quality Control Pathway PINK1/Parkin Using Chemical Biology

Mathew Jon Rasmussen, Chemical Engineering
Metal Oxide Catalysts for Hydrodearomatization and Aldol Condenation

Vishal Ray, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Advances in Atmospheric Drag Force Modeling for Satellite Orbit Prediction and Density Estimation

Thomas Edward Rivas, Biochemistry
Understanding RNA Polymerase II Transcriptional Regulation upon HSV-1 Infection, and Investigating the Cellular Impact of the RNA Polymerase II RNA-Dependent RNA Polymerase Activity on B2 RNA

Evan Roelke, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Guidance Algorithm and Vehicle Architecture Enhancements for Improved Discrete-Event, Drug-Modulated Aerocapture

Renata L. Ryan Burchfield, English
Weaving Sovereign Web(s): Process and Performative Sovereignties in Indigenous Creative Cultural Production

Vivek Sankaranarayanan, Electrical Engineering
Control Strategies for Efficiency Optimization of Gas turbine Conilters

Ankur Kulshreshtha Sarkar, Chemical Engineering
Genetically Encoded Tools for the Discovery and Engineering of Bioactive Small Molecules in Escherichia Coli

Gazendra Rana Shukya, Mechanical Engineering
Synthesis and Characterization of Novel Perfluorocarbon Endoskeletal Droplets

Alex Angelina Putnam Shilleh, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Sea State Bias Model Development and Error Analysis for Pulse-Limited Altimetry

Emanuele Sortino, Materials Science and Engineering
Deposition and Characterization of Perfluorocarbon Endoskeletal Droplets

Eva Frohlichstetter, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Multi-Spacecraft Cooperative and Non-Cooperative Trajectory Optimization

Jack Chieh Wang, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Day-to-Day Variability of the Migrating Diurnal Tide

Jing Wang, Architectural Engineering
Occupant-Centric Modeling and Control for Low-Carbon and Resilient Communities

Yang Wang, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Advanced GNSS Receiver Signal Processing and Remote Sensing Applications

Brian Charles Welch, Mechanical Engineering
Molecular Layer Deposition for Membrane Applications

Matthew Whitlock, Computer Science
Immersive Augmented Reality for Data-Driven Workflows

Samuel Watson Wishnek, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Optimal Information Theoretic Techniques for Electro-Optical Space Domain Awareness

Alexander Zeder, Astrophysical and Planetary Sciences
Collective Gravity of Minor Planets in the Outer Solar System

Spring 2022 Candidates

Doctor of Audiology
Lindsey Violet Gosse
Janine Victoria Granados
Madeline Nicole Henry
Heather Lyn Hurlbut
Carly Ann Schimmel
Melissa Eileen Williams

Doctor of Musical Arts
Mariana Cavalcanti Salvador de Alcântara
Zachariah William Cheever
Bryan Chung Chieh Chuan
Fairy Tana Cohran
Rachelle Lynn Crowell
Anthony Robert Federico
Renee Noel Gilliland
Gyungsun Im
Benjamin Jacob Morris
Matthew Nelson Smiley
Brian Conor Sugrue
Keith Allen Tepen
Max Allan Wolpert

Doctor of Philosophy
Ayeshah Mohammad Al-Awadhi, Architectural Engineering
Thermochromic Energy Storage System: Principle, Model, Optimization, and Integration

Alexandra Alexiev, Ecology and Evolutionary Biology
Investigating the symbiotic fungi and bacteria on the skin of Colorado boreal toads (Anaxyrus boreas boreas) and their interactions with the amphibian pathogen Batrachochytrium dendrobatidis

Mitchell William Atton, Chemistry
Atmospheric Chemistry of Volatile Methyl Siloxanes – Kinetics and Oxidation Mechanism from Experimental and Theoretical Investigations

Mark Andrew Valkove, Economics
Three Essays on the Political Economy of the Environment

Chandrakanth Venigalla, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Multi-Spacecraft Cooperative and Non-Cooperative Trajectory Optimization
Geneviève Wheeler Elsworth, Geology
The Impact of Internal Climate Variability on Marine Phytoplankton in a Warming Climate

Tanya Davis-Dainis, Education-Learning Sciences and Human Development
Learning to Learn: A Qualitative Comparative Analysis of Black Engineering Students

Deciding to Stay or Leave Engineering Majors

Mehti Eskandari-Ghadi, Civil Engineering
Effect of surface forces on the mechanics of sorption-deformation in microporous media and environment-assisted crack growth in brittle solids

Sarah Fahmy, Theatre and Performance Studies
This is What a Young Egyptian Woman's Decolonial Feminist Voice Sounds Like!

Emily Fair, Physics
Search for Supersymmetry In Channels With Two Higgs Bosons and Missing Transverse Momentum At CMS

Jacob Adam Fenster, Chemical Engineering
CRISPR-Cas9 tool development in Pseudomonas putida KT2440 for industrial phenotypes

Henning Friedrich Finkenzeller, Chemistry
Spectroscopic Studies of Oxygen and Inducing Curvature Enhanced Exinction Spectroscopy

Sara Elizabeth Fisher, French
Righting the Self: Situational Trauma, Identity and Narrative in Contemporary Haitian and French Literature

Connor David Fredrick, Physics
Enabling Precision Astronomical Spectroscopy with Laser Frequency Combs

Mitchell Joseph Fulton, Mechanical Engineering
Machine Learning for Medical Imaging

Erik Rees Funk, Ecology and Evolutionary Biology
The Genetic Basis of Population Divergence and Speciation in Alpine and Artic Finches

Jeffrey F. Glusman, Mechanical Engineering
Development of Reduced Chemical Models for Simulations of Biomass Pyrolysis and Combustion

Kathryn Christine Grabenstein, Ecology and Evolutionary Biology
Human-mediated hybridization in common backyard chickens

Thomas Paschal Gray, Physics
Infrared Nano-Imaging and -Spectroscopy of Quantum Vibrational Coupling in Molecular Systems

Michael Brewer Grayson, Electrical Engineering
Chalcogenide Photonic Devices for the Near to Far Infrared

Jordan Noelle Hale, Political Science
Why Do Politicians Use Racist Rhetoric?: A Comparative Text Analysis of English and Spanish Speaking Democracies

Heather Marie Hava, Aerospace Engineering Sciences

Christian Payne Hennigan, Economics
Three Essays in Optimal Monetary Policy

Daniel Isaac Herman, Physics
Applications of Dual Fiber Frequency Comb Systems

Xiaowen Hu, Business Administration
Three Chapters in Finance: New Advancements in Financial Narratives, Investor Incentives, and Consumer Biases

Shirley Huang, Speech, Language, and Hearing Sciences
Emotion Language Skills and Language Development in Bilingual Children with and without a Language Impairment

Derick Hughes, Philosophy
Denominizing Modesty and Humility

Benjamin Lee Hutcherson, Sociology
We Are All Doomed: Embodiment, Identity, and Authenticity in the Denver Underground Metal Scene

Michael Louis Iuzzolino, Physics
Allostery and Conformational Dynamics in Protein Kinase ERK2

Rebecca Dawn Jolitz, Physics
Solar Energetic Particles at Mars

Christopher Jorde, Political Science
Outsiders of the New Parties and Party Competition in Multilevel Systems

Joshua Tobias Kamps, Chemistry
Synthesis and Characterization of Acetal-Linked Polymers and Networks

Krishan Kanhaiya, Chemical Engineering
Development and Application of Reliable Models for Materials Simulations: Advances of the Interface Force Field

Hermann Kaptui Sipowa, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Stochastic and Distributed Geometric Guidance for Spacecraft Formation Planning

Leng Ying Khoo, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
On Understanding the Dynamics of Energetic Electrons in the Inner Magnetosphere

Kimberly Elaine Killen, Political Science
Feminist Claims and the Politics of Reception

Otto A Kletzien, Biochemistry
Promiscuous RNAs binding by the tandem RGG/RG domains of hnRNPU

Kanghyeun Koo, Civil Engineering
Selective Transport of Particles through Networks by Physical Interaction

Danny Kurban, Economics
Financial Frictions in International Trade

Abby Elyse Lagemann, History
Homecoming: The Maintenance and Reintegration of English Veterans, c. 1580-c. 1625

Nicholas Wren Landry, Applied Mathematics
Contagion on Complex Systems: Structure and Dynamics

Joshua Theodore Levin, Physics
Quantum Correlations and Gravity/Gravity Duality

Anna Kathryn Libey, Environmental Engineering
The Worth of Water

Aubrey Limburg, Sociology
Where we die: County-level disparities and constrained choice at the end of life

Katherine Sophia Lockwood, Mechanical Engineering
Investigating the Fundamental Kinetics of Biofuel Combustion Behavior via a Semi-Automated, Theory-Based Approach

Ali Lottf, Mathematics
Numerical Stability of the GSX Orthogonalization Scheme and Givens Rotation

Jacob Heen Lowenstein, Ecology and Evolutionary Biology
Biodiversity and Modes of Speciation in Central Africa

Khoi Dang Ly, Mechanical Engineering
Embedded Sensing and Control for High-Speed Electrohydraulic Soft Robots

Liam Matthew Madden, Applied Mathematics
The online convex, stochastic non-convex, and quantum compiling smooth optimization problems

Mitchell James Magrini, Chemistry
Optimizing Aromatic Interactions Within the Nematic Twist-Bend Phase

John James Malecha, Chemistry
Magnetically Responsive Black Copolymers Via Living Polymerization of Paramagnetic Metal-Containing Ionic Liquid Monomers

Jeanet Victoria Mante, Biomedical Engineering
Promotion of Data Reuse in Synthetic Biology

Alina M Martinez, Materials Science and Engineering
Covalent Adaptable Networks to Create Dynamic, Tunable, and Actuatable Materials from Molecular Self-Assembly

Theodore Ian Martiny, Computer Science
Privacy in Centralized Systems

Laila Fighera Marzall, Electrical Engineering
Broadband Transmit Phased Array Design Techniques

Loren Isaac Matilsky, Astrophysical and Planetary Sciences
Dynamics of Rotation and Magnetsism in the Sun’s Convection Zone and Tachocline

Tammy Rae Matthews, Media Research and Practice
An Intersectional Queering of Namibian Sport

Molly Tankersley McDermott, Ecology and Evolutionary Biology
Ecological effects on reproductive investment and sexual signals: Longitudinal and experimental approaches

Shannon Marie McKnight, Psychology
Theta Power as an Index of Working Memory Integration During Sentence Processing

Michael Alexander Meehan, Mechanical Engineering
The near-field dynamics of buoyant helium plumes

Ra'il Melgoza Jr., Comparative Ethnic Studies
Chicanx Kinetics: The Forces and Motions of Settlerhood in Chicanx Cultural Politics

Alyssa Renee Miller, English
Acting Up, Age, Women, and Power in Shakespeare’s Elizabethan England

Eric Miller, Chemistry
Expanding the Scope of Boron Nucleophiles to Biologically Relevant Molecules

Andrew Baker Mills, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Informative View Planning for Autonomous Exploration in Unstructured 3D Environments

Adriana Lizette Molina Garzon, Political Science
Policy Networks and the Role of NGOs for Forestry Governance

Samantha Lee Molnar, Computer Science
Privacy, Network Structure, and Power System Oscillations

Roberto Antonio Monico, Comparative Ethnic Studies
Los Angeles and William H. Parker: Race, Vice, and Policing during the Red Scare
Christopher John Sullivan, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Low-Thrust Trajectory Design in Multi-Body Systems via Multi-Objective Reinforcement Learning
Matthew Scott Tettleton, English
Surveillant Spectatorship: Race and Surveillance in Literature and Sport from Ralph Ellison to Colin Kaepernick
William Gray Tobias, Physics
Degenerate Polar Molecules with Controlled Interactions and Reactivity
Andrew Aurin Tomaschke, Mechanical Engineering
Improved Mechanical Characterization of Soft, Hydrated, Heterogeneous Materials for the Design of Tissue Engineering Scaffolds
Stefan Tsushima, Telecommunications
Anomaly Detection in Shared Spectrum
Zachary Uhlarri, Physics
On the Genesis and Measurement of Complex Organic and Isotopic Ratios in Hypervelocity Impact Ice Spectra
Michael Jemison Van De Graaff, Physics
Impulsions as a probe of fluctuations in Bose-Einstein condensates
Jaffer Reza Wazhah, Anthropology
First Foods, Intestinal Ecology, and Early Life Health and Growth
Nicole Suzanne White, Comparative Literature
Death and the Maiden: Revisions of the Rusalka Cultural Artifact
Samuel Henry Rovetch Whitman, Mechanical Engineering
Scale Sensitive Simulation and Analysis of Combustion and Thermal Effects in Turbulent Flows
Lyndsey Wong, Applied Mathematics
Mathematical Models of Wealth Distribution Through an Amenity-Based Theory
Laura Anne Wreschnig, Economics
Essays on Health and Human Capital
Qing Yang, Molecular, Cellular, and Developmental Biology
Responding to pandemic viruses with big data, rapid diagnostics, and stem cell technology
Li Hsia Yeo, Physics
Plasma Interactions on the Lunar Surface
Hansol Yoon, Computer Science
Predictive Runtime Monitoring for Safe Autonomy
Wenjing You, Physics
Investigation of New Transient States in Quantum Materials using Time- and Angle-Resolved Photoemission Spectroscopy
Junnan Yu, Information Science
A Design Exploration of Leveraging Physical Play to Support Computational Learning for Young People
Kelly Anne Zepelin, Anthropology
Foraging Culture: Ethics, Practice, and Identity among Contemporary Wild Food Foragers in the Southwest United States
Chi Zhang, Molecular, Cellular, and Developmental Biology
No Place Like Home: Hair Follicle Stem Cell’s Departure From Niche Environment During Aging
Xu Zheng, Physics
Control of incoherent and coherent phonons

Summer 2022 Candidates

Doctor of Musical Arts
John Harrington Boggs
Zerek Nathaniel Dodson

Doctor of Philosophy
Sarah Agussivas Manzano, Computer Science
Material-integrated Prediction, Control, and Distributed Learning in Soft Robots
Kathleen Inez Alaimo, Media Research and Practice
Spheres of influence: How national systems and journalistic culture influences content on climate change coverage around the world
Mohammed Alkhater, Chemical Engineering
Application, Evaluation and Development of Density Functional Theory for Discrete Systems
Allen Alvarez Loya, Applied Mathematics
Advances in Hermite Methods and a Splash of WaveHoltz
Gabriel Passamani Andrade, Computer Science
Dynamical and Graphical Perspectives on Multi-Agent Economic Systems: Chaos, Complexity, and Uncertainty of Learning Behaviors
Monserrat Asecio, Spanish
El rol de la ciencia ficción distópica en las almohadas mundiales de la narrativa latinoamericana y española
Christopher Charles Barnes, Media Research and Practice
Communicating Socialism: Media, Activism, and Culture in the Democratic Socialists of America
Sheena M. Barnes, History
A Colonial Administration Embattled?: The Priory Council in Elizabethan Ireland, c. 1590-1618
Mohammad Zobair Ilham Bashar, Civil Engineering
Leveraging Satellite Data and Machine Learning to Enhance Pavement Condition Assessment
Boushra Batbouni, Media Research and Practice
Global Entrepreneurship Imaginary: the construction of the Lebanese Startup Ecosystem
Tiffany Heather Lynn Beebe, History
Rebuilding Communities: Refugee Industrialists in the ‘Special Areas’ of Britain, 1934-1945
Bertha Alicia Bermudez Tapia, Sociology
The Rise, Endurance, and Fall of Migrant Camps on the U.S.-Mexico Border: A Sociology of Border Violence
Subeksha Bidari, Applied Mathematics
Models of Foraging Decisions in Social Animal Groups
Kellie Brownlee, Communication
Communicating “God’s Work”: Christian Nonprofit Discourse and Evaluation in Postcolonial Contexts
Sidney Anne Bush, Geography
Ecological Processes in the Montana Headwaters of the South Platte River
Elizabeth C. Butler, Astrophysical and Planetary Sciences
Alexa Rae Carollo, Chemistry
Two-Dimensional Electronic Spectroscopy of the Basal plane in Green Photosynthetic Bacteria
Bridget Nicole Chalifour, Ecology and Evolutionary Biology
Rhododendron, Microbes, and Museums: Characterizing a Land Snail’s Microbiome Across Ontogeny, Time, and Space
Hong Chen, Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences
The Education and Research 3D Radiative Transfer Toolbox—Applications to Airborne and Spaceborne Observations of Cloud and Aerosol Radiative Effects
Xi Chen, Physics
The Study of Femtochemistry of the Ferromagnetic Nematic Phase
Ying-Yang Chih, Physics
Machine-Learning-Based Design of Quantum Systems for Extreme Sensing
Nathan Philip Cossette, Physics
Student Reasoning and Collaboration Networks in Thermal Physics
Leah Jane Damon, Biochemistry
Defining the Role of Zinc in Transcriptional Regulation
Carlos Marc Alberto Deccia, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Design of a GRECE-Type Small Satellite Constellation to Improve Temporal and Spatial Resolution of Satellite Gravity Estimates
Brianna Dym, Information Science
Online Communities and Cycles of Participation: Exploring Paths to Empowerment
Kevin Eckstein, Mechanical Engineering
Designing architectural treatments to mimic native tissue mechanics and improve cartilage-regenerative implants
Erin Maree Ellsosen, Applied Mathematics
Nonlocal Models with Applications in Ecology
Miriam Guy Clayton Erickson, Psychology
The Social Psychology of Expansive Masculinity
Anne Christine Frewos, Geology
Paleoclimate and paleoelevation changes of the Western US during the Cretaceous
Jessica Joan Finocchiaro, Computer Science
Designing Consistent and Convex Surrogates for General Prediction Tasks
Shane Amadeus Fiorenza, Physics
Biophysical Modeling of Cytoskeletal Motor and Crosslinker Cooperativity
Lucas Roman Kledzik Gagnon, Mathematics
Advances in the Combinatorics of the Unipotent Upper Triangular Groups
Jesse L Glaze, Business Administration
System 1 Attention and the Disposition Effect
Briar Hannah Goldwyn, Civil Engineering
Drawing From Local, Multi-Hazard Safety Perceptions and Engineering Assessments for Safer Housing
Jax J Gonzalez, Sociology
Upsetting the System: Ideology and Identity in a Teacher Education Program
Sepideh Goodarzi, Computer Science
SmartOS: Automated Learning and User-Adaptive Resource Allocation in Operating Systems
Joshua Adam Goode, Sociology
Understanding the Link Between Childhood Family Structure Histories and Adult Health
Carolyn Quinn Chief Glover, Anthropology
The Seeds of Ethnogenesis: An Indigenous Archaeology of Central Great Plains Village Formation
Darren Michael Guinness, Computer Science
Accessible Off-the-Shelf: Lowering the Barriers to Accessible Spatial Display Interaction
Matthew Joseph Hartsock, Psychology
Fear-Related Memory: A Role for Circadian Rhythms in the Medial Prefrontal Cortex

Doctor of Audiology
Emily Anne Kay
Rayna Yi Yang
Brodie Keagan Hoyer, Mechanical Engineering
Rolling Contact Mechanics of Soft Elastomers on E-Engineered Surfaces

Mingyu Hu, Applied Mathematics
Magnetomechanical modeling and waves in magnetic materials

Deidre Marie Jaeger, Ecology and Evolutionary Biology
Trees of the Urban Matrix and the Power of Place: Towards a Richer Ecology of Urban Green Space Phenology

Erica Lynn Jenson, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Stochastic Optimal Control to Minimize State Uncertainty

Eric Michael Keenan, Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences
Snow Accumulation and Firn Properties Across the Antarctic Ice Sheet

Lindsey Anne Lee, Molecular, Cellular, and Developmental Biology
Functional lVerence of the Agrilcal Sacromycos Mysin MVT? Supports Specialized Biological Roles Across Species

Amorina Ediza de la Caridad Lee-Martinez, Environmental Studies
What’s Beneath the Surface Tension?: A Case Study of Changing Populations and Watered Management in the Dolores River Region, Colorado

Minghui Li, Economics
Essay on Digital Economics

Patrick Li, Chemistry
Bicontinuous Cubic Lyotropic Liquid Crystal Monomers: Platform Modifications and Design of New Functional Motifs

Yu-Ping Lin, Physics
Van der Waals Electronic Phases on Hexagonal Lattices

Emily Therese Loker, Communication
“It’s a Web”: Conceptualizations, Enactments, and Challenges of Communication Activism Pedagogy

Branco Majmunovic, Electrical Engineering
Optimization of active-bridge based modular power converters

Trenton Gregory Marlar, Political Science
Mind the Gap: Regional Economic Disparities and Political Discontent

Olivia Hickey Marrese, Linguistics
Just as a Participants’ Resource: Scales, Stance, and Action in Interaction

Jaylene Reyanne Martinez, Mechanical Engineering
Thermomechanical bonding between membranes and polymers: the bonding mechanism and mechanical integrity

Colleen Rei McCollum, Chemical Engineering
The In Vivo Translation of Nanoparticle Membranes and Polymers: the Bonding

Daniel Messenger, Applied Mathematics
Weak-form Sparse Identification of Differential Equations from Noisy Measurements

Rosa Edith Morales, Mechanical Engineering
Real-time laser ultrasonic monitoring of laser-induced thermal processes

Anh Tran Nguyen, Computer Science
Enabling Closed-loop Personalized Sleep Care Through High-fidelity Brain Tracking And Just-in-time Brain Stimulation Wearables

Elif Deniz OguZ Erkal, Civil Engineering
Predicting Serious Injury and Fatality Risks in Construction Industry

Jorge M. Osio Norgaard, Mechanical Engineering
Processing of Inorganic Silicates for Arduous Environmental Conditions

Alvaro Ossandon, Civil Engineering
Bayesian hierarchical frameworks for modeling and forecasting streamflow and extremes in rainfed river networks

Justin Vinneau Palma, Sociology
An Investigation of Afro-Caribbean and Black Sub-Saharan African Immigrant Health in the United States

Danielle Jiwon Park, Mechanical Engineering
Using Raman Spectroscopy to Study Fouling Mechanisms in Reverse Osmosis Desalination

Olivia Peates for Environmental Studies
Examining the influence of discourse and narratives on environmental decision-making

Eric Steven Peterson, Environmental Engineering
Control of Effluent Organic Matter and Disinfection Byproduct with Biofiltration for Potable Reuse

Juniper Wren Yates Pollock, Physics
Light Shifts in Cohesive Population Trapping Atomic Clocks

Kendall Brody Preston, Chemical Engineering
Physical and chemical stability of antigens and emulsified adjuvants for filovirus vaccines

Micah Anthony Pyles, Sociology
The Body Commodified as Nature: Capitalism and the Biotechnological Turn

Erich Mark Riesen, Philosophy
Systems and Machines: The Moral Import of Autonomous AI Technologies

Sarah Angela Schoonraad, Materials Science and Engineering
Bioactive Poly(eThylene Glycol) Hydrogel Composites for Recapitulating the Form and Function of Engineered Musculoskeletal Tissues

Adrienne Kathleen Scott, Mechanical Engineering
Dynamic Mechanical Environments After Chromatin Architecture Stability

William Seites-Rundlett, Civil Engineering
Understanding Uncertainty and Social Influences in Evacuation Modeling

Rupak Prasad Shrestha, Geography
The Border Came In-Between Us: Tibetan Intimacy, Chinese Extra-territorial Sovereignty, and Securing Development in Nepal

Kayla Ann Siletti, Psychology
Stressor controllability mediates stress-induced changes in motivated seeking of food and drug rewards

Dakotah Jordan Simpson, Electrical Engineering
Reconfigurable RF Filters and Wideband Constant-HPBW Antenna Arrays for Next-Generation Radios

Balbir Singh, Psychology
An Unknown Person Becomes a Friend, Does Their Race Still Matter?

Nicholas Ryan Singostock, Chemical Engineering
Rational Design of Multinary Chevrel Phases as Advanced Energy Materials

Isabel May Smith-Bernstein, Theatre and Performance Studies
Views of Tragedy in the United States through Shakespeare’s ‘Richard III’, 1749-2021

Kori Elizabeth Smyser, Chemical Physics
Spin Exciton Dynamics in Singlet Fission: The JDE Model

Abhijit Suresh, Computer Science
Automating Feedback to Improve Teachers’ Effective Use of Instructional Discourse in K-12 Mathematics Classrooms

Kevin J Sweet, Emergent Technologies and Media Art Practices
Playing at the Edge of Wonder: Contemporary Performance Praxis and the Engagement of Antagonistic History

Angela Nicole Thedosopoulos, Ecology and Evolutionary Biology
Avian blood parasite infection dynamics and immune gene variation in a population of hybridizing chickadees

Brittany Nicole Tokasey, Psychology
Using Social Norms to Create Long-Term Reductions in Bias

Christa Lyn Torrens, Environmental Studies
Biogeochemical Dynamics and Response to Permafrost Degradation in McMurdo Dry Valley Streams, Antarctica

Hoang Le Truong, Computer Science
Techniques to Leverage Potential-based Mechanisms in Human-centered Sensing Systems

Kim-Phuong Truong-Vu, Sociology
Vaccination Statuses, Attitudes, and Beliefs: Using Intersectionality to Investigate Vaccination Disparities

Elina Sofia Valkonen, Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences
Intertwined: Arctic Cyclones and Sea Ice in the Past, Present, and Future

Christopher Eric Vardeman, Media Research and Practice
Memes, Minds & Marketing: How Generation Z Perceives and Processes Memetic Advertisements

Shahzad M Virani, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Information-Theoretic Electro-Optical Space Object Detection, Tracking, Association, & State Estimation in Chaotic Environments

Robert James Wagner, Materials Science and Engineering
Mechanical exploration of transient and active networks: from dynamic gels to fire ants

Rachel Ann Weintraub, Chemistry
Sarah Lynn Williams, Materials Science and Engineering
Using Silicaceous and Calcareous Microalgae to Decarbonize Cement Production

Yawan Zhang, Computer Science
Towards Multimodal Spatiotemporal Data Analysis: Heterogeneity and Fusion

School of Law
Lolita Buckner Inniss, Dean

Fall 2021 Graduates

Juris Doctor
Jennifer W Gao
Kevin Ryan Gifford
Krista Joy Gould
Grace Hayoun Jung
Timothy Ian Molnar
MacKenzie M Novak
Jason S. Rogers
Brenna Todd
Master of Laws
Nasrah Ahmad S Alfahmi
Abdulmalik Abdullah Alghamdi
Rafa Almogbil
Lama Mohammed A Althumayri
Jawher Khalid A Khayyat

Master of Studies in Law
Regina Laura Zaragoza Frey

Spring 2022 Candidates

Juris Doctor
Rachel Marie Anderson
Clement Asante
Derek A Baker
John McAllister Baker
Kelly Marie Baker
Daniella Elizabeth Barbero
Emily Sophia Bartlonieczuk
Bernardo J. Bellosio Lizarzabal
Sierra R Bennett
Ashton R Berne
Kevin D Bernstein
Alexander James Bigwood
Maria Christine Boggs
Jake J Bohnsak
Jakob L Booksan
Kathryn Bostrom
Tracy Lorraine Brooks
Edwin Esteban Bruns
Angelja Bubis
Monica Lynn Bunnay
Michael George Callahan
Christina Nicole Canino
Andrew J Carpenter
Emma K Carroll
Devin Leigh Case
Micah Chuen-Him Cheng
Luke Demei Chiang
Christopher Stark Claypool
Dillon Miles Clayton
Shira Cohen
Thomas M Coughlin
April Y Crain
Joel M Crank
Amanda Lynn Cranston
Nicholas James Crockett
Tate Elizabeth Crosby
Ava A Cusack
Ryan C Cutbirth
Lauren N Davis
Ana Eilise Dixon
Sloane K Dreyer
Andrew J Eads
Isabella Grace Ekstrom
Matthew L Epstein
Alex Borjesson Espina
Luke R Farquhar
Matthew J Fedder
José Ramón García Madrid II
McKaeli Elizabeth Garner
Joel Adrian Gonzalez-Bolivar
Jennifer L. Goodman
Clara Rose Grainger
Zachary T Greder
Rebecca Lynch Gruber
Serena Gudino
Kasha Noel Halbleib
Andrew H Hall
Dylan O Hall
Dakotah L Hamilton
John P Harrison
Andy Hal Harvey
Benjamin Tyrel Hepler
Rachel Hersch
Taylor Alexandria Hill
Savannah Kaye Hook
Nathaniel M Howe
Emily R Jamieson
John Jang
Allee Elizabeth Johnson
Dag P J ohnsrud
Rami Djidjale Jordan
Alex M Kaminski
Brian Andres Keener
Mia Nicole Keller
Sarah Ruth Keller
Nicholas M Klein
Emily Suzanne Klobe
Madeline C Kofoed
Helen M Land
Sten Bruner Larson
"Caitlin Jessica League"
Gabriel Lennon
Melina M Leodas-Whelan
Marcia Moana Levitan-Haffar
Aurora Lee Marsh
Rosaline Deanne Martinez
Jason Thomas Mattie
Louis K McDowall
Audrey S McNamara
Rachel M Medaugh
Catherine Ann Montgomery
Nathaniel Z Moore
VanMichael Keeth Moore
Zoe E Nagasai
Nicole Marie Nelson
Ming Lee Newcomb
Isabel Jensen Norwood
Lucas Edgar Scott O’Brien
Michael Alan Obregon
Joel Ochoa
Charlotte C Pahler
Klaudia Palczynska
Michael J Passint
Galen C Peterson
Leonard Pollard
William Thomas Raley
Mara Raphael
Cameron A Rasco
Prabha Erandi Ratnayake
Jack Kenneth Raycraft
Kelly Lynn Reeves
Rebecca Jeanne Reilly
Jennifer A Richie
Ryan D Robinson
Patricia G Rodriguez
Nela Angelica Rosales Huesca
Anthony Joseph Ryan
Andrew Michael Salazar
Timothy Scarborough
Glory S Schmidt
Collin Alexander Scott
Elias Peter Selinos
Marlo Seskin
Henry Earnest Seward
Brenna Kay Shannon
Charles N Simon
Aaron W Slade
Peter Marcus Clemens Slag
Mackenzie Seiler Smith
Evan H Smithers
James David Guihan Snow
Brendan Soane
Chloe Sovinee-Dyroff
Adam Llloyd Speckley
Mitchell W St eeves
Nicholas Jason Stevenson
Elizabeth Maile Stonehill
Patrick J Sullivan
Rhonda M Sutor
Lorenzo Thayn
Sarah Anne Thomas
Ellen Gardner Thurston
Elizabeth M. Topping
Elizabeth D Truitt
Michael L Uhrig
Rachel D Van Amburg
Erin Marie Vanek
Ana Victoria Venzor
Katherine R. Victor
Diego Villarreal
Mary Lauren Walsh
Stacey Marie Weber
Johnsie C Wilkinson
Oluwayemisi O Winful
Patrick J Witterschein
Hanna Marie Wynn
Michael Young
Abigail Rose Zinman

Master of Laws
Ekaterina Berezina
Mauricio Chiriboga Merino
Lidiane Farias Mourao Ferreira
Emils Jonins
Veronica Carolina Leidenz Carrasco
Kattia Lucia Montesinos Paiva
Prerana Nepal
Deborah Neuenschwander Martins
Madison Daniels Phillips
Marion Aslaksen Ravna
Matthew Robert Vondrask

Master of Studies in Law
Natasha Lynn Abbott
Katherine Gorman Bauer
Kara Marsh
Cary Vanesa Reyes
Tison Haile Tesfaye
Olivia Watson

Leeds School of Business
Sharon F. Matusik, Dean

Fall 2021 Graduates

Master of Business Administration
*Grace Hayoung Jang
Tyler Dann Johnson

Spring 2022 Candidates

Master of Business Administration
Ryan Matthew Adzima
Aasim Ali
Patrick James Anderson
Adam Michael Angelich
Linnea June Ausbroughs
Chandler Scott Baggett
Connor Andrew Bain
Thomas Anson Duque Balfour
Christina Jordan Banick

*Recipient of a double degree
Recipient of a double degree

Esti Kopf
Jared William Klein
*Katherine Faye Kimmey
Jessica Anne Kemper
Michael Ty Kandler
Theresa Joseph
Samantha Ann Jones
Daniel Jauregui
Gaetano Rafael Iannaccone

Brickman Parkhurst House
Alexandra Brooke Houghtalin
Gregory Patrick Holzheimer
Spenser Marie Hollar
Daniel William Hildebrand
Austin Josef Hensley
Akshata A Hegde
Abigail Paige Hazen

*Recipient of a double degree

Kathleen Elizabeth Chappelear
Shay Monique Cardenas
Jordin Brooke Clough
Alya Elbawary
Travis Hunter Elliott
James Gordon Falconer Finnegan
Melissa Frank
Doug Alan Friedrich
Amy Christy Novia Gillespie
Anthony Xavier Gomez
Christine Greco
Harrison Alexander GreenMaki
Catharine Hunter Griffin
Samuel Joseph Guerin
William Reggis Guthrey
Rachel Hall
Matthew Gerard Hannam II
Lisa Harris
Richard James Harrison
Taylor Lane Hartley
Todd Hayes
Abigail Paige Hazen
Akhata A Hegde
Austin Josef Hensley
Daniel William Hildebrand
Garrett Sherwood Hoelscher
Spenser Marie Hollar
Gregory Patrick Holzheimer
Alexandra Brooke Houghtalin
Brickman Parkhurst House
Jennifer Price Howard
Amber Rosemary Hughes
Gaetano Rafael Iannaccone
Daniel Jauregui
Samantha Ann Jones
Theresa Joseph
Michael Ty Kandler
Jessica Anne Kemper
*Katherine Faye Kimney
Jared William Klein
Noah Pasquale Kobayashi
Esti Kopf

*Recipient of a double degree

Kathryn Elizabeth Luchetti
Carol Barbara Lundqvist
Eric Malitsky
Travis Mathis
McKail McMorris
Aaron Samuel Mattson
James McCants
Kevin McNealy
Mihai Mendoza
Andrew Raymond Miller
Danielle Molin
Haley Mae Morton
Glenn Mueller
Jay Kumahara
Daniel Brendan Zahler Mullan
Patrick Hanley Noel
Eric Adam Nowicki
Alex Olson
Andrew Laurence Ormsby
Elizabeth Jane Patrick
Emily Lanae Pearson
Tessa Ray Perez
Benjamin Andrew Bly Phillips
Tiffany Marie Pinkley
Christopher Vincent Polan
Austin McKinley Pond
Karli Alexander Popko
Timothy Porcelli
Sumalatha Pujari
James Michael Ray
Nicholas Nathan Reinhart
Megan Leigh Robeson
Margaret White Rodney
Elizabeth Rachel Rowley
Natalie Sage Royle
Katarzyna Maria Rymar
Lilianna Catherine Ruggles
Natif Bakhsh.
Nicolas Ramiro Sheehan
Robert Arthur Sheppard II

*Recipient of a double degree

Evelyn Anna Sievert
Alyssa Joanne Soder
Amelia Grace Soder
Leilani K Sriwongse
Katya R. Strausz
Sebastian Thacker
Kaitlyn Thompson
Nina Troxler
E. Scott Adler, Dean

Fall 2021 Graduates

Master of Arts

Javier Acededo De La Torre Sr., Philosophy
Eryn Meredith Alexander, Educational Equity and Cultural Diversity
Nathaniel Edward Anderson, Philosophy
Jessica Balitzer, Educational Equity and Cultural Diversity
Devon Bernhagen, Educational Equity and Cultural Diversity
Meagan Bridges, Educational Equity and Cultural Diversity
Spencer Houston Buck, Ecology and Evolutionary Biology
Joseph Douglas Byrne, English
Stephanie Jean Chamberlin, Educational Equity and Cultural Diversity
Angelica Chavez-Lopez, Educational Foundations, Policy and Practice
Maya Gabriela-Auiler Contras, Sociology
Gabriel William Costanza-Chavez, Psychology
Brittany Ann Daboll, Theatre and Performance Studies
Caitlin Dennis, Educational Foundations, Policy and Practice
Clarissa de Oliveira Deverel-Rico, Education-Curriculum and Instruction
Rebecca Dickmann, Educational Foundations, Policy and Practice
Deepika Reddy Dokuru, Psychology
Lauren Beth Finkelstein, Psychology
Alexandra Flores, Psychology
Samantha Freis, Psychology
Katrin Kirsten Gjelde, German Studies
Brandon Grenier, Spanish
Nihan Harman, Ecology and Evolutionary Biology
Madison Townsend Hays, Educational Equity and Cultural Diversity
Shaun Michael Hicks, Education-Curriculum and Instruction
Kate Virginia Howard, Linguistics
Erica Paige Jackson, Sociology
Sean Charles Kenney, Communication
Alexandra Marie Kulenguski, Anthropology
Bob Kuo, Mathematics
Jason M Lansing, Religious Studies
Mirian Lara-Aranega, Educational Equity and Cultural Diversity
Trevor Manders, Mathematics
Amanda Kay Martinez, Educational Equity and Cultural Diversity
Jacob Daniel McClelland, Linguistics
Kerry Elizabeth Sara McLaren, Education-Curriculum and Instruction
Casey Ann Dowling Miller, History
Kira Burner Miller, Educational Equity and Cultural Diversity
Robert William Yarbrough

Master of Science in Civil Engineering

Matthew Robert Dyer

Master of Science in Mechanical Engineering

Brandon Adams

Ayush Bansal

Charles Scott Callahan

Cary Alexander Faulkner

Pooja Gopaliah

Hunter Hach

Colin Harkins

Jamin Bennet Hershberger

Jackson Riddell Hootman

Connor Joslin

Skyler Jordan Kern

Sara Nicole Khorchidian

Eric Kolb

Kristian Syver Norderhaug

Halley Nicole Patno

Abhinaya Ramadugu

Ingemar Schmidt

Vikrant Singh

Victoria Ruth Toetz

Master of Fine Arts

Lukas Jedediah DeVries

Master of Music

Eamon Randall Griffith

Stacey Lee Novik

Yaowen Zhang

Master of Science

Faisal Ayedh Mareai Al-Shabebi, Supply Chain Management

Elizabeth Katherine Julie Allan-Cole, Chemical Engineering

Douglas Scott Alleman, Civil Engineering

Aaron Allred, Aerospace Engineering

Sundar Krishnakumar

Disha Rajeshkumar Modi

Ram Narayanan

Arvind Jayashankara Aradhya, Electrical Engineering

Robert Atkinson, Architectural Engineering

Clara Johanna Bader, Aerospace Engineering

Sciences

Khadijah Nur Mitchell-Polka, Education-Curriculum and Instruction

Vanessa Monson, Anthropology

Juan C. Moreno, Mathematics

Adrian Nieff, Mathematics

Kendall Newell, Education-Curriculum and Instruction

Karen Orihuela Kuri, Educational Equity and Cultural Diversity

Katie Paulich, Psychology

Peter Robert Rock II, Mathematics

Pamela Nicole Romero Villela, Psychology

Holly Ann Roth, Geography

Caroline Marie Rubin, Educational Equity and Cultural Diversity

Kenneth Santiago, Education-Curriculum and Instruction

Francisca Santini, Education-Curriculum and Instruction

Tracy Schreff, Educational Equity and Cultural Diversity

Neda Shaban, Geography

Shannon Sokup, Educational Equity and Cultural Diversity

Bailey A. Steele, Psychology

Sierra Mackenzie Turner, Religious Studies

Sara Veljic, Sociology

Marilyn Villalobos Rivera, Educational Foundations, Policy and Practice

Andrew Caulfield Violet, Religious Studies

Douglas Adam Watkins, Education-Learning Sciences and Human Development

Katherine Dorothea Wells, Speech, Language, and Hearing Sciences

Rebecca S. Wheeler, Linguistics

Alyssa Williams, Asian Languages and Civilizations

David J. Wrisley, Educational Equity and Cultural Diversity

Master of Engineering

Charles Eugene Appleton

Todor Ivanov Arsenov

Kelly Helene Bole

Matthew Maurice Burney

Alexander Court

Aditya Deore

Glenn Morris Feinberg

Allan Ramos Flores

Jacob Hanneman Goldstein

Gisbert Robijn Hage

Fanghao Han

Bryan Loyd Thomas Harant

Noah Huber

Ryan Kim

Siddhant Anup Kothari

Charles C Lawhead

Carrie Nordby Nakamoto

Emily Ruth Oliver

John Michael Radman

Vibin Mahadev Sankaranarayanan

"Chad Jeffrey Serba

Tanvi Sanjay Shah

Roger Alan Smith

Cameron Stacey

Amber Lynn Stoffels

Tyler Andrew Strickland

Rebecca Ruth Thoss

Nathaniel Allan Wilson

Robert William Yarbrough

Master of the Environment

David Ethan Abner

Caroline Thacher Barry

Rachael Dale Blondy

Julien William Blundell

Brian David Chamberlain

Melissa Englund

Mackenzie Jayne Faber

Patrick Robert Foucauld

Nicholas Dean Garza

Janelle Gibbons

Julia Marie Glennon

Sarah Nicole Hamming

Emily Grace Heckman

Nicholas Gabriel Horna

Kayla Grace Hubbell

Duncan Alexander Kay

Nora Clare Long

Anna Lisa Marr

Jane Elizabeth Marsh

Sean Michael McArdle

Korey William McQuaide

Hannah Rae Miller

David Christopher Ormsby

Cara Michelle Potter

Lindsey Beatrice Schad

Rosalyn Teresa Thompson

Samantha Kathleen Thywissen

Willow Angeline Urquidi

Jena Filvera Van Gerven

Matthew Ryan Waina

Jack Tobias Wertheimer

Paul Henry Yeric

Brian Alexander Yudkin

Master of Science in Aerospace Engineering Sciences

Vincent Paul Camilleri

Jessica Faith Harris

Bryan Christopher Hulse

Maria McQuaide

Adam Michael New

Kelly Christine Patterson

Jeffrey Scott Rademacher

"Chad Jeffrey Serba

Aaron Stirk

Justin Wofford

Lucas Zanetti Zardini

Taylor M Zedosky

Master of Science in Applied Mathematics

Matthew Robert Dyer

Master of Science in Civil Engineering

Colby Scott Baxter

Fatima Jhosselin Berrios

Nastaran Khodaei

Anit Koirala

Jennifer Morin

Mariel Sabraw

Patrick Aquino Ward

*Recipient of a double degree
Ashkan Bafti, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Emmanuel Anuoluwa Bamidele, Materials Science and Engineering
Dionys T Beck, Civil Engineering
Daniel Bell, Chemical Engineering
Britta Bergstrom, Civil Engineering
Segei (Sam) J Bilardi, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Lindsey Jean Blanchat, Accounting
Peter Sanford Borrell, Technology, Cybersecurity and Policy
Frederick Levi Bost, Organizational Leadership
Jackson Brill, Integrative Physiology
Matthew Borland Broadus, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Dwight Julian Browne, Computer Science
Lily-Finn Hope Burdick, Accounting
Lara Rose Buri, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
James D Caldwell III, Organizational Leadership
Ryan Thomas Cameron, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Elizabeth Jean Campbell, Organizational Leadership
Jared Thomas Cantilina, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Xinyu Cao, Computer Science
Daniel Ryan Carlson, Physics
Nicholas Django Carlucci, Biomedical Engineering
Ahammad Chalavadi, Accounting
Erin E Clark, Organizational Leadership
Conrad Cornella Bagot, Electrical Engineering
Lucas Giaco Robert Corsiglia, Physics
Emanuele Costantino, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Joshua Coulter, Accounting
Allison Marie Crow, Chemical Engineering
Rebecca Cruz, Organizational Leadership
Michael Scott Culver, Organizational Leadership
Paige Melissa Danielson, Electrical Engineering
Joshua P Darling, Environmental Studies
Mitchell Dawson, Accounting
Devon Turk Donahue, Electrical Engineering
Noelle Francis Doyle, Biomedical Engineering
Jill Duffy, Organizational Leadership
Jessica Kelly Egan, Civil Engineering
Omer Eldar, Computer Science
Mark Falender, Organizational Leadership
Claire Antoinette Farmer, Environmental Engineering
Andrea Ruth Fautheree, Creative Technology and Design
Sloan Christian Davies Fisk, Organizational Leadership
Gaeron Reid Friedricks, Electrical Engineering
Daisy Isabelle Fuchs, Chemical Engineering
Ryan T Ganson, Organizational Leadership
Briar Hannah Goldwyn, Civil Engineering
Santiago Gonzalez Hernandez, Environmental Engineering
Cooper Hale Gould, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Rajpreet Singh Grewal, Technology, Cybersecurity and Policy
Nicholas Alexander Zoraja Hagan, Taxation
Thomas Campbell Harvey, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Seiji Dollison Hayashi, Supply Chain Management
Lucas Hayne, Computer Science
Damennick Bolte Henry, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Victoria Lynn Herde, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Janice Higuera, Civil Engineering
Nicholas Hill, Organizational Leadership
Ethan Wesley Hobbs, Computer Science
Tyler Jordan Howell, Organizational Leadership
Molly Elizabeth Huber, Environmental Studies
Mark Jensen, Organizational Leadership
Yash Joshi, Civil Engineering
Samantha Kaczeroz, Chemical Engineering
Ryan Karasopoulos, Technology, Cybersecurity and Policy
Nina Marie Kasner, Organizational Leadership
Jessie Lee Kasynski, Organizational Leadership
Sanskar Katiyar, Computer Science
Tanisha Kaur, Biomedical Engineering
Maria Kelly, Chemical Engineering
Nicholas Irvin Kenny, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Nicholas Maxim Kiefer, Organizational Leadership
Jennifer Lynn Kurtz, Organizational Leadership
Owen Asaro Lee, Materials Science and Engineering
Jodie Less, Organizational Leadership
Bryce Ellis Letcher, Architectural Engineering
Darryl B Lim, Accounting
Amanda Kelly Lococo, Applied Mathematics
David Austin Lujan, Applied Mathematics
Michelle Ly, Organizational Leadership
Hanna Katherine Lyle, Materials Science and Engineering
Matthew Scott Lynch, Organizational Leadership
Roxanne Maine, Supply Chain Management
Jitendra Mardi, Computer Science
Anton Mau, Organizational Leadership
Brendan Gray McConnell, Physics
Holland Delaney Meeks, Accounting
Sarah Mittal, Physics
Macy Alexandra Morgan, Technology, Cybersecurity and Policy
Nathan Munoz, Civil Engineering
Brandon Nguyen, Accounting
Connor Daniel Nogales, Electrical Engineering
Stephen C. Nowacki, Organizational Leadership
Katarina Odak, Chemical Engineering
Micah Ollhausen, Chemistry
Jamie Grace Oulton, Organizational Leadership
Gabriella N.E. Pagliuca, Mechanical Engineering
Austin Ralph Pahl, Computer Science
Alan Benjamin Parker, Organizational Leadership
Heyden Matthew Peery, Organizational Leadership
Diego Juan Jose Pereda, Real Estate
Alexis Taylor Phillips, Chemical Engineering
Nathaniel Christopher Porada, Taxation
Theodore Jackson Prince, Electrical Engineering
Kimberly Ellen Pugel, Civil Engineering
Colby Michael Purcell, Organizational Leadership
Eric Rappeport, Electrical Engineering
Ali Raza, Computer Science
Michael Thomas Forrester Revitte, Accounting
Thomas Baird Rich, Accounting
Amy Leigh Richards, Organizational Leadership
Bailey Lauren Riddle, Organizational Leadership
Austin Allen Robinson, Architectural Engineering
Emily Roeder, Geology
Jake Philip Rowe, Chemistry
Akshita Sahni, Mechanical Engineering
Saiyma Sarmin, Computer Science
Robert Burgess Sasse, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Jennifer Rose Scharps, Organizational Leadership
Scott Benjamin Scheraga, Mechanical Engineering
Morgan Klaus Scheuerman, Information Science
Megan Elizabeth Schosker, Organizational Leadership
Samanta Janvier Sheppard, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Abdulaziz Oluwatosin Shittu Jr., Organizational Leadership
Alexandra Smith, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Christian Morshon Spears, Organizational Leadership
Taylor Douglas Spivey, Chemical Engineering
Dionysos John Stavropoulos, Accounting
Daniel Glenn Steckhahn, Physics
Molly McKee Stetson, Organizational Leadership
Richelle Streeter, Physics
Paul Edward Swofford, Organizational Leadership
Rajeshwaran Thiagarajan, Telecommunications
Emily Grace Walsh Thiele, Materials Science and Engineering
Brittany J Thompson, Materials Science and Engineering
Matthew Ticknor, Materials Science and Engineering
Jenna E Trammell, Organizational Leadership
Evan Tucker, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Rachel VanOs dol, Chemistry
Srikanth Venkataraman, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Todd Eric Wallis, Organizational Leadership
Lisa Wang, Environmental Engineering

*Recipient of a double degree
Minyan Wang, Materials Science and Engineering
Matthew Watwood, Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences
Dillon Beck Wexman, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Soﬁa Evelyn Weiner, Organizational Leadership
Casey White, Environmental Studies
Elias Eduardo Wiener, Finance
*Nathaniel Allan Wilson, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Jordan Jacob Winetrout, Materials Science and Engineering
Beilei Xiang, Computational Linguistics, Analytics, Search and Informatics
Mingzhe Xue, Creative Technology and Design
Songyi Yan, Electrical Engineering
Xinyuan Zhao, Electrical Engineering
Abigail Rose Zimmermann-Nieﬁeld, Computer Science
Lisheng Zou, Electrical Engineering

Spring 2022 Candidates

Master of Arts
Andrew Aceves, Anthropology
Victoria Acuña, Educational Foundations, Policy and Practice
Sarah Marie Adams, Linguistics
Daniel Amarello, Spanish
Tessa Anderson, Educational Equity and Cultural Diversity
Eli Baker, Education-Curriculum and Instruction
Kade Anthony Baker, Linguistics
Kay Lynn Baker, Education-Curriculum and Instruction
Pascal Bercker, Philosophy
Desiree Lee Bergquist, Education-Curriculum and Instruction
Kelly Ann Bistrop Graham, Theatre and Performance Studies
Alex Nichols Boeding, Educational Foundations, Policy and Practice
Chelsea Brown, Psychology
Erika Elizabeth Brown, Religious Studies
Emily Lauren Buchanan, Education-Curriculum and Instruction
April Bukoski, Linguistics
Eryn Mackenzie Cannon, Russian Studies
Rachel Marie Chaiser, Mathematics
Kaitlyn Ann Chappell, English
Julia Marie Chavarria, Higher Education
Richard Frank Ciolek, Classics
Mae Zuo Cosgrove, Linguistics
Emily Rose Cucicio, Ecology and Evolutionary Biology
April Bukoski, Linguistics
Eryn Mackenzie Cannon, Russian Studies
Rachel Marie Chaiser, Mathematics
Kaitlyn Ann Chappell, English
Julia Marie Chavarria, Higher Education
Richard Frank Ciolek, Classics
Mae Zuo Cosgrove, Linguistics
Emily Rose Cucicio, Ecology and Evolutionary Biology
Colette Czarnecki, Journalism
Charlotte DeAntonio, Education-Curriculum and Instruction
Krisma Dongol, Geography
Kathleen Elizabeth Donlan, Anthropology
Stephanie Drake, Education-Curriculum and Instruction
Kevi Medhi Jacques Drif, French
Brittany Lauren Dye, Educational Foundations, Policy and Practice
Mary Theresa Edwards-Capen, Sociology
Andrew Eiswerth, Geography
Luciana Escribens Carrillo, Education-Learning Sciences and Human Development
Lauren Ely, Education-Curriculum and Instruction
Erica Rose Espinosa, Educational Equity and Cultural Diversity
Jaimie Fecht, Educational Equity and Cultural Diversity
William Seth Frost, Classics
Andrew George Gaier, Ecology and Evolutionary Biology
Jennifer Joyce Gallagher, Philosophy
Vincent James Gennarelli, Higher Education
Kara Sofia Giovannini, Educational Foundations, Policy and Practice
Jasmine Guillermina Gloria, Art History
Bianca Priscah Godinez, Linguistics
Sarah Katherine Gomez, Linguistics
Guannrui Gong, Asian Languages and Civilizations
Emily Elizabeth Good, Higher Education
Marrissa Danielle Grant, Psychology
Keegan Edward Harris, Education-Curriculum and Instruction
Quinn Thomas Hermon, Philosophy
Carolina Herrera-Beita, Educational Equity and Cultural Diversity
Monica Herzog, Education-Curriculum and Instruction
Nga Phuong Hoang, Education-Curriculum and Instruction
Ian Norman Hogg, History
Sara Louise Hooste, Political Science
Sarah Catherine Hornaday, Journalism Entrepreneurship
Tanya Barbara Horwitz, Psychology
Min-Chun Hsiao, Linguistics
Nicole Britney Jimenez, English
Brianna Johnson-Morris, Linguistics
Travis Lee Kane, English
James Richard Kaplan, English
Hyejeong Kim, Education-Curriculum and Instruction
Jeong Won Ko, Economics
Anna Marie Kramer, History
Colton Kunzeman, Philosophy
Lucas Michael Ladenburger, Economics
Alexandra Marie Laird, Philosophy
Cameron Wilson Lea, Asian Languages and Civilizations
Mateusz Michal Leszczynski, Political Science
Siija Li, Asian Languages and Civilizations
Xinchang Li, Asian Languages and Civilizations
Yuecheng Li, Classics
Christopher William Liggett, English
Alexis Paige Linback, Education-Curriculum and Instruction
Jacinth Elise Lindabury, Education-Curriculum and Instruction
Samantha Elise Long, Higher Education
Emilie Rachel Luckett, Art History
Zhujuan Ma, Religious Studies
Zhujuan Ma, Asian Languages and Civilizations
Kathleen Mandeville, Educational Equity and Cultural Diversity
Meenakshi Mani, Educational Foundations, Policy and Practice
Karlee Jolyn Manueulo, Educational Equity and Cultural Diversity
Leslie Martinez, Educational Equity and Cultural Diversity
Anastasia Mathews, Art History
Audrey Michaela Mayes, Media and Public Engagement
Connor Alexander McCranie, Mathematics
Kami Rae McDaniel, History
Andrew Michael McKanna, History
Nancy Yvonne Mejia-Arias, Educational Foundations, Policy and Practice
Nicolas A. Medlo, Linguistics
Allison Jane Miller, English
Geoffrey Miller, Spanish
Crystal Skye Murphy, History
Sinan Nadarevic, Political Science
Austin Leonard Nash, Ecology and Evolutionary Biology
Sarah Neitzel, Communication
Catherine Marie Newell, Classics
Luke Michael Novack, Sociology
Jessica Lynn Oliver, Educational Equity and Cultural Diversity
Bronwyn Obstein, English
Brenda Yunue Ortiz Torres, Educational Equity and Cultural Diversity
Catherine Miki Otaiche, Asian Languages and Civilizations
Mira Victoria Kiran Patel, Educational Equity and Cultural Diversity
Natalie Marie Peterson, English
Collin Ross Power, Anthropology
Brandon Michael Price, Philosophy
Sheng Qi, Economics
Sydney Rayl, Linguistics
Samantha Register, Political Science
Emma Staveley Rieves, Geography
Iliana Rocha, Higher Education
Carrie Rodgers, Educational Equity and Cultural Diversity
Elisabetta Rodio, Spanish
Sara Haskin Rosenau, Linguistics
Robin L. Ruff, Educational Equity and Cultural Diversity
Betsabet Samarripa, Educational Foundations, Policy and Practice
Laurel Samuelson, English
Jeffrey Scott Schmidt, Geography
Paige Elyse Schoonover, Economics
Jefferson Garrett Seaberg, Political Science
Micaela Marie Seaver, Ecology and Evolutionary Biology
Daniel Popa Shanahan, Journalism
Corey Samuel William Sherman, Philosophy
Scott Alan Sieke, Education-Curriculum and Instruction
Kayla Ann Siletli, Psychology
Chaz Michael Simmons, Economics
Hannah Madeline Slough, Classics
Paxton Fowler Smith, Educational Foundations, Policy and Practice
Elizabeth Sorensen Montoya, Economics
Isaac Sours, Political Science
Christopher Kenn Spears, Higher Education
Benjamin Joseph Stasny, Theatre and Performance Studies
Sahel Martinez Steele, Educational Equity and Cultural Diversity
Farron Mackenzie Straitz, Linguistics
Recipient of a double degree

University of Colorado Boulder

Elias Berbari
Kelly (Austin Davis) Bates
Alexis Ann Ancel
Lauren Ames
Master of the Environment
Joshua Zvibleman
Samuel John Zorek
Sophia Anne Zaccarine
Mark Don Young
John Savage Wright
Benjamin Wexler
Bradley Paul Walter
Chelsea Walbridge
Jackson Curtis Vlay
Camille Terry
Richard Sumner Still

Master of the Environment
Lauren Ames
Alexis Ann AnceI
Kelly (Austin Davis) Bates
Elias Berbari

Theresa Lynne Blackwell
Ariana Andrea Borrello
Olivia Severtson Brown
Jaqueline Loren Burgraff
Natalia Renee Carminelli
Kathleen Elizabeth Chappelear
Coleman Dickerson
Lucille Anne Ehrenclou
Alexander Ryan Giles
Lorena Gonzalez
Abigail Lin Graves
Leah Catherine Greiner
Maxwell L. Guilliver
Caroline Lee Hamlin
Sarah Margaret Heller
Elizabeth Cecile Irene Holland
James Blake Howe Jr.
Claire Lucille Kendall
Katherine Faye Kimmey
Natalie Kra
Christina Rose Manian
Maria Mitzarakis Guissasti
Steven James Morris
Christian Allen Neff
Madeline Gray Nesbit
Logan Amber Newbold
Carson Noel
Peter Olivares
Julia Minard Park
Sophia Rose Pina-Mcmahon
Hayley Elizabeth Risse
Austin Schonfeld
Kiana Caroline Seto
John Travis Sheehan
Hayden Siekmann
Kayli Marie Skinner
Benjamin Medway Snyder
Tejas Srikanth
Rose Pearl Stewart
Leonard John Swardlow
Victoria Tedwald
Sarah Regalia Thorson
Jackson Tomchek
Jessica Tung
Hannah Wallace
Emma Renee Welty
Delani Wood

Master of Science in Aerospace Engineering Sciences

John Paul Ajamian
Jashan Ximenes Chopra
Kelton Douglas Grange
Mitchell Edmund Hotop
Corey Scott LePine
Peter Eugene Michael Merrick
Joshua Denton Nelson
Luke Daniel Sanasarian
Tyler James Shea

Master of Science in Applied Mathematics

Ryan Thomas Bilkie
Parker Shane Boyce
Kayvon Tritam Coffey
Lucas Alan Laughlin
Caden T Ryal-Lunenburg
Adam Sanchez
Jacob Watts
Michael Grant Woodworth
Eric Young

Master of Science in Civil Engineering
Christina Ann Baca
Jodi Lee Balster
Amanda Jayne Gill
Jordan Moore
Oluwahusola Oluwatomidun Olaniyi
Isabelle Faith Sexton
Hannah Pritchard Whitworth

Master of Science in Computer Science
Alexander Joseph Book
Neil Santosh Borde
Denver Matthew Chernin
Richard Gentry III
Jeffrey Dean Gullett
Xinyu Jiang
Brandon Michael Kissam
Aurangzeb Waseem Malik
Ravindra Richard Mangar
Timothy Ray Mason
Robert Victor Olson
Justin Widjaja Reiss
Lincoln C Schaefer
Cole Buchanan Starza
Qinglu Sun
Dmitri Sergeevich Tarasov
Suhas G Upadhy
Jie Wang

Master of Science in Electrical Engineering
Dazong Chen
Michael Scott Green
Aarohi Anil Jaiswal
Aakash Vijayendra Kamalapur
Ryan LaCunt
Jabin Lin
James Ira Michael IV
Phillip Ned Montoya
Muhammad Nagi
Ram Narayanan
Armando Pinales
Luis Javier Plata
Kaylin Punatii
Pankaj Dinesh Solanki
Chirayu Thakur
John Trytko
Kyle Ugale
Aditya Krushna Varshney
Priyankar Vivek Vidwans
Chenning (Alen) Xu

Master of Science in Environmental Engineering
Madeline Omor Johnson

Master of Science in Mechanical Engineering
Osmar Erubiel Aguirre
Jaheen Ahsan
Colin William Baxter
Leopold Gideon Beuken
Conner Michael Bossenbroek
Ryan James Brink
Sean William Connelly
Eric Grieshaber
Jacob Haimes
Brandon Hayes
Austin Gregory Hegemann
Edward Augustine Herrick-Reynolds  
Kyle Evan Howard  
Natalie Irene Jagelski  
Zachary Wayne Jordan  
Heiko Dieter Kabatz  
Devon Alicia Kroecker  
Aabishek Lohith Kumar  
Hannah Michelle Larson  
Yuekang Li  
Katie MacDonald  
Jaylene Reyanne Martinez  
Mia Kathleen Miller  
Athish Ram Das  
Pedro David Reyes Ricardo  
Christalina Louise Roberts-Miller  
Chad Steven Ronish  
Nicholas Andrew Sanchez-Jans  
Kevin Santos  
Prakriti Sardana  
Lea Marie Adeline Savard  
Tanner J Saylor  
Tristan Schoeman  
Aaron Schlink  
Patrick Edwards Sherman  
Anish Silwal  
Sam Duchamp Simons-Wellin  
Cameron O’Reilly Small  
Ryan Gregory Smith  
Anna Starodubtseva  
Kristen Such  
Christopher V Taylor  
Andrew Joseph Balbinder Thorson  
Dylan Travis  
Zoe Anna Turin  
Jonathan David Turner  
Brett Christopher Walker  
Jack Mitchell Wilson  

**Master of Science in Network Engineering**  
Anthony Lloyd Cole  
Eric Peter Konstantin Illick  
Abhinandini Umesh  

**Master of Fine Arts**  
Cara Lynn Albert  
Anurag Arora  
Lauren Jade Arnold  
Alaina Bainbridge  
Brittney Lalch Banae  
Sabrina Canepa  
Shirin Chowdhury  
Madeleine Haley Job  
Allison Elizabeth Lemon  
Molly Ott  
Kate Elizabeth Lu Sedor  
Rachel Franklin Wood  

**Master of Music**  
Peter Gregory Abrell II  
Francisco Borja-Prieto  
Alan William Chan  
Harmon James Dobson  
Kevin Michael Guinta  
Braden Held  
Samuel Curtis Henderson  
John Henry Holoman  
Marie Faith AnZhi Lane  
Kyrie Laybourn  
Nathaniel Joseph Lee Marsh  
Jackson Patrick McLellan  
James Hunter Morris  
Anastasia Pavlenko  
Elizabeth Ruth Phillips  
Kristen Pierré  
Isaac Melchor Ponce Urbina  
Gabrielle Ruth Razaifinjato  
Gabriel Daniel Schirn  
Matthew David Sebal  
Michael David Sgrecci  
Elizabeth Jane Smith  
Gina Marie Stonikas  
Grace Sarah Templeton  
Regina Vendetti  
Ethan McLain Watson  
Jacob Matthew West  

**Master of Music Education**  
Brenda Yvonne Berganza  
Allison Marie Cawthon  
John Lewis Fowler  
Ari Joseph Sharfstein  

**Master of Science**  
Stephanie Marie Abegg, Applied Mathematics  
Jordan Scott Abell, Aerospace Engineering  
Sciences  
Hayleigh Rachelle Adams, Supply Chain Management  
Sabrina Adikari, Applied Mathematics  
Prafulla Adusumalli, Business Analytics  
Alexander Gerald Aeppli, Physics  
Aaron Ahadi, Finance  
Michael Patrick Ahearn, Accounting  
Arbaaz Ahmad, Business Analytics  
Samantha Jean Ahrberg, Business Analytics  
Timothy Troy Aiken, Aerospace Engineering  
Aisha Nasser Al Shajji, Supply Chain Management  
Amanda Lee Alberts, Organizational Leadership  
Michaela Lynn Alkire, Environmental Engineering  
Suwod Fahad Alnaqui, Aerospace Engineering Sciences  
Mohammed Saad Alshehri, Architectural Engineering  
Saud Altarkait, Business Analytics  
Tatum Elizabeth Annamare, Taxation  
Océane Andries, Creative Technology and Design  
Jaya Krishna Sai Annangi, Business Analytics  
Alexander Wolfe Antoonoff-Wertheimer, Technology, Cybersecurity and Policy  
Austin John Appleton, Creative Technology and Design  
Meagan Nichole Arguien, Materials Science and Engineering  
Everett Ward Arnold, Accounting  
Lauren Claire Atencio, Biochemistry  
Joseph Charles Athanasio, Business Analytics  
Marie Reine Therese Axalan, Business Analytics  
Maximilian Jon Bailey, Integrative Physiology  
Diane Ballieux, Finance  
Morgan Baker, Geology  
Tracy Jo Baker, Organizational Leadership  
Paul E. Ballenger, Organizational Leadership  
Rileigh Jade Bandy, Computer Science  
James Theodore Bantis, Finance  

**Master of Music**  
Kyle Aaron Barber, Architectural Engineering  
Luke C Barbier, Computer Science  
Adrija Barvadheesh, Business Analytics  
Brendan Bauer, Finance  
Devon Grace Bayer, Supply Chain Management  
Andrew Beberrnes, Electrical Engineering  
Emily Elizabeth Becker, Organizational Leadership  
Jacob Lucas Beceky, Physics  
Lindsey Shea Belahi, Organizational Leadership  
Bryanna Benassi, Accounting  
Erik Berg Bendixen, Accounting  
William Phillip Bennett, Geology  
Amanda E. Benson, Organizational Leadership  
Giulia Bernardini, Museum and Field Studies  
John Berry, Business Analytics  
Samantha Berry, Organizational Leadership  
Nicholas William Berry, Civil Engineering  
Jared Amir Best, Mechanical Engineering  
Rakshita Ramesh Bhat, Civil Engineering  
Haley Elisabeth Bishop, Business Analytics  
Connor Gage Blesdell, Accounting  
Alysha Taylor Bogard, Integrative Physiology  
Dylan Thomas Bolton, Business Analytics  
Ljubodrag Boskovic, Electrical Engineering  
Joshua Bryan Bradley, Architectural Engineering  
Benjamin Emmett Bresalier, Supply Chain Management  
Alison Marie Bristow, Organizational Leadership  
Lianne Brito Silveira, Civil Engineering  
Chase Glenn Brooks, Physics  
Cole Jonathon Brown, Accounting  
Kristen Lee Bruchko, Aerospace Engineering Sciences  
Kate Marie Bubra, Applied Mathematics  
Savannah Lynn Buchner, Aerospace Engineering Sciences  
Denise Bucuianu-Coman, Aerospace Engineering Sciences  
Lukas Sebastian Maria Buecherli, Biomedical Engineering  
Chris Buelke, Mechanical Engineering  
Logan Jay Bunch, Integrative Physiology  
Michael F Burke III, Aerospace Engineering Sciences  
Louis Blopai Caesar Jr, Technology, Cybersecurity and Policy  
Vijjan Cai, Physics  
Valeria Calvo Vindas, Finance  
Christopher Sean Cannon, Business Analytics  
William Canty, Integrative Physiology  
Emma Mac Carleton, Organizational Leadership  
Danielle Jude Carroll, Aerospace Engineering Sciences  
Fabio Castaneda-Mariottini, Finance  
Gustavo Esteves de Oliveira Cesar, Business Analytics  
Gurdarshan Singh Chahal, Civil Engineering  
Sourav Chakraborty, Computer Science  
Maximilian Christopher Chambers, Finance  
Thomas Paul Chaney, Materials Science and Engineering  
Gabrielle Yvonne Chapa, Organizational Leadership  
Cameron Chase Chapman, Business Analytics  

*Recipient of a double degree*
Recipient of a double degree
Nicholas Conrad Engler, Architectural Engineering
Alec Lee Emser, Physics
Samuel Colt Elting, Electrical Engineering
Abdulrahman Ziad ElDukair, Finance
Nicholas Alec Edridge, Business Analytics
Sean Dyk, Civil Engineering
Upasana Dutta, Computer Science
Alec Lee Emser, Physics
Nicholas Conrad Engler, Architectural Engineering

*Recipient of a double degree

Audriana Elsa Fabrizio, Business Analytics
Mary Elizabeth Fairchild, Organizational Leadership
Brandon Lee Faktor, Finance
Chunyi Fan, Finance
Anna Feltelning, Supply Chain Management
Victoria Gray Felton, Real Estate
Leyi Feng, Accounting
Brett Fergusson, Environmental Engineering
Veronica Despina Feyling, Organizational Leadership
Eliza Lynn Fink, Civil Engineering
Ethan William Finkelstein, Business Analytics
Shane Amadeus Fiorenza, Physics
Christian Joseph Fischer, Accounting
Mea Cassandra Fisher, Accounting
Nicholas Carter Fisher, Organizational Leadership
Kyle Patrick Fitzgerald, Applied Mathematics
Cory Andrew Flavin, Materials Science and Engineering
Sarah Jane Foley, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Marcos Antonio Fontes, Business Analytics
Danielle Freyer, Supply Chain Management
Mikhail Cartiers Friske, Information Science
Alex Fritz, Electrical Engineering
Jacob Jeffrey Fuhrman, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Camden Funkhouser, Business Analytics
Felipe Galarza Jimenez, Electrical Engineering
Yanbo Gao, Business Analytics
Elizabeth Shea Gavrilovic, Taxation
Elisabeth Hardin Geraghty, Integrative Physiology
Jordyn Devane Gerstle-Goodman, Business Analytics
Justin Singh Gill, Business Analytics
Najela Marie Gill, Technology, Cybersecurity and Policy
Shay Gipilin, Applied Mathematics
Chloe Danielle Giroux, Accounting
David Grant Glazer, Accounting
Dustan Rhodes Gleeson, Business Analytics
Isaac Thomas Goff, Electrical Engineering
Charles Ross Golden Jr., Business Analytics
Joao Goncalves Vaz Carneiro, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Tessa Mariko Gorte, Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences
Mels Jamie Grace, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Andrew Michael Graziano, Finance
Harry Benjamin Green, Real Estate
Blaire Greenblatt, Finance
Suraj Joseph Greenlund, Creative Technology and Design
John Lorren Griffin, Business Analytics
Sadie K Grozier, Business Analytics
Katherine Schoeller Gruenewald, Materials Science and Engineering
Sarah Grunsfeld, Mechanical Engineering
Tommy Ray Guess III, Electrical Engineering
*Jason Guo, Taxation
Limparitchai Gupta, Computer Science
Jessica Taylor Gutknecht, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Lena Majda Haddad, Accounting
Sam James Haddad, Finance
Michael Hafez, Organizational Leadership

Claudia Hahn, Organizational Leadership
Evan Hahn, Business Analytics
Gabriella Catherine Haloute, Real Estate
Anne Elizabeth Hamilton, Electrical Engineering
Jake Steven Hammond, Taxation
Ali Hamza, Business Analytics
Jonathan William Hanson, Electrical Engineering
Olivia August Harmon, Environmental Engineering
Cory Harris, Organizational Leadership
Kimberley Grace Harrison, Business Analytics
Virginia Hartmere, Organizational Leadership
Kasey Lee Harwick, Organizational Leadership
Kartlyn Paige Hauber, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Jessica Ann Hauck, Chemical Engineering
Abigail Geneva Hause, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Elana Danielle Hayes, Organizational Leadership
Zachary Lyndon Hayes, Finance
Noah Healy, Finance
Michael Maxwell Heeren, Accounting
Eriana Henderson, Organizational Leadership
Morgan Henderson, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Benedict William Hentzen, Finance
Blake Allan Herrema, Biomedical Engineering
Adam Herrmann, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Lawrence John Hessburg IV, Computer Science
Elizabeth Anne Hewitt, Organizational Leadership
Kenneth Jon Higginbotham, Physics
Melissa Himrichs, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Camron Alexander Hirst, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Christopher George Hodkins, Electrical Engineering
Michael Jeffrey Daniel Hoefer, Computer Science
Benjamin Kirk Holland, Organizational Leadership
Sarah Orto Holmes, Business Analytics
Laura Deane Horne, Organizational Leadership
Alec Jones Hornecker, Finance
Ming Hu, Accounting
Xinyu Hu, Finance
Ashley Elizabeth Humphrey, Organizational Leadership
Lucie Hurlburt, Taxation
Mason Ryan Huyge, Electrical Engineering
Lilac Tirosh Intrater, Applied Mathematics
Angé-Thierry Ishiwne, Electrical Engineering
Alex Michael Ivoska, Supply Chain Management
Timothy Paul Iyoob, Organizational Leadership
Emily Kate Jensen, Computer Science
Yun Jin, Business Analytics

*Recipient of a double degree
Akshith Rao Joginpally, Civil Engineering
Chloe Johnson, Taxation
Kyle Johnson, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Richard Connor Johnstone, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Connor Samuel Jones, Real Estate
Rollin James Jones, Civil Engineering
Tony Joo, Business Analytics
Simon Julien, Applied Mathematics
Viktoria Aleksandrovna Kagramanova, Accounting
Amitha Kanekal, Business Analytics
Alexander Douglas Kanora, Chemical Engineering
Isha Kanu, Creative Technology and Design
Corey Johnson Keizer, Organizational Leadership
Grant Thomas Kellogg, Applied Mathematics
Alyssa Paige Kelly, Biomedical Engineering
Matthew Evan Kelly, Civil Engineering
Rachel Susanna Keshishian, Business Analytics
Sean Philip Keyser, Materials Science and Engineering
Isaac Kim, Creative Technology and Design
Tae Ho Kim, Computer Science
Taehyeun Kim, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Luis Kitsu, Chemical Engineering
David Paul Knapick, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Aubrey Francesca Knight, Organizational Leadership
Ishaa Kochhar, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Lance Randall Koenig, Electrical Engineering
Joewe Joo-Wee Koh, Electrical Engineering
Victoria G Kravets, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Elizabeth Marie Kriebel, Museum and Field Studies
Aubrey Madelyn Kroger, Electrical Engineering
Siena Krueger, Integrative Physiology
Lauren Michelle Kuykendall, Accounting
Jonathan Shek Kwan, Finance
Krista Grace Labovich, Business Analytics
Alexi Constantine Lainis, Civil Engineering
Priyal Mukesh Lakla, Business Analytics
Joseph Patrick Lamprey, Accounting
Jason Lanaville, Organizational Leadership
Clarissa Brina Langowski, Organizational Leadership
Sergio Laureano-Rivera, Creative Technology and Design
Byron Garrett Lawrenz, Organizational Leadership
*Carlin Jessica League, Technology, Cybersecurity and Policy
Travis Allan Leahy, Real Estate
Dong-Kyeong Lee, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Erica Min-Shiuan Lee, Business Analytics
Yang Lee, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Leah Danielle Lefebvre, Organizational Leadership
Allyson Leffler, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Jonathan Zane Lencki, Real Estate
Matthew Joseph Lenneman, Taxation
Andrew Joseph Levin, Materials Science and Engineering
Kristin Louise Lewis, Chemical Engineering
Sina Genevieve Lewis, Physics
Hyyoung Lim, Computer Science
Sabrina Linton, Integrative Physiology
Changda Liu, Materials Science and Engineering
Iris Liu, Computational Linguistics, Analytics, Search and Informatics
Justin Guoqiang Liu, Finance
Jerry Richard Lobeger, Real Estate
Jenna Grace Lockhart, Taxation
Ahiyla Shreeram Lom, Business Analytics
Chloe Jeneva Long, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Leslie Pak Yun Luk, Creative Technology and Design
Katherine Lupkes, Taxation
Hannah Kathryn Maben, Chemistry
Henry Macanas, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Paige Thorogood Macmillan, Finance
Amy Marie Maffei, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Sophia Andrea Mahoney, Integrative Physiology
Megan Chidanand Makam, Biomedical Engineering
Sahand Javan Manaf, Supply Chain Management
Pragna Mandadi, Computer Science
Benjamin Marinoff, Physics
Emma Pauline Markovich, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Conner Joseph Martin, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Rhys Robert Mason, Business Analytics
Reiko Matsuda-Dunn, Electrical Engineering
Naoki Matsui, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Erica Maurer, Organizational Leadership
Holiday Noah Bronek Cicimirska McAllister, Creative Technology and Design
Samantha Avery McAndrew, Business Analytics
Gabriel Ryan McAndews, Materials Science and Engineering
John Michael McCabe, Applied Mathematics
Alex Connor McCullough, Finance
Stacey McDole, Organizational Leadership
Jaylon Edward McGhee, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Kate Emily McGhie, Business Analytics
Jamison McGinley, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Nicole McGinnis, Finance
Meghan Nicholson McGowan, Accounting
Jake Joseph McGrath, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Kassandra Marie McLean, Applied Mathematics
Tiffany Vo Phan, Computer Science
Kevin James Munson, Business Analytics
Madison Denise Musgrave, Technology, Media and Society
Matthew Thomas Myers, Accounting
Simon J Naylor, Business Analytics
Julia Nene Pratt, Organizational Leadership
Victoria New, Organizational Leadership
Ann Thi Nguyen, Accounting
Julie Anne Nguyen, Chemical Engineering
Trisha Nickerson, Chemical Engineering
Jenna Renee Nolder, Environmental Engineering
Laura Elizabeth Nornes, Accounting
Netta Ofer, Creative Technology and Design
Colton David Orl, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Glenn Joseph Orzechoskie, Organizational Leadership
Alexander James Osterbaan, Chemical Engineering
Adam Oswald, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Elle Nicole Otten, Accounting
Omar Jose Pagan, Finance
Cory Kalani Paik, Computer Science
Fernando Palafox, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Elle Frances Palmer, Accounting
Isabella Rachel Lee Palumbo, Accounting
Sun Yool Park, Physics
Yoon Sung Park, Business Analytics
Auria Christopher Parsa, Finance
Natalie Ann Partron, Museum and Field Studies
Angel Pedraza-Castro, Accounting
Michael T Petersen, Finance
Curtis Taylor Peterson, Physics
Tiffany Vo Phan, Computer Science
Channing Paul Philbrick Jr, Electrical Engineering
Conner Pettrini Phillips, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Elizabeth Katherine Phillips, Accounting
Jill Pinsky, Civil Engineering
Anthony Michael Polloreno, Physics
Taylor Nicole Post, Accounting
Benjamin Jonathan Potts, Organizational Leadership
Ameya Gajanan Prabhune, Physics
Karan Krushna Prahrjaj, Computational Linguistics, Analytics, Search and Informatics
Neeraj Prakash, Electrical Engineering
Teo Price-Broncucia, Computer Science
Steven Theodore Priddy, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Jared Pursiano, Business Analytics
Yifeng Qiu, Finance
Harbeen Kaur Randhawa, Business Analytics
Michael John Reh, Physics
Victoria Tressa Rechelderfer, Materials Science and Engineering
Sarah Ann Miller, Civil Engineering
Lauren Grace Milner, Business Analytics
Evan MacRae Minor, Finance
Jett Moore, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Zachariah Edward Morgan, Integrative Physiology
Donald Clark Mousaw III, Information Science
Meta Hervine Mpiana, Finance
Kevin James Munson, Business Analytics
Madison Denise Musgrave, Technology, Media and Society
Matthew Thomas Myers, Accounting
Simon J Naylor, Business Analytics
Julia Nene Pratt, Organizational Leadership
Victoria New, Organizational Leadership
Ann Thi Nguyen, Accounting
Julie Anne Nguyen, Chemical Engineering
Trisha Nickerson, Chemical Engineering
Jenna Renee Nolder, Environmental Engineering
Laura Elizabeth Nornes, Accounting
Netta Ofer, Creative Technology and Design
Colton David Orl, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Glenn Joseph Orzechoskie, Organizational Leadership
Alexander James Osterbaan, Chemical Engineering
Adam Oswald, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Elle Nicole Otten, Accounting
Omar Jose Pagan, Finance
Cory Kalani Paik, Computer Science
Fernando Palafox, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Elle Frances Palmer, Accounting
Isabella Rachel Lee Palumbo, Accounting
Sun Yool Park, Physics
Yoon Sung Park, Business Analytics
Auria Christopher Parsa, Finance
Natalie Ann Partron, Museum and Field Studies
Angel Pedraza-Castro, Accounting
Michael T Petersen, Finance
Curtis Taylor Peterson, Physics
Tiffany Vo Phan, Computer Science
Channing Paul Philbrick Jr, Electrical Engineering
Conner Pettrini Phillips, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Elizabeth Katherine Phillips, Accounting
Jill Pinsky, Civil Engineering
Anthony Michael Polloreno, Physics
Taylor Nicole Post, Accounting
Benjamin Jonathan Potts, Organizational Leadership
Ameya Gajanan Prabhune, Physics
Karan Krushna Prahrjaj, Computational Linguistics, Analytics, Search and Informatics
Neeraj Prakash, Electrical Engineering
Teo Price-Broncucia, Computer Science
Steven Theodore Priddy, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Jared Pursiano, Business Analytics
Yifeng Qiu, Finance
Harbeen Kaur Randhawa, Business Analytics
Michael John Reh, Physics
Victoria Tressa Rechelderfer, Materials Science and Engineering
*Recipient of a double degree
Riley Anne Reid, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Robert Dionne Reid III, Finance
Georgia Kowalczyk Reis, Integrative Physiology
Elisha Marie Reyes, Organizational Leadership
Jaden Elijah Reyes, Accounting
Blake Richards-Smith, Finance
Kellee Lyn Rickenbach, Organizational Leadership
Natalie Riley, Technology, Cybersecurity and Policy
Peter Samuel Riley, Physics
Rachel Marian Rise, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Joseph C Roback, Chemical Engineering
Lacey Scott Roberts, Chemical Engineering
Fujiko Robledo Yamamoto, Information Science
Jessica Nicole Rocz, Organizational Leadership
Nathan Rosario Rome, Accounting
Mieya Romine, Organizational Leadership
Megan Elizabeth Rose, Electrical Engineering
Peter Rosenthal, Creative Technology and Design
Zachary Taylor Roueche, Real Estate
Srabonit Roy, Real Estate
Rebecca Rae Rubnitz, Taxation
Alexander Bloch Rugoff, Real Estate
Janet Taylor Ruppert, Information Science
Andrew James Sabovik, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Kevin Walter Saaca, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Justin Kwamina Sackey, Finance
Seil Alden Said, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Jacopo Sala, Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences
Melissa Sanders, Organizational Leadership
Angel Santana Hernandez, Business Analytics
Ciro Jack Santaniello, Business Analytics
Kyle Sardar, Finance
Beaula Sarojini, Business Analytics
Sreeh Sattiyanomorthy, Business Analytics
Aldric Joseph Saucier, Creative Technology and Design
Pawel Sawicki, Biomedical Engineering
Christopher James Schauer, Accounting
Gabriella Anne Schaus, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Lindsey Adele Scherer, Supply Chain Management
Lucas Scherer, Accounting
Benjamin Russell Schmachtenberger, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Jason Aaron Schmidt, Organizational Leadership
Emily Kathryn Schwartz, Architectural Engineering
Zachary Taylor Schwemler, Creative Technology and Design
Madiu Sehrawat, Finance
Stephen Senior, Finance
Akshay Seshadri, Physics
Harpreet Kaur Setia, Business Analytics
Taksan Shekhar Shetty, Electrical Engineering
Erin Margaret Shimoda, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Paul Shibrell, Electrical Engineering
Stephen Parker Simmons, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Heather A Simms, Real Estate
Maxwell Simpson, Real Estate
Harmanpreet Singh, Finance
Terrence Joseph Skibik, Electrical Engineering
Andrew John Smaglick, Finance
Austin Alexander Rogers Sorscher, Geology
*Ponder E Stine, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Scott Martin Stokes, Geology
Caleb Hunter Stout, Accounting
Dalton Strayer, Business Analytics
Donovan Craig Stubbs, Accounting
Emily Margaret Radford Stuvel, Supply Chain Management
*Elsie Margaret Sullivan, Architectural Engineering
Nathan Isaac Sunnerborg, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Ryan Dwayne Swanson, Electrical Engineering
Nicole Victoria Swift, Taxation
Trang Tan, Accounting
Hussain A A T T aqi, Environmental Engineering
Bharath Tata, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
James Taylor, Finance
*Kyle Jacob Taylor, Business Analytics
Christopher Raymond Telling, Organizational Leadership
Michael Thomas Tiew, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Ian Thomas, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Charles Nicholas Thompson Jr., Supply Chain Management
Shawn Thompson, Electrical Engineering
Margarida Dawson Thornton, Supply Chain Management
Garrett S Thurlow, Business Analytics
Taylor Tidwell, Creative Technology and Design
Nicholas Antonio Toriggino, Accounting
Kenan Enes Torlic, Supply Chain Management
Daniel Torres, Computer Science
Karteeka Uppalapati, Business Analytics
Michael John Valosin III, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Griffin Van Anne, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Yayte Vanosdoll, Accounting
Adrian Mateo Vasquez, Accounting
Gregorio Vela, Accounting
Santhoshkumar Velayudhan Nair, Supply Chain Management
Nolan Earl Vetter, Creative Technology and Design
Ryan Joseph Wafer, Real Estate
Isabel Waldman, Organizational Leadership
Justin Lorence Wang, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Reuben Rong Wen Wang, Physics
Yichen Wang, Computer Science
Megan Marie Ward, Accounting
Reade Alexander Warner, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Andrew Weber, Accounting
Max Weimer, Physics
Whitney Ann Wells, Taxation
Yuxuan Wen, Civil Engineering
Hannah Kathleen Weppner, Chemical Engineering
Benjamin Wexler, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Sierra Danielle White, Supply Chain Management
Todd Nathan Whittaker, Chemical Engineering
Dominique Jael Williams, Organizational Leadership
Ryan Nathaniel Wilson, Physics
Alexandra Katherine Wise, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Zoe Adele Witte, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Kathryn Anne Wolfinger, Physics
Victoria Wolske, Taxation
Killian Reed Wood, Applied Mathematics
Spencer Downing Woodard, Finance
Clay Woods, Geology
*John Savage Wright, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Nils Paul Wunsch, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Pei Li Xu, Finance
Shawen Yan, Supply Chain Management
Tzu-Chi Yen, Computer Science
Joseph Michael James Young, Finance
Xiangxin Yu, Business Analytics
Xiaotong Yu, Electrical Engineering
Sophia Anne Zaccarine, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Talia Zalesne, Business Analytics
Daniel M Zamora, Finance
Fidan Zeynalova, Creative Technology and Design
Yinqing Zhang, Civil Engineering
Lijun Zhao, Business Analytics
Noah Alexander Zipper, Physics
Matthew Bennett Zola, Aerospace Engineering Sciences

**Summer 2022 Candidates**

**Master of Arts**

Hailey Ruth Abraham, Speech, Language, and Hearing Sciences
Nataša Marseille Aldana, Art History
Savannah Grace Ames, Speech, Language, and Hearing Sciences
Heidi Anderson, Educational Equity and Cultural Diversity
Leonardo Daniel Andrade, Educational Equity and Cultural Diversity
Maria Jose Arreola Perez, Educational Equity and Cultural Diversity
Marchelle Ulani Atkins, Higher Education
Ruby Jessenba Batalla, Higher Education
Grace Marie Battista, Educational Equity and Cultural Diversity
Samuel David Bauman, Religious Studies
Amy Leigh Beall, Educational Equity and Cultural Diversity
Matthew Becker, Education-Curriculum and Instruction

*Recipient of a double degree*
Recipient of a double degree

Natasha Louise Harvey, Geography
Carolina Elizabeth Guzman, Educational Equity and Cultural Diversity
Laken Brook Guza, Speech, Language, and Hearing Sciences
Ethan F. Burns, Geography
Emma Kate Capra, Speech, Language, and Hearing Sciences
Gloria Carrillo, Educational Equity and Cultural Diversity
Elvia Dayeli Castillo-Hernandez, Educational Equity and Cultural Diversity
Rachel Challman, Educational Equity and Cultural Diversity
Nicole McGuire Clifford, Educational Equity and Cultural Diversity
Elisabeth Frances Danner, Speech, Language, and Hearing Sciences
Alisa Ann Davidson, Educational Equity and Cultural Diversity
Kylan Douglass Dempsey, Russian Studies
Jaymi Leigh DePaco, Education-Curriculum and Instruction
Cassandra Ann DiSanto, Education-Curriculum and Instruction
Kathryn Anne Rimmer, Educational Equity and Cultural Diversity
Megan Pielke, Speech, Language, and Hearing Sciences
Charles Adam Pfander, Economics
Abby S. Friedman, Speech, Language, and Hearing Sciences
Jocelyn Garcia, Educational Equity and Cultural Diversity
Ezra Michael El Sai, Mathematics
*Chi Feng, Asian Languages and Civilizations
*Chi Feng, Religious Studies
Martha Yolanda Fernandez-Gutierrez, Educational Equity and Cultural Diversity
Miriam Flores Hernandez, Educational Equity and Cultural Diversity
Laurrelle Foster, Speech, Language, and Hearing Sciences
Annie Ly, Psychology
Vincent Emile Salazar, Speech, Language, and Hearing Sciences
Jocelyn Garcia, Educational Equity and Cultural Diversity
Kyle Rogers Hester, Educational Equity and Cultural Diversity
Macey Marie Hills, Education-Curriculum and Instruction
*Danielle Hix, Russian Studies
Graham K. Homan, Religious Studies
Alison May Hsieh, Speech, Language, and Hearing Sciences
Tracy Gayle Ifodin, Educational Equity and Cultural Diversity
Sarah Thomas Jacobson, Strategic Communication Design
Miranda Kikuno Jesse, Education-Curriculum and Instruction
Annie Ly, Psychology
Joseph Hennessey Macula, Mathematics
Bianca Carmen Mako, Educational Equity and Cultural Diversity
Mayrbeth Nacarid Marquez, Educational Equity and Cultural Diversity
Renée C. Martin-Willrett, Psychology
Aaron Dylan McCoy, Strategic Communication Design
Alexander McDaniel, Education-Curriculum and Instruction
Manuel De Jesus Mercado Garcia, Educational Equity and Cultural Diversity
Marie Elaine Meyer, Speech, Language, and Hearing Sciences
Julia Randi Morrison, Educational Equity and Cultural Diversity
Cristina M. Munoz, Educational Equity and Cultural Diversity
Kyla Nicole Naftel, Speech, Language, and Hearing Sciences
Gloria Lucia Navarrete, Educational Equity and Cultural Diversity
Valeria Nevarez Varela, Educational Equity and Cultural Diversity
Katherine Erin Newberry, Educational Equity and Cultural Diversity
Ari Cecilia Del Pilar Novoaga Figueroa, Educational Equity and Cultural Diversity
William Eli Orvis, Mathematics
Cameron Joseph Palmer, Strategic Communication Design
Kristie Matherne Patrick, Educational Equity and Cultural Diversity
Gabrielle Perez, Educational Equity and Cultural Diversity
Joshua Cole Peterson, Education-Curriculum and Instruction
Charles Adam Pfander, Economics
Megan Pielke, Speech, Language, and Hearing Sciences
Julie Alexandra Rhodes, Education-Curriculum and Instruction
Kathryn Anne Rimmer, Educational Equity and Cultural Diversity
Ajené Nicar Robinson-Figuerico, Philosophy
Heidi Rodriguez, Educational Equity and Cultural Diversity
Cassidy Noel Salazar, Educational Equity and Cultural Diversity
Vincent Emilie Salazar, Speech, Language, and Hearing Sciences
Kennya Sanchez, Educational Equity and Cultural Diversity
Kevin Scott, Philosophy

Master of Engineering
Vishnu Dodballapur
Zachary Turner
Malaysia Dajour White

Master of the Environment
Camila Restrepo

Master of Science
In Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Mareil Louise Rico
Simran Singh

Master of Science
In Civil Engineering
Claire Marie Meyer

Master of Science
In Computer Science
Timothy John Coleman
Maximillian Anthony Wiesner

*Recipient of a double degree
Master of Science in Electrical Engineering
Swati Ashokbhai Kadivar

Master of Science in Environmental Engineering
Ryan Carrillo Gomez

Master of Science in Mechanical Engineering
Eliseo Jauregui
Andrew Thomas Smith

Master of Fine Arts
Alanna Christianne Austin
Mckenzie Lea Blake
Amy Hoagland
Elizabeth Langyher
Kaitlin Elise McCollan
Christina Kay Mitchell
Madison Gibb Palfly
Nicole Rose Shindler

Master of Music
Shannon Paige Christie

Master of Science
Halie Jaz Lindsey Abarr, Organizational Leadership
Tatsuya Akiba, Astrophysical and Planetary Sciences
Majid Abduljalil Alabbasi, Materials Science and Engineering
Lanceferd Lewis Alexander, Organizational Leadership
Ryan Christopher Allen, Museum and Field Studies
Saud Mohammed Almuqayatif Sr., Electrical Engineering
Basil Alsharari, Civil Engineering
Genevieve Clare Anderegg, Museum and Field Studies
Mariana Arias, Organizational Leadership
Samuel Austin Blackman, Chemical Engineering
Rebecca Paige Bracuti, Business Analytics
Olivia Brewer, Organizational Leadership
Tiffany Hill Brittain, Organizational Leadership
Joseph Jeremiah Buescher, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Andres Felipe Cano Botero, Mechanical Engineering
Meg Diana Chisholm, Organizational Leadership
Logan Asbury Cole, Architectural Engineering
Sofia Pearl Cordova, Accounting
William Michel Crawford, Environmental Studies
Imogen Grace Cresswell, Astrophysical and Planetary Sciences
Jackson Skeen Curry, Applied Mathematics
John William Curtis, Organizational Leadership
Blake Timothy Davidson, Organizational Leadership
Blake Timothy Davidson, Organizational Leadership
Maria Dawson, Organizational Leadership
Margaret Eileen DiGiorno, Civil Engineering
Bailey Dokoozlian, Organizational Leadership
Kacie Dreller, Organizational Leadership
Susan Durkin, Organizational Leadership
Breanne Joyce Escobar, Organizational Leadership
Adam Joseph Ferrer, Architectural Engineering
Brandon David Finley, Applied Mathematics
Heather Lynn Garrett, Organizational Leadership
Jillian Diane Geislinger, Organizational Leadership
Jeffrey Dale Godbe, Organizational Leadership
Sofía Gonzalez, Organizational Leadership
Cameron Perry Hamson, Biomedical Engineering
Joshua John Hibbard, Astrophysical and Planetary Sciences
Nayoung Joyce Hur, Environmental Engineering
Cassie Jones, Organizational Leadership
Jonay Morgan Jones, Taxation
Stephen Christian Jones, Organizational Leadership
Maxwell Morgan Joyner, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Manan Khasgiwale, Computer Science
Andrew Brian Klavekoske, Architectural Engineering
Jeffrey Joseph Lacap, Organizational Leadership
Nicole Alexandra Lantonio, Architectural Engineering
Zakariya Laouar, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Caleb Lee Larson, Environmental Engineering
Valentina Hsiao-Ching Lee, Physics
Nico J Magri, Organizational Leadership
Alexandru Mandrila, Creative Technology and Design
Mattie Rose Martin, Accounting
Eugene Matullo III, Organizational Leadership
Philip Salvatore Miceli, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Bianca L Mitchell, Organizational Leadership
Andrew Olson, Organizational Leadership
Michael William Pettus-Calderon, Organizational Leadership
Heshani Pieris, Astrophysical and Planetary Sciences
Elysabeth Firestone Polovin, Organizational Leadership
Whitney Tara Powers, Astrophysical and Planetary Sciences
Pedro Antonio Reis Moura, Chemical Engineering
Julia Elizabeth Rine, Organizational Leadership
Angelia Romano, Museum and Field Studies
Lauren Grace Scott, Organizational Leadership
Pooja Sekhar, Physics
Austin Sellers, Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Cooper Ray Simpson, Applied Mathematics

*Recipient of a double degree
CANDIDATES FOR
UNDERGRADUATE DEGREES

The following list of candidates is not an official record that all candidates have been awarded degrees.

College of Arts and Sciences
James White, Dean

Fall 2021 Graduates
Bachelor of Arts
Aidan Aarts
Jumana Abdullah
Emanuel Abramson-Pritchard
Kira Lisette Acosta
Austin Jay Adams
Haileigh Chanel Adams
Eleanor Grace Ainsworth
Abdulaziz Al-Awadhi
Salma Al-Saloom
Abdulla Saeed AlQemzi
Vida J Alami
Rachel Nicole Albert
Saber Hilal Alhameli Jr.
Cara Barbara Allen
Julian Hall Allen
Yousef Alnasrallah
Khadem Alrahoomi
Homoud Arafat
Fahad Ahmed Althehli
Philip Eric Michael Amell
Eva Joy Anderson, with distinction
Jackson Allen Anderson
Meredith Whitten Anderson
Gwendolyn Eloise Anderson-Harty
Sydney F Andreano
Johnathan T. Andrews
Nicholas Vincent Angelillo
Anjali Antony
Isaac B Appel
Tyler Jay Apple
Curtis Dario Appleton II
Hunter Garrett Arbuckle
James Maxwell Arcara
Sam Arellano
Avery Ariang
Robert William Armstrong III
Henry Thomas Arndt, with distinction
Vanessa Lynn Arnold
Amel Elgaa Elatta
Zachary Avjian
Youssef Ayad
Kimberly Michelle Baird
Sarah Nicole Baldwin
Cori Barber
Emma L Barnes
Taylor Faith Bartlett
Karim Bassaj
Evan Bowman Bates
Sarah Hannah Bates
James Batten
Rachel Elizabeth Battock
Dylan Bauer
Jessica Ann Bayers
Camron Myles Beall
Jack Detmer Bebon
Hannah Claire Becker
Megan Maria Becker
Christopher Luc Beggs
Vildan Belviranli, with distinction
*Erin Gates Bender, with distinction
Jessica Elizabeth Benjamin
Judit Bergfalk, with distinction
Nathan Earl Berman
Caleb Better
Sarah T Bielefeld, with distinction
Courtney Elizabeth Binkley
Anna Katarina Birchfield, with distinction
Madison Kim Bird
Juliana Laurel Birkenkamp
Ian Mackenzie Bobbett
Mara Booth, summa cum laude, with distinction
Danny Kawika Borja
Christine Noelle Bornhop
Christopher Roger Bowers
John Ethan Boyle
*Alexander John Bozik
Jared Patrick Brady
*Sophia Frances Bragaglia, with distinction
John William Braglia
Hank Albert Brand
Laura Elizabeth Brandon
Geneva Marie Brant, with distinction
Catherine Faith Brennan, summa cum laude, with distinction
Margaux Brewer, with distinction
Katharine Brezinski
Kemper Lynn Bricker
Samuel Brin
Julianna Bristol
Samuel Johnson Britten
Alexis Barbara Brooker
Sarah Lynn Brookins
Ethan Brouillette
Aram Everett Brown
George Brown IV
Natalie Rae Brown
Sarah Rachel Bruner
Joseph Michael Bruzga
Shanaia Zhou Buggy
Josh Bui
Olivia Diane Bulik, with distinction
Racheal Renee Burger
Hunter Dillon Burkhardt
Emily Anna Burner
Shea Burnham
Ashley Katherine Burns, with distinction
Connor Burris
Lukas Bush
Brittany Danielle Rose Byrd
Harrison Lee Cade
William Gordon Cain III
Jacques Todd Caldwell Jr.
Trevor Scott Call
Hannah Marie Canale
Tina Candeias
Henry Clemens Carey
Shelby Lee Carlin
Emily Carmody
Nicolas A Carranza
Aidan Alexandre Carroll
Emily Lauren Carroll
Jenna Casasanta
Matthew Li Casey
Simon Cardenas Castagneri
Isah Robert Castro, with distinction
Isabella Cavallini
Daisy Caxton Smith
Mia Celenza
Austin Gunn Young Cha
Anthony Brandon Chan
Caleb Gene Chatham
Tina Marie Chavez
Jack ThanhPhong Che
Jessica Paige Checkoway, with distinction
Yunpeng Chen
Emma Cate Chiles
Kylie Renee Christophersen
Lucy Arnesen Citrine
Elin Gwen Clark
Heather Emily Clark
Grant Alexander Claymon
Henry Asa Cleaveling
Brooke Ashley Cline
Kaylee Dawn Cober
Paiton Marie Coleman
Jack Thomas Collier
Cullen Barrett Connally
Mackenzie Tate Connick
Matthew Copeland
Zenón Velez Cortez
Nick Stephen Countryman
Keaton Crawford
Tess Cronin
Taylor Cunningham

*Recipient of a double degree
Sophia Jeane Forrey, with distinction
Anna Nicole Foster, with distinction
Jacob James Foutz
Emma Juniper Fowler
Emily Fox
Nicole Amanda Fox
Isabella Frank
Isobel Clara Frankel, with distinction
Declan Christopher Franklin
William Claiborne Fricke
Rachel Froehlich
Arij A Gabir
Jennifer Allison Gallagher
Brent Preston Gangwish, with distinction
Zhiqing Gao
Max Ellis Garber
Alicia Anahid Garcia
Eligio James Garcia
Payton Elizabeth Gardella
Yosef Mohammed Gary
Eren Garza
Nicholas Aleksander Gerlach
Dillon Alan Gibson
Leina Gina Giger
George Nathaniel Van Voorhis Gilbert
Matthew Scott Gleason
Miranda Claire Glenn, with distinction
Leonel Godina
Katelyn R Goen
Elijah Jack Goldberg
Samuel Goodman
Isabella Paige Gotsch
Claire Olivia Gould
Zander Arden Graham
Gabriel Enrique Granillo
Isabella Michelle Grass
Ryan Albert Green
Tess Gretter
Kaitlyn Virginia Grieb
Shaya Miranda Grogan
Kelsey Lorin Gross, with distinction
Sarah Elizabeth Grout
Olivia Faith Grudzinski
Jonathan Gruen
Apoorva Gundu
Jonathan Hansen
Jordan Muhsin Gungor
Grace Ann Gunlikson
Halle Gunsberger
JinHua Guo
Ziqi Guo
Kopila Gurung
James Richard Gutoski
Alexander Jordan Haar
Nina Sophie Marie Halsted
Amanda Kirsten Hamilton
Huilin Han, with distinction
Brooke Taylor Hand
Jordan Hansen, with distinction
Rebecca Erin Harkin
Matthew Dylan Harlan
Harrison Harm
Umar Haroon
Catherine Ann Harper

Devann Alyse Harrell
Meegan Anne Hart
Zoe Miller Hartog
Mansoor Rahman Hashimi
Katherine Harriete Hatchell, with distinction
Alexander Paul Hawkins
Jordan Hays
Claire Whitney Hayse
Senyang He
Haley Elise Heinzelman, magna cum laude, with distinction
Tyler Henderson
Jonathan Hester-McCullough
Alexander Richard Himmelstein
Garrett William Elite
Tyler Andrew Hobbs
Adrienne Emmorette Hodgson, with distinction
Mya Rose Hoefle
Simone Christine Hoff
Nicholas Holcomb, with distinction
Cole Thomas Hollands
Eddie Hong
Keira Marie Hook, summa cum laude, with distinction
Eva Gabriela Hoppe Zenteno
Riley Michael Hora, with distinction
*Ashley Sue Howard
Timofei Hoyev
Mingrui Huang
Brian Patrick Huckels
Athena Morgan Hudson
Eisa Husain
Qazi Amaan Husain
Kaitlyn P Hval
Emily Linn Jacobs
Nina Sophia Marie Halsted, summa cum laude, with distinction
*Elizabeth L. Essek
Lonni Marie Cogburn Ewing, with distinction
Rylie Morgan Ezzell Nelson
Avani Skye Fachon, summa cum laude, with distinction
Mackenzie Joan Faller
Matthew Logan Marvin Fultz
Tyler Fansler
Ally Jean Farr
Blake Brogren Farren
Dale Fenton
Wilson Samuel Fieldhouse Jr.
Tatum Lizbeth Filsinger
Dalani Leigh Fischer
John Brian Fischer
Dane Reinhold Jabs Fisher, with distinction
Jacob Marshall Fishman
*Zoe Caroline Fleming, with distinction
Emma Kate Fletcher
Geoffrey William Flora, summa cum laude, with distinction
Daisy Gardner Flotron
Alex Fontenot
Dequan Yaphep Foreman

*Recipient of a double degree
Recipient of a double degree
University of Colorado Boulder

Amir Hussain Kuseh Kalani Yazd, summa cum laude,
Anthony Glenn Benefiel Kunkel
Eric Christopher Krieg
Rebecca Mayer Korn, with distinction
Brandon Thomas Korb
Nikhail Osuri Kolla
Paul Andrey Kolesnikov
Eric Michael Kolenbrander
Krysta Leotie Knobel
Curtis Klopfer
Rhylan Phariss Klar, summa cum laude,
Logan Lee Kittler
Jamie Joseph Lynn Kitchens
Everett Andrew Kirkpatrick
Katherine Elizabeth King, with distinction
Kevin J Kim
Ji Woo Kim, with distinction
Edward Kim
Avery Louise Kiel
Alexandra Marie Kief
Talal A M M Khalfan
Nicole Marie Wetendorf Kerley

*Recipient of a double degree

Katie Faith Henderson Leonard
Lisa Viktoria Leibfried
Christopher Lance Lehr
Juliette Birungi Lehman
Elizabeth Michelle Lehman

Jamar Lamar Montgomery
David Montesano
Elyssa Monteith
Samah Elyas Mohamed

*Recipient of a double degree

John Sun Jae Min
Elyssa Montei
David Montesano
Madison Alicia Montoya
Erica Bowen Moos
Elizabeth Mordach
Anastasia Nicole Morgan
Nicholas John Morgan
Riley Elizabeth Morgenthaler, with distinction
Caroline Elissa Morris, with distinction

Olivia Mary Morton
Abigail Moses
Penelope Farirai Mukarakate
Daniel Patrick Mullen
Bryan Yuto Murphy
Mauro Enrique Nannini
Christopher Joseph Natelli
Kendra Marie Nelson, with distinction
Alison Jane Nevitte
Adre Louise Newson
Zachary Alexander Nichol
Spencer T Nikolaeff
Aminah Nomin-Erdene
Emily Rose Norbury
Kendrick Alexander Norris
Hannah Elise Nyland
Shane M O’Brien, with distinction
Hayden Elise O’Brien
Kae Louise O’Donnell
*Quinton Carroll O’Keeffe
Lauren Rori O’Neill
Jay Thomas O’Toole
Ryan Michael Olicnych
Brandon Oliver-Stafford
Elena Maria Orr
Khrisphores Osnaya
Alexander Jared Overbay
Aisha Ozaslan, with distinction
Faith Ann Pacheco
Blake Anthony Padilla
Alexander Scott Palo
Rebekah Denali Paolino
Austin Wesley Parker
Justin Michael Passafiume
Bhavi Manish Patel
Gabrielle Mackenzie Patterson
Sean Patterson
Margaret Paige Paulsen, with distinction
*Cameron Michael Pazol, with distinction
Cole David Pearne
Sean Andrew Pellman
Carolina Percope Nascimento
Candice Chavon Perrotta
Katherine Peshek
Hana Maria Peterson
Joseph Michael Robinson Petrov
Jacob Scott Petteway
Ian M Peyton
Andrew Pickner
Cameron Paige Pittman
Laura-Elena C Porras-Holguin
Saphe Anne Potts, summa cum laude, with distinction
Noah Francis Prior
Reid Holland Pritchard
Xingyu Qian
Huajian Qiao
Tegan Shane Quintana
Gabriela A Ramirez
Sheldon Thomas Ray
Lauren Elizabeth Reddington
Karishma Venkataswamy Reddy, with distinction

*Recipient of a double degree
Sam Gino Reed
Kassidy Reust, with distinction
Audrey Shauna Richardson
Joseph Patrick Ricks
Megan Marie Rider
Rachel Harriet Ridley
Emma McFarland Riley
Trevor Joseph Riley
Aubrey Elaine Rion
Brendan David Rishavy
Elijah Toche Rivera
Mackenzie Marie Robbins
Hailey Rode
Zachary Bridges Robertson
Joseph Matthew Rodriguez
Bailey Morgan Rost
Julia Renee Rohey, with distinction
Rosa Ana Rovira Parra, with distinction
Isabella Grace Rozario
Maeve A Rubin
Charlie Paige Rudolph
Alessandro Bryant Ruiz
Matthew Anthony Russo
Roy Theodore Rutherford, magna cum laude, with distinction
Jack William Ryan
Matthew Ryan
Audeaneh Saberi
Aurora Jade Sacks
Connor Salmen
Lauren Marie Sandal
Ryan Sannes
Wandy Santos Morales
Salinger Sarder
Connor James Schatzle
Abigail Hunter Scheuermann
Matthew John Schickert
Joseph A Schmidt
Clayton John Schneider
Paul Schneider, with distinction
Madeline Marie Schoenecker
Hayden John Schooley, with distinction
Isabella Erika Schultz
Mason Dell Schwalm
William Wood Scott
Ignacio Sedano
Anthony Cameron Segarra
Sarah LaVerne Sego, with distinction
Keyla Judith Segovia Medina
Kaitlyn Linda Seikunas
Gabriel Wyatt Semenza
Pourna Sengupta
Jonathan Omar Serrano, with distinction
Siyani Shabazz
Meolin Shao
Vinayak Sharma
Erin Shayne
Evan William Shely
Kaiyue Shen
Chloe Sage Sherman
Hunter Jayce Sherraden
Rita Joanne Sherwood, with distinction
Matthew Toshio Shioshita
Olivia Blake Shorter, with distinction
Bilal Mustafa Siddiqui
Abeal Getnet Sileshi
Samuel David Silverman
Abigail Marie Smith
Julia Christie Smith
Tristan Alexander Smith
Daniel Chapman Snader
Katherine Song
Ari Freed Sonnenberg
Sara Elizabeth Spacek
Mallory Lauren Spring
Elizabeth Nora Stagner
Abigail Emily Stamats, with distinction
Devin Sullivan Staub
Summer Augusta Steinhorst
Gabrielle C Stenholm, with distinction
Tyler Daniel Stepaniak
Courtney Gabrielle Stephens
Tina Jean Stepleton
Colin Jay Stevens
Casey Ryan Stewart
Kyle Thomas Stewart
Martin Alexander Stoehr
John Matthew Stokes
Daryian Stone, with distinction
Tyler Stowell
Bailey Strader
Rebecca Helene Strasser
Alexandra Jane Strauss, summa cum laude, with distinction
Nicholas Alexander Strickler
Aleza Maiya Strouse
Peter Von Stumm
Samantha Marie Suer
Benjamin Gaven Swan
Kathryn Swan, with distinction
Fiorella Merel Swanson, with distinction
Logan Thaine Swanson
Savannah Lindberg Swanson
Jordan Thomas Sweeney
Scott Alistair Ahern Swimm
Stephen Schuyler Swindell
Hannah Marie Szymanski
Marcus Lee Tamburro
Ethan Mackenzie Taylor
Rebecca Michelle Teeter
Guy Alexander Thomas
Alexander Thompson
Ciana Marissa Thompson
Katherine Thompson
Rylee Jean Thompson
Lixiao Tian
David Andreas Tonnessen
Patrick Galen Tooley
Blake McKenzie Torres
Nikki Toscano
Carly Ann Trimbach
Georgy Trubnikov, with distinction
Lu Tu
*Cameron Joseph Turman, with distinction
Charles Spencer Tyson
Maria Karolina Uberna
Daniel Aaron Umbreit
Mary Elizabeth Underwood
Corbin Daniel Urmann
Liliana Valdez
Samantha Kathryn Valtin
Logan William VanDenBerg
Gregory Otto VanOrt, with distinction
Ashley Brooke Vargo
Citlalli Vazquez Gomez
Justin A Velvick
Korey Scott Viburg
Antonio Vigil, summa cum laude, with distinction
Brielle Adams Vinther
David Wolf Vogelstein
*Kendall Lynn Waddle, with distinction
Nicholas Wallace
*Wei Wang
Weiqiang Wang
Natalie Ward
Alan Birdseye Warden
Jack R Warder
Christopher Anthony Warren
Timothy John Watts
Luke Mose Weaver
Mitchell Weipert
Shawn Anthony Weipert
Alec Justin Weiss
Savannah McKenzie Wellman, with distinction
Jessica Danielle Westerman, with distinction
Elizabeth Price Westmeyer
Jennifer Joyanne Weton
Jessica Lauren White
Katelyn Rose Whittaker
Savannah Emille Arlene Wiegand
Kylie Joan Wilcox, with distinction
Richard Selden Wilcox
Alexis Nicole Wilkes
Anne Louise Will
Jordan Williams
Julia Bethany Williams
Jayson Hojae Williamson-Lee
Alessandra Wilson, with distinction
Kenna Jane Wilson
Luke Conrad Winter
Megan Ashley Winter
Patryk Janusz Wisniewski, with distinction
Carter Marie Witt, summa cum laude, with distinction
Grace Felise Elizabeth Woodward
Benjamin Michael Nemiroff Worley
Genasee Anne Wong
Alexander Wolsius
Madeleine Bianca Wright
Malia Marie Wright, summa cum laude, with distinction
Yutian Wu
Rui Xiao

*Recipient of a double degree
Topher Yanagihara  
Dezhi Yang  
Nancy Yang  
Wenqi Yang  
Iona Carol Yates  
Bada B Yi  
Stephanie Marie Yokell  
Amelia Margarethe Young  
Avery D Young  
Robert Yuan  
Shuai Yue  
Sara Zanab Yunes  
Jiang Mei Stewart Zachwieja, with distinction  
Zachary Zalesne  
Daniel Jacob Zandstra  
Ariana Zarei  
Alexis Loren Zarifa  
Madeleine Zenir, summa cum laude, with distinction  
Di Zhang  
Jiaqi Zhang  
Xiwen Zhang  
Casey Vladimir Zigman  
Trevor Andrew Zwick  
Amanda Renee Zwahlen  
Delgerkhangai Zolbayar  
Casey Vladimir Zigman  
Amanda Renee Zwahlen  
Trevor Andrew Zwick  
Meredith Zygmunt

Bachelor of Fine Arts
Kaylyn Marie Buehler, with distinction  
*Rhylan Phariss Klar, with distinction  
Isabelle Rene Nicolas  
Javier Alexandro Padilla, with distinction  
*Cameron Michael Pazol, with distinction

Spring 2022 Candidates

Bachelor of Arts
Julian Amunu Jing Abam  
Leen Salah El-Eldin Abbas, with distinction  
Gabriela Aviva Abramovich  
Abraheim Asmael Abu-shanab Jr.  
Noor Ahmad Abu-Ayoub  
Joshua Solomon Abudaram  
Adam Khaled Abuharus  
Andres Boyd Acevedo  
Shay Robert Adamo  
Abigail Julia Adams  
Camilla Kerr Adams  
Jessica Kate Adams  
Isabel Elise Adkisson, with distinction  
Alexander H Lee Adler, summa cum laude, with distinction  
Halima Afrah  
Natalie N Afshar, magna cum laude  
Gabriel Edan Aharoni  
Negar Ahmadian, with distinction  
James Michael Akers  
Abdulaziz Al Abdurrazzaq  
Sarah Al Eisah  
Ahmed Al Halaimi  
Ahmed Al-Rawahi

Zachary Eugene Alas, with distinction  
Dana Bassam Alasfour  
Jonis Urbain Alawoe  
Willow Huan Qiu Alber-Martín  
Mariam Ibrahim Murad Alblooshi  
Sophie Kay Albright  
Jackson Rives Alexander  
Lama Alhamdan  
Hamad Alkabi  
Avery Katherine Allen, with distinction  
Seidah Ali Onno Gonzalez  
Ari Hana Alpert  
Rahaf Khalid Alrowaihashed  
Ahmad Alsabti  
Maria Alsabhi  
*Benjamin Alexander Altschuler, with distinction  
Diego Delgado Alvarez  
Dolores Lynne Amaya, summa cum laude, with distinction  
Zamzama Saaqar Amin  
Nigel Michael Amstock  
Sarah An  
Andrianna L Anderson  
Chandler Alexis Anderson  
Hayley Erica Anderson  
Henry Anderson  
*Ingrid Reilly Anderson, summa cum laude, with distinction  
*Thomas Edward Anderson  
William Churchill Anderson, magna cum laude  
Ellie B Andzulis  
Arielle Pauline Angerthal, with distinction  
Justin Angevine  
Margot Marie Anning  
Amber Alexis Antonucci  
Althea Anne Landrto Aquino  
Justin Joseph Aragon  
Gabriel Vincent Arias  
Isaiah E Armiio  
Stephen Armour, with distinction  
Chanikan Aroonithi, with distinction  
Abigail Kate Arrington  
Troy Duncan Arthur  
Jonah Daniel Asch  
Mary Elizabeth Ascherman  
Christine Marie Attai, with distinction  
Erica K Au  
Megan Lorae Au  
Zern Arlie Octavia Auguiste  
Mikayla Rene Austin  
Marquis Isaiah Avalos, summa cum laude, with distinction  
Trevor Jesse Aveida  
Quinlyn Suzie Axelsson, with distinction  
Manning Forsyth Axtell  
Emily Ayala Serrato  
Elicia Lynn Azua, with distinction  
Michael Lynn Babb Jr.  
Christopher Joseph Bachman  
Coleman Alexander Bader, with distinction  
*Taylor Marie Badt  
Jonathan Baer  
Matthew Sebastian Bagi  
Farah Zahir El-Bahkki  
Edison Bai  
Tanner Leigh Bailey  
Grace Evelyn Baker  
Jackhub Dylan Baker  
James Emerson Baker, with distinction  
Matthew Paul Baker  
Georgia Anne Baldwin  
Jeremy Sebastian Banuelos  
Cassandra Michele Bare  
Lukas Barkauskas  
Alexandra Sofia Reetig Barker, summa cum laude, with distinction  
Jack Witkowsky Barker, summa cum laude, with distinction  
Mallory Piper Barn dollar  
Ashlyn Marie Barnes, magna cum laude  
Scan Joseph Barnes  
Victoria Caroline Jean Barnett  
Mway Faye Baa  
Joseph Alejandro Barradas  
Naomi Bianca Guadalupe Barron  
Marika K Bartholomew  
Timothy Aiden Bartolf  
*Mia Barton  
Kaylee Morgan Bartyzel  
Connor E Bates-Janigo, magna cum laude, with distinction  
Bergen Zeta Skye Batay  
Katherine Baugh, with distinction  
Omar Tareq Bazian  
Samuel James Beaudry, with distinction  
Nicholas Jenkins Beaver  
Lauren Michelle Beh  
Ali M A A Bebebehani  
*Charlotte Frances Bell  
Susannah Everett Bell, summa cum laude, with distinction  
Cameron Kenneth Bellian, summa cum laude, with distinction  
Alexa Blaire Benglen  
Liam Henry Benjamin  
Annalisa Shirley Benson  
Nathaniel Wray Benton  
Peter Benton-Sullivan  
Wacim Benyoucef, magna cum laude, with distinction  
*Charlotte Frances Bell  
Susannah Everett Bell, summa cum laude, with distinction  
Cameron Kenneth Bellian, summa cum laude, with distinction  
Alexa Blaire Benglen  
Liam Henry Benjamin  
Annalisa Shirley Benson  
Nathaniel Wray Benton  
Peter Benton-Sullivan  
Wacim Benyoucef, magna cum laude, with distinction  
Sara Rose Berghoff  
Weston Quinn Bering  
Ahna Claire Berk  
Zoe J Berlin  
Hannah Marlene Bernstein  
Jake G Berry  
Nikki A Berumen  
Maxim Alexis Bery III  
Nigel Demon Bethel Jr.  
Annalise Simenstad Betts, with distinction  
Annika Vinay Bhandari  
Erin Lin Biafore  
Grace Ann Bianchi-Martinez

*Recipient of a double degree
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Maxime Chantal Brandt
Benjamin Arnold Brandt
Wyatt Casey Brammer
Gianluca Silva Brambilla
Christopher Michael Brahney
Claire Maria Brady
Nina Ann Boyer
Veronica Claire Boyce
Luke Hunter Boyce
Kimberly T ai Bowman
Chadwick Allen Bowman
Brandon Elias Bowen
Chloe Rebecca Bowden
Abby Lee Bordewick
Sarah Dovie Bordiuk
Kathryn Megan Burkholder
Jonathan Elijah Burkett
James Michael Burke
Jonathan Elijah Burkett
Kathryn Megan Burkholder
Emily Rae Burnett, with distinction
Grace Ryann Burnside, with distinction
Kevin Michael Busch
Sara Veronica Buschman, with distinction
Megan Alexander Busey, with distinction
Anabel Barrentine Bush
Harold German Bustamonte
Bradley Joseph Cash, with distinction
Joanna Marie Casillas
Charles Anthony Castillo II
Hugo Abraham Castillo
Christopher Joseph Caston
Ciera MacKenzie Causey
Colby Christopher Cecil, magna cum laude
Madelin Ashley Ciegelski
Savannah McKay Cell
Matthew James Ceriello
Eva Sophia Cermak
Joel Christopher Cerny
Esmeralda D Cervantes
Joshua T Chadbourne
William Glenn Chadbourne
Amy Catherine Chalecki
Jake A Chalenko
Kittamet Chanchaiworawit, magna cum laude
Sydney Grace Chandler
Alexander Henry Chang
Caroline Meae Chang
Chloe Mackenzie Chantry
Ryleigh Evatt Chapman
*Erica Engracia Chavez
Katerina Anne Chavez, with distinction
Javier Ignacio Chavez-Fernandez
Evelyn Chavira
Theodore Dwight Chazkel
Lawrence Terry Cheatham, with distinction
Xiang Chen
Xinghan Chen
Yifan Chen
Zhipeng Cheng
Ziwei Cheng
Zhipeng Cheng
Yifan Chen
Michael Simon Chiang
Mark Chernishov
Jaeson Chin, with distinction
Nicholas Chin

*Nathaniel Ian Broadfield

Kara Sue Brock
Lee Howard Brockway
Megan Katrina Brodie
Sara Lindsay Brodsky
Mairead Siobhan Brogan, summa cum laude, with distinction
Avery A Brogle, summa cum laude, with distinction
Lilikoi Bronson
Harrison Danger Brooks
Taitum Marie Brooks
Isabelle Mae Brozel, summa cum laude
Brooke Hollander Brounstein, with distinction
Jarek Antoine Broussard
Alaina Leslie Brown
Hunter Davidson Brown
Mark Samuel Brown
Morgan Sierra Brown, summa cum laude, with distinction
Naomi T Brown, with distinction
Payton Marc Brown
Adam James Brubaker
Kevin Frederick Brunnemer
Danielle Rose Buchleister, summa cum laude, with distinction
Eleanor Buck
Jason Werner Buck
Marjorie Judith Buckingham
Trinity James Buckley
Carlos Nicholas Bueno
Stephanos Demetri Buhler
*Long Bao Hoang Bui, with distinction
Tri Truong Cao Bui
Nathaniel Beall Bunnell, summa cum laude, with distinction
Elizabeth Catherine Burchett
Robert William Burger
James Michael Burke
Jonathan Elijah Burkett
Kathryn Megan Burkholder
Emily Rae Burnett, with distinction
Grace Ryann Burnside, with distinction
Kevin Michael Busch
Sara Veronica Buschman, with distinction
Megan Alexander Busey, with distinction
Anabel Barrentine Bush
Harold German Bustamonte
Bradley Joseph Cash, with distinction
Joanna Marie Casillas
Charles Anthony Castillo II
Hugo Abraham Castillo
Christopher Joseph Caston
Ciera MacKenzie Causey
Colby Christopher Cecil, magna cum laude
Madelin Ashley Ciegelski
Savannah McKay Cell
Matthew James Ceriello
Eva Sophia Cermak
Joel Christopher Cerny
Esmeralda D Cervantes
Joshua T Chadbourne
William Glenn Chadbourne
Amy Catherine Chalecki
Jake A Chalenko
Kittamet Chanchaiworawit, magna cum laude
Sydney Grace Chandler
Alexander Henry Chang
Caroline Meae Chang
Chloe Mackenzie Chantry
Ryleigh Evatt Chapman
*Erica Engracia Chavez
Katerina Anne Chavez, with distinction
Javier Ignacio Chavez-Fernandez
Evelyn Chavira
Theodore Dwight Chazkel
Lawrence Terry Cheatham, with distinction
Xiang Chen
Xinghan Chen
Yifan Chen
Zhipeng Cheng
Ziwei Cheng
Zhipeng Cheng
Yifan Chen
Michael Simon Chiang
Mark Chernishov
Jaeson Chin, with distinction
Nicholas Chin

*Nathaniel Ian Broadfield
Ian Delmar Chitwood
Hyelin Choi
Sophia Choubari, with distinction
Jacob Scott Christ
Allie Nicole Christensen
Daniel Sebastian Christiansen
Brooke Elizabeth Christman
Nathaniel Wyatt Christy
Katherine C Chron
Min Ling Chuah, with distinction
Jalen Lee Chudacoff
Key Hoon Chung
Sophie O'Rourke Ciulla
Nichol A Civitello
Carly Ann Clagett, with distinction
Adam Charles Claman, summa cum laude, with distinction
Grace Helena Clark, with distinction
Morgan McTeer Clemens
Zac B Clement, summa cum laude, with distinction
Christian Richard Clemente
John Edwin Coatney
Abigale Nicole Cobb, with distinction
Henry William Cobb, with distinction
Henry Franklin Coffeen IV
Zachary B Cohen
Carin Cokefair
Jordyn Darya Cole
Jeffrey Colgan
Robert Edward Coller III, with distinction
Margaret Grace Collett
Robert Crayton Collett
Jane Wells Collins
Morgan Leah Collins
Sarah Frances Collins, magna cum laude
Henry Robert Comes-Pritchett, summa cum laude
Corwin Granger Condiotti, with distinction
Kathleen Elizabeth Coneys
Lucy Ann Conner
Kretha Anne Connor
Uriel Contreras
Sarah Bethany Conway
Liam A Cook
Micah William Cook, with distinction
Paul Michael Cook
Taylor Ann Cook
Samuel Stone Cooke
Mariah Kimberly Corbett
Kevin John Corboy
Zoe Ella Potash Corbus
Charles Stewart Cordisco
Thayer Rowbotham Cornell
*Cynthia Marlen Corral Robles
Alexi Rose Corrigan
Colin Andrew Corwin
Taylor Marie Cossu
Evelyn Anne Costigan
Mackenzie Anne Costley, with distinction
Jennifer Akiko Couey
John Paul Coulson
Ethan Samuel Cowan
Katharine Lacey Cowan
Carly Culotta Cowden
Kaylee Lynne Cowles
Bailey Rae Cox
Brianna Lynn Cox
Tyler Jordan Crall
Addie Cramer Hilton Cramer Sr.
Olivia Carson Crawford
Kourtney Creaney
Eleanor Louise Creasey, cum laude
Lily Francis Crocker
Jake Edward Crowley
James Woodbury Crowley, summa cum laude, with distinction
Kainoa Cunningham, with distinction
Anafrancesca Curry, cum laude
Ena Curtis
Emma Caitlin Curtis
Alexandra Jayne Cybyske
Giovanni Wayne D'Ambrosio
Lucy Baskerville Dale
Rachel Therese Dale
Kate Elizabeth Daley
Jonathan Nolan Daly
Kclea Azucena Damp
Adeline Peace Damron
Sharee Dandridge, cum laude
Djekla Dansoko
Madeline Darr
Kirti Srinivas Dasari
*Jacob Daugherty
*Erast Davidjuk
John Ross Davids
Emma Ruby Davidson
Hanna Caroline Davidson, magna cum laude, with distinction
James Patrick Davis
Joie Rose Davis
Macy Waldrop Davis
Steven Davis
Willie Mark Davis Jr.
Josie Rae Davison
Campbell Cecilia McGowan Davitt
Connor Dawson
Kayla Rose De Caro
Nevada Leigh DeFord
Owen Michael deGroot
Cameron Elizabeth DeLacey, with distinction
Jorge de Leon L.
Kayla I DeMartini
Isabel Alma DeMorat, with distinction
Lily Sage DeMuth
Laura Cristina de Oliveira Dalpian
Allyson Taylor DePew
Colin Louis DeVore
Hannah Mae DeWild
Destry Mohr DeWitt, with distinction
Thomas H Deener
Sedona Frances Decint
Audrey A Deeba
Karley Grace Deegan, with distinction
Kevin Austin de la Haye
Andrea Delia
Bridget Anne Dell, with distinction
Sierra Jean Delmonico
Bugse Melisa Demirel
Joseph Ian Deng
Peyton Ann Deppmeier
Quincy Bryn Derouin
Maxwell Michael Ricard Derry
*Shannon Marie Derthick
Nehali Subhash Deshmukh
Devin Prashan Desilva
Alexander Scott Detrick
Mariana Casa de Vivo
Meghan Kathleen DiGiovanna
Jie Diao
Taylor Ashley Diaz
Bianca Elizabeth Dibbern
Kenzie Aspen Dice, with distinction
Haley Lynne Dickerson
Brianna L. Dickey
Jack Alexander Dickinson
Lauren Grace Dieter
Jack Ryan Diller
Michelle Angeline Diller, with distinction
Nan Ding
Ryan James Dinkelmeier, with distinction
Vivianne Vo Do
Nicholas Steggall Dokozlian
*Katherine Elizabeth Dolan
Taara Dolati, with distinction
Delaney Rae Domenico
Devin W Donahue
Lila Ruth Donahue, with distinction
Miao Dong
Kelly Ann Claire Doody, with distinction
*Charles Marie Hadrien Doremieux
Avery Cate Dougherty
Ella Caroline Douglas, with distinction
Francesca Lillian Douglas
Alyssa Renee Dowling
Taylor Cullen Dragseth
Jaida Fatou Drame
Lillian Fay Drevno
Jack Driscoll
Alejandro Drobeck
Sophia J Duax, with distinction
Rachel Elizabeth Dudley, with distinction
Kasey Leigh Duffin
Franklin Sims Duffy, summa cum laude, with distinction
Delanie Marie Duggan
Rachel N Duggan
William Keith Duggan
Sathya Dugini
Xenia Marie Dunford, with distinction
Alexandre Joseph Duperret
Michael Scott Durr
Samantha Santos Dyer
Connor Lawrence Eamon
Jocelyn Clare Earl
Allison M Early
Lindzi Marrie Earp
Emerson Anne Earthman

*Recipient of a double degree
Bethany C Easton
Jenna Rose Ebert
Luke Johann Eberwein, cum laude
Luke Eckert
Rebecca M Eckhardt
Bennett Alan Edelschein
John David Egan
Amanda-Marie Eggebrecht
Kate Nichole Egggen
Evan Egger
Zachary Robert Ehling, with distinction
Aaron Scott Ehrlich
Samuel Harris Ehrlich
Samantha Elena Eisenberger
Farris ElZaridi
Mohamed Mamoon Elbedawi, magna cum laude, with distinction
Katherine Holland Eldredge
Hunter McCain Elgin, with distinction
Mohamed Abdelmonim Elhussen
Joseph Patrick Elias
Anya Emmalee Elzondo, with distinction
Allison Janet Elkins
Zachary David Elkins
Jacob DuQuince Ellis
Ross McKim Ellwood
Andrea Lynn Elsworth
Matthew Alex Emanuel
Annette Ouchi Emenyonyu
Sarah Hutson Emmanuel, magna cum laude
Spencer David Harbert England, with distinction
Roxanne Engle, with distinction
Evon Christopher English
Lauren Laird Eppich
Reilly Melea Ernst
Eric Brewster Erimonious
Hannah Escareno-Ramirez
Faith Escobedo
Nicholas Jon Esler
Sierra Alexandra Esparza
Anthony Dante Espinoza
Branden Lee Esses
Elise Miyake Estacio
Mireidy Estrada
Mary Anne Etchason, magna cum laude
Kathryn Elizabeth Etter
Colin Andrew Evans
Edward Evans V
Jenna Maria Ewert
Jean Laurent Eyeghe Obame
Justin Michael Ezra, with distinction
Lara Fahr
Annika Brianne Fahrner, with distinction
Salma Zahra Fakiri
Ellie Beers Fallon
Bowen Fan
Ramy Farah
Nathanael D Farmer, with distinction
Sierra Anne Farnum, with distinction
*Asher Joseph Farr
Richard Alfred Farrell III, with distinction
Brian Neil Faulkner
Will Faulkner
John Thomas Fauntleroy
Baird Traynor Feeney, with distinction
Olivia Vavasour Feffey
Cameron Zane Feken
Grace Catherine Felder
Manel Felfi
Kevin S Fell Sr.
*Celeste Hope Fenton
Noah Edward Feric, with distinction
Erin Joy Ferrero
Kelly Grace Ferrero
Charles Franklin Fessenden IV
Jackson Lynn Fields
Samantha Marie Fikes, summa cum laude, with distinction
Lesila Finau
Jeffrey R Fink
Dominick Raymond Fiscalini, with distinction
Gabriella Ryann Fisher, summa cum laude, with distinction
Olivia Louise Fite
Jared Reed Fitkin
Allyson Elizabeth Fits
Hunter C Fleming, with distinction
Kai Fletcher
Ryan Eloy Fletcher
Edie Annabel Flood
*Anthony Joel Flores
David Florez
Joseph William Flynn
Addison Marie Follett
McKenna Foote
Jacob Sean Ford
Robert Scott Ford
Ross Thomas Forehand
Filip Forejtek
Elin Viktoria Forsgren
Megan Forster
Alexander Fortman
Kimberly Sarah Foster
Robert James Foster, summa cum laude
Delaney Grace Fouts, with distinction
Hope Fox
William Harrison Foxman
Soleil Louisa Foy, with distinction
Ethan N Frahm
Tyler Alexander Francis
*William Philip Francis, with distinction
Jillian Susanne Frank, magna cum laude
Andrés Gabriel Mellado Frausto
Matthew Alan Freden
Jessica A Freeman
Michael Thomas Freeman, summa cum laude, with distinction
*Dorothea Louisa French, with distinction
Grace Louise Freza
Sophie L Friedman
*Margaret Rose Friesen
Tori Chong-Mee Fugate
Audrey Pearl Fuller
William Lloyd Fuller
Joseph Gaffney
Alexander Justin Moses Gage
Heerad Gani
Alejandra Lowell Gaitan
Jacob Vernon Gaiter, summa cum laude, with distinction
Brendan Patrick Gallagher
Tyler Sands Gallagher
Jordan Marie Galletta
Katherine Hannah Galloway
Jared Michael Ganeles
Arthur W. Garcia
Krysten Renee Gard, with distinction
Sophia Veronique Gardiner
Lauren D Gardner
Colby Jade Garfinkel
John Walter Garrett
Madeline Elizabeth Garrett, summa cum laude, with distinction
Macy Laine Garrido
Alison Jamie Garscadden
Samuel Joseph Garson
Jaelyn Gary, with distinction
Nicholas Charles Gary, with distinction
Elise Marie Gaskell
Madeline Gatt, with distinction
Luke Michael Gaumond
Patrick Adam Gavaldon
Henry Reed Gaylord
Wyatt Joseph Gehhardt
Jane Rose Geisman, with distinction
Julia Abigail Gelber
Megan Elizabeth Gentry
Jessica Lilikoi George
Nolan David George
Michael Pete Georgtun
John Robert Gilmer Gerber
Bridget Rose Gerlach
*Kyleah Ann Gerleve, with distinction
Lauren Elizabeth Gero, with distinction
Edward Gerth
Joan Fonadas Geruson
Olivia Grace Gervais
Sadaf Ghiasy
Preksha Ghimire
Jenna Bella Giambrocco
Amy Marie Giannmarrusco, with distinction
Av Marie Gianatasio
David Edward Giarratana
JP Giblin
Jace Montana Gibson
Elizabeth J Gilbert, summa cum laude, with distinction
Lindsay Summer Gildersleeve
Matthew John Gillen, summa cum laude, with distinction
Hannah Rae Gilmore
Sabrina D Gilmore, with distinction
Zachary Daniel Gilmore
Anthony Giordano

*Recipient of a double degree
Recipient of a double degree
University of Colorado Boulder

Alicia Rachelle Grigar, magna cum laude,
Reese Liston Greiner, summa cum laude,
Madison Elizabeth Gregory, with distinction

Colton Eric Gregory
Isabel Greenhut
Regan Lin Gray
Lander Allison Gray, magna cum laude,
with distinction

Mikaela Tomas Gonzalez, with distinction
Jakelin Ariel Gonzalez, with distinction
Dalina Goretty Gonzalez, with distinction

Theodore Gonzales, summa cum laude,
Dalia Gomez-Aguilera
Lorenzo Gomez Rodriguez Jr.

Avi Sarai Goldstein
Elan Zachary Goldstein
Lorenzo Gomez Rodriguez Jr.
Dalia Gomez-Aguilera

Theodore Gonzales, summa cum laude,
with distinction
Dahlin Goretty Gonzalez, with distinction

Aida Latimer Graham, with distinction
Michele Graham
Keely Rose Grana
Abigail Elizabeth Grammer
Sarah Rebecca Grammer
Kimberly Kay Gramse, with distinction
Hanna Hayes Granger

Sofia Garnett Grant, summa cum laude,
with distinction
Madelyn Michelle Graser
Lander Allison Gray, summa cum laude,
with distinction
Regan Lin Gray
Isabel Greenhut
Alannah Helene Gregory
Colton Eric Gregory
Lindsey Almae Gregory
Madison Elizabeth Gregory
Reece Benjamin Gregory, summa cum laude,
with distinction

*Reece Liston Greiner, magna cum laude,
with distinction
Joshua Ray Greulich
Alicia Rachelle Grigar

Michael Alexander Grodecki
Chaya Renea Grosser
Jeremy Paul Grove
Sidonie Rose Grunenberg, with distinction
Anna O'Hare Grundmann
Lucas Alejandro Guarchi
Vanessa Guereca
Tessarose Marie Guerney, with distinction
Sonali Gupta
Aspen Nicole Gupton, cum laude
Ben Shlomo Gur
Nicole Brianna Gurian
Rachael Gurule
Maximilian Arthur Gustafson
Benjamin Eisuke Guthrie
Andrea Paulina Gutierrez
Tatiana Lucia Gutierrez

*Emma Hassman
Riley Hatchell, with distinction
*Christian Robert Hauck
Holden Haun

Bailey Nicole Hawkins, with distinction
Paul Craig Hayes Jr.
Richard Lewis Hayes Jr., with distinction
*Anna Joelle Haynes, summa cum laude,
with distinction
Samuel Rene Head

Erin Watson Hebert, magna cum laude
Matthew William Heim
Abigail Elena Heim, magna cum laude

Soren F Heinz
Ian Benjamin Heitkamp

Kassidy Margaret Hellman
Landon Byrnes Helwig, with distinction
Samantha Elisabeth Henck
Claire Elizabeth Yuezhen Hendee
Emma Catharine Henderson
Spencer Highsmith Henderson
Dillon T Henriot, with distinction
Jazymn Bouakham Her

Alexander Jai Herbert, summa cum laude,
with distinction

*Harper Emmi Herman
Fernando Hermoso Hern Munoz
Felicity Dawn Hernandez
Victoria Hernandez
William Brent Hernandez
Alex Hernandez Mendoza
Emily Christine Herr
Kirsten Jae Hessler
Kendra Aileen Heuer
Sarah Heymann
Annabel Pearl Hibben
Grace Elizabeth Hicks
Christopher Devin Higgins, with distinction
Grayson Aleda Higsley
Anne Marcelle Hill
Kayla Marie Hill
Noah Chang Hill
Peyton Holloway Hill
Sophie Grace Hiotis
Isabella G Hippe
Sean Hiramatsu

Katie Niya Hirasaki
Courtney Nicole Hirsch
Emery Hirschfeld-Smith
Khyanah Hoang
Blair Audrey Hodges
Olivia Rose Hodnett

*Recipient of a double degree
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Bryn Ellie Iskenderian, cum laude

Brianna Irizarry, with distinction

Michael K Inouye, with distinction

Lauren Elizabeth Immink, cum laude

Alexander MacDonald Imhof, cum laude

Nadia Lorinda Illade

William La Huynh

Kathryn Anne Huun

Zoë Anna Johnsen, with distinction

Julian Joachimsthaler, summa cum laude

Soo Y eun Ji

Zoë Anna Johnsen, summa cum laude

Ezra Kerr Ragland

Abigail Kessler

Madison Fayet Kretor

Sina Khaledi, with distinction

Mahra Khamis

Omnia Nawar Khan

Meha Khanna

George Michael Khoury, with distinction

Emmett John Kibbee

Brennen John Kim

Chan Kim

Nakyung Kim

Sean Thomas Kincad

Abby Jo King

Colin Andrew Kinsman, summa cum laude

Thomas Aaron Kirelik

Megan P Kirk

Sudenaz Kiroglu

Alissa Rae Kiser

Meri Katrina Kittila

Benjamin Michael Kizziar

Brandon Klein

Julian Michael Kleiner

Sydney Brooke Kligora

Adrian Christian Kline

*Recipient of a double degree
Recipient of a double degree
University of Colorado Boulder

Recipient of a double degree

Terrance Lang
Grace C Landry
Terase Lang
Wesley DiLen Lang

Colin Quentin Lanier, magna cum laude, with distinction
Angela Lindsey Lankenau, summa cum laude, with distinction
Mariam Guadalupe Lara, with distinction
Emma Kirsten Largere
McKenzie Lee Larson, summa cum laude, with distinction
Joshua Alexander Lascano
Robert Matthew Latham
Jordyn Rose Latislaw
Anneliese Olivia Latona
Carlisle Ann Lattimer
Cristina Isabel Lau, summa cum laude, with distinction
James Paul Laucirica, with distinction
Kristoffer Lauridsen, with distinction
Georgina Anne Lawrie
Kayla Lawson
Alexis Michelle LeBlanc
Meghan Tesi Leach
Spencer Thompson Lebsack
Samantha Lynn Lecky, with distinction
Matthew Bandaccari Ledy
Benjamin Joseph Lee
Jackson Henry Lee
Jason Sang Huyuk Lee
Kloe Irina Lee
Tiffany Rachel Lee
Zachary Andrew LeFin
Tiffany Rachel Lee
Kloe Irina Lee
Tiffany Rachel Lee

*Recipient of a double degree

John Korbich
Peyton Elizabeth Korte, magna cum laude
Nathalie Joanna Kosacki
Kyle Muir Koski
Katarina Nicole Kotarski
Alexandra Grace Kotscheidoff
Katelyn Lina Kozole
Mikail Andrew Kraft
Kaelin Rose Kragh
Bailey Margaret Kramer
Kathryn Sara Kramer, with distinction
Katherine Ruby Krebs
Lily Ashton Krieger
Braedan Andrew Krier
Isabel Barbara Kritz
Grace Dalzell Kroeger, summa cum laude, with distinction
Madelyn Marie Krueger
Maya Alexandra Krygiel
Arianna Nichole Krzyzowski, with distinction
Monvi Reddy Kudumula
Noah Ryan Kullman
Greta Scott Kumskis, with distinction
Ethan Banjong Kuppermann
Daniela Kuta
Keith Masaharu Kutsuma
Heidi Marie Kyler
Sophie Carmelita LaGraize
Elizabeth LaJoie, with distinction
Carlee Rose Ladesich
Celia Lai
Xinshao Lai
Kimora Emma Laird
Coren Michael Lam
Corey Alexander Lam
Dang Khoa Lam, with distinction
Jake Lamazor, with distinction
Jack Joseph Lambert
Elizabeth Lambert
Brandon Rees Lambrecht, with distinction
Nabhur Lamsal
Ashley Rose Lancaster
Peter Ardell Lande, summa cum laude, with distinction
Grace C Landry
Terrance Lang
Wesley DiLen Lang

Colin Quentin Lanier, magna cum laude, with distinction
Angela Lindsey Lankenau, summa cum laude, with distinction
Mariam Guadalupe Lara, with distinction
Emma Kirsten Largere
McKenzie Lee Larson, summa cum laude, with distinction
Joshua Alexander Lascano
Robert Matthew Latham
Jordyn Rose Latislaw
Anneliese Olivia Latona
Carlisle Ann Lattimer
Cristina Isabel Lau, summa cum laude, with distinction
James Paul Laucirica, with distinction
Kristoffer Lauridsen, with distinction
Georgina Anne Lawrie
Kayla Lawson
Alexis Michelle LeBlanc
Meghan Tesi Leach
Spencer Thompson Lebsack
Samantha Lynn Lecky, with distinction
Matthew Bandaccari Ledy
Benjamin Joseph Lee
Jackson Henry Lee
Jason Sang Huyuk Lee
Kloe Irina Lee
Tiffany Rachel Lee
Zachary Andrew LeFin
Tiffany Rachel Lee
Kloe Irina Lee
Tiffany Rachel Lee

*Recipient of a double degree
Recipient of a double degree

*Kyle Tessa Michel, with distinction
*Amber Nicole Micheloni
*Deja Melodie Luv Micou
*Nicholas Owen Miesch
*Aya Miften, summa cum laude, with distinction
*Andrew A Mikhailovskiy
*Nicole Mae Milavetz
*Jordyn Nichole Milbrath
*Emily Toribia Milla
*Markus Alejandro Millan
*Ava Rose Miller
*Emmet Nielsen Miller
*Eugene Joseph Miller, with distinction
*Gabriella Alexandra Miller
*Kinsey Morgan Miller
*Louis Joseph Miller
*Paige Sophia Miller
*Valentine Miller
*Vaniece L. Miller, summa cum laude, with distinction
*Olya Toshkova Milovska, with distinction
*Liane Minckler, magna cum laude
*Meaghan A Miner
*Sydney Rae Mintalar
*Katarina Cole Mislinski
*David Mitchell
*Gabrielle Anne Mitchell
*Langdon Baylis Mitchell
*Owen Jess Mitchell, with distinction
*Samuel D Mitchell, with distinction
*Sophia Ellen Mitchell
*Kamile Marija Mirkus
*Kuan Mo
*Andrea Mocevic
*Ashley J Moffat, with distinction
*Christian Radu Moldovan
*Ana Monroy
*Rocio Gabriela Monroy-Tello
*Diana Alejandra Montanez
*Nathaniel Montano
*Katherine Noel Montgomery
*Kirk Kingsley Montgomery
*Ethan Isaih Montoya
*Trevor Kees Montreal
*Alii Marin Moody
*Mei-Lin Arisa Moody
*Rachel Hallowell Mooers, with distinction
*Claire Sophie Mooney
*Sean W. Mooney
*Blake William Moorad
*Colin Steven Moore, with distinction
*Alexandra Moorhead, summa cum laude, with distinction
*Jennifer Morales
*Georgia Kelly Moran
*Audrey Elizabeth Moreland
*Annalise Marie Morelock, summa cum laude, with distinction
*Jeneva Nicole Moreno
*Patrick Morey
*Bronson Ross Morgan
*Gregory P Morgan Jr.
*Stephanie Shoko Morita
Sophia Morris  
William Montgomery Morris  
Davis Woodbury Morrison  
Maia Marie Morrisey  
Ethan Ross Moskowitz  
Izabelle Britanny Moss, with distinction  
Carter Mott  
Michael M Moyer  
Amanda May Muhr  
Declan Boyle Mulcahy, cum laude  
Liam Edward Mulhall  
Lillian Grace Mullen  
Ford Mulligan  
Kathryn Ann Muncie, with distinction  
Jonathan Munsterreiger, with distinction  
Andrew J Musgrave  
Gennefer Marie Muzzy  
Catalina Muñoz  
Renata Muñoz  
Kari Alexandra Myers  
Kathleen Cassandra Myers  
Spencer William Myers  
Jordan Louise Myrick  
Sophie Anna Nabh, with distinction  
Isaah Nabers  
Andrew Ebora Nadas  
Sarah Nadir  
Sarah Nadler  
Noopur C Naik, summa cum laude, with distinction  
Mallika Simran Nair  
Sarah Elizabeth Nalley, with distinction  
Maisa Namnari, summa cum laude, with distinction  
Sanjana Nandy, with distinction  
Juliette B Nanos, magna cum laude  
Juliana Angela Nas, with distinction  
Emily Ann Nass  
Elnaz Navid  
Ella Leigh Neal  
Thomas George Neal  
Chance Nelson  
Robert Blake Nelson  
David Joseph Nerrow III  
Cameron Elizabeth Nesbit  
Rane Morgan Neuhart  
Riann Elyse Newland  
Chase Alexander Newman  
Sara Nicole Newman  
Hayley Renee Newton  
Amy T Nguyen  
Bao Bui Thien Nguyen  
*Dana Thuy Trang Nguyen, with distinction  
Tengo Thanh Nguyen  
Anna Isabel Nica, with distinction  
Holly Tyler Nicholas  
Kyle Nichols  
Riley Reece Nichols  
Savannah E Nied, with distinction  
Matthew Nielsen, with distinction  
Shea Katherine Nikitas  
Annarlene Antoinette Nikolaus, summa cum laude, with distinction  
Sean G Nixon  
Rachel Boulay Nobles  
Bailey Nock  
Jack F Nogueira  
Sergio Henrique Martins Nogueira Jr.  
Kaita Brynn Noone, with distinction  
Eve Victoria Norman  
William Francis Norwood  
Shawn Andrew Novak  
Kimberleigh Seerey Nunes  
Andrew C Nuss  
Rosemary Odle Nussbaum  
Mikaela Rachel Nyhus  
John O’Connell  
Katherine Mary O’Connor  
Elizabeth Ann O’Donnell  
Maggie Rose O’Grady  
Vaughn Jacob O’Hara  
Pilar Margaret O’Hare  
Aubrey Elise O’Leary  
*Caitlin M O’Neill, with distinction  
Robert Charles O’Neill  
Marni Emma Oberman, with distinction  
Jonathan Arnott Ohtregon  
Patrick Thomas Ochoa, summa cum laude  
Jordan Elizabeth Offerdahl  
Abraham O Ogundare  
Isaac Olukunle Ogundare  
Jacob O Ogundare  
Nicolette Autumn Olsen, summa cum laude  
Allison Shaina Ohringer  
Anissa Ojeda  
Anastasia Michelle Oldham, with distinction  
Spencer Oldham  
Erin Breen Olesiewicz, magna cum laude  
Morgan Oliiva  
Jacob Michael Oliver  
Yasent Thomas Barthelemy Oliver  
Tenzin Dolma Olsen  
Erin M Omeyer  
Michelle Oneill  
Ethan Micheal Ong  
Daniel Quirico Ongaro  
Rebecca Grace Opiela  
Max Alexander Ordonez  
Itzel Guadalupe Orduna  
Isabel Buchi Orfanoudakis, with distinction  
Miguel Alejandro Orta Sanchez  
Luke Cowan Orth  
Devon Marie Ossteimer  
Cari Nicole Otto, with distinction  
Jessica B. Oudakker, with distinction  
Graycen Overstreeet, with distinction  
*Maya Marie Owens  
Alyssa Oyler  
Jordon James Pace  
Genna Lee Pachner  
Mikayla Michelle Paddock, with distinction  
Martin Alexander Padilla  
Holly Renae Painter  
Ashley E Pak, magna cum laude  
Elizabeth Kate Palmer  
Zhirui Pan  
Madsyn Jeanette Parente  
Ian Kelly Parish  
Madelin Nicole Parisi  
Kaleb Jeremiah Park  
Jack Mitchell Parkan  
Benjamin Roy Parker  
Jaxon Patrick Parker, summa cum laude, with distinction  
Hayley Lorraine Parnell, with distinction  
Elijah Eugene Parquet  
Riley Morgan Parsons  
Namita Srijas Pasupuleti, with distinction  
Mia Samir Patel  
Grace Kirwan Patrick  
Timothy Richard Hans Patterson  
Maya H Pavelin  
Genevieve Katherine Payne  
Matthew Paul Payne, magna cum laude  
Alexa Louise Peach  
Jordan Diana Peck  
Kyle Austin Pearce  
*Emma Jeanne Pearson, summa cum laude  
Brendon DePrez Pease, with distinction  
Tyler James Peck  
Natalie Michelle Pelton, with distinction  
Cesar Pena  
Isabella Christine Penca  
Kate Pendavinj  
Lance Patrick Perkins  
Jessica B.W. Petron  
Quinn Hugh Perry  
Joie Nicolette Persichitte  
Madalyn Elaine Persons  
Jake Peters  
Anneka Leslie Cieply Peterson  
Brian Everett Peterson  
Rudolph Clement Edwin Peterson  
Daniel Alphonso Petito, summa cum laude, with distinction  
Camille Patrick Petroni  
Yosef Dovid Peyser  
Daniel Patrick Peyton  
Luke Tyler Pezdlirt  
Roxana Pescheski  
Sydney Elise Pfeber  
Allison R Pfieffer  
Nguyen Hoang Pham  
Cecilia Mai Phan  
Hannah Ruth Phelps  
Luke Orion Phillips  
Meganas Phillips  
Chantel Camryn Phipps  
Michael Louis Picanso  
Adrienne Pickerill, summa cum laude, with distinction  
*Maya Marie Owens  
Bryce Pietenpol  
Andrew Alejandro Pike  
Madeline R Pill-Kastens, with distinction  
Mykael Marie Pineda, summa cum laude  
Noah Lawrence Plafker  
Donald Rex Planalp Jr., summa cum laude, with distinction  

*Recipient of a double degree
William Michael Plantz, summa cum laude, with distinction
Jenna Marie Platek
Rachel Emily Podowski
Mark James Pogozelski
Hannah Marie Pogue, cum laude
Aidan Daniel Polizois
Noah Sard Pollack
Brett Steven Polley
Jon P Pool
Allison Taylor Popp
Hannah Patricia Porter
*Micah Harvey Porter
*Layne McCord Poskie
Hunter W Posso
Holly Ann Post
Danielle Perhus Pothier
Garrett Jay Potter, with distinction
*Halle Christine Potterton
John Leon Powers
Sarah Lynn Powers, with distinction
Adelle Victoria Poyton, with distinction
Nyla Prasad
Ruby Prather
*Portia Boissevain Pray, summa cum laude, with distinction
Harmony Elizabeth Prescott
Jake Russell Price
Kyle Holland Pritchard
Dara Diane Procell
Henry Jan Prokop, with distinction
Katherine Renee Puev
Maxwell John Pugh
Rose Frances Puma
Aman Punjani
Amrita Purkayastha, with distinction
Sophia Rose Puthuff
Joshua R Pyle
Hannah Lee Pyles
Ari Quach
Marcus James Quintana, with distinction
Arianna Cozette Rabor
John Brendan Radcliffe
Alyssa Shea Radloff
Samantha Blas Rael
Daniel Jonathan Rahe, with distinction
Nicholas Rahne
Hannah Mary Rallis
Anika Tai Ralston
Christopher Gunnarson Rambo
Kasim Rana, with distinction
Nicola Randle
Scott Bradley Randolph
Lucas C Raney
Jesse Ransford
Riccardo Thomas Rapetti
Noor Rathore
Emily Margaret Volk Ray, summa cum laude, with distinction
Hallee Ray
Kanan Ray
Alexander Jack Raymond
Timothy Sullivan Read, magna cum laude
Connor Saxon Reed
Nathan Thomas Reed
Emma Noel Reemtsen
Cayce Alexander Reese, with distinction
*Justin Michael Reeves
Marisa Kayellen Reeves
Makena Llyonelle Regin
Eric Thomas Reifsteck
Benjamin David Reinholtz
Kirk Joseph Relford
Xinyu Ren
Abigale Grace Reynolds
*Lauren Meriko Reynolds
Zane Miller Reynolds
*Garret Mitchell Rhodes
Edward Joseph Riccio IV, cum laude
*Tanner Orion Richard, with distinction
Henry Jonas Richards
Wyatt Hamilton Richards
Juli Nikaido Richardson
Jessa Jacob Richins
Taylor Rose Rick
Patrick Richel
Cameron Mackenzie Rife
Alexander Andreas Rihm
Emily Rindner
Eric Cameron Riotto
Nathan Ripa
Jakob David Risley
Dawn Michelle Ritzwoller, magna cum laude
Viviana Robayo
Christian David Robb
Jonathan Robbins, with distinction
Simone Leela Roberson
Autumn Grace Roberts
George Jacob Roberts, with distinction
Hunter Alex Roberts
Kiana Marie Roberts
Matthew Thomas Robertson
Tate Isabella Robinson
Jeffrey Michael Robisch
Casey Daniel Roddick
Emma Bradford Rodgers, summa cum laude, with distinction
Kailey Alexandra Rodick
Kaitlyn Marie Rodriguez
Kiara Renee Rodriguez
Thea Rodriguez, with distinction
Annabelle D Rogers
Kenlie Rohrer, summa cum laude, with distinction
Karin Roley, magna cum laude
Katrina Elizabeth May Rolland
Samantha Grace Romo
Elora Morgaine Root
Finn L. Roou
Tessa Anne Ropert
Gabriella Alexis Rork
Alexandra Brooks Rosales, with distinction
Blake Michelle Rose
Maren Elizabeth Rose, with distinction
Isabel Charli Ross
*Madison Elena Rossetti
Grace Alexandra Thandia Roth
Michael Rotter
Alysyn Lynae Rowe
Ethan Bennett William Rowe, summa cum laude, with distinction
Cole Rozen
Natalie Ann Rudderow
Phoebe Elizabeth Rudnick
Sarah Rudolph
Elizabeth Ruiz
Ayawit Rujirek
Joseph M Rumbaugh
Keland Lawrence Rumsey
Mae Lynn Ruppert
Cate Rush
Baylie Shea Rushing
Bridger James Russell
Joseph David Russell, with distinction
Matthew Charles Russell
Mariam Franco-Garza Russo
Natalie Mei Qing Rutty
Abigail Laine Ryan
Benjamin Ogata Ryan, with distinction
Christopher John Ryan, magna cum laude
Jake Andrew Siller
Clara Victoria Saafeld
Maria Sacconi Nunez
Isabella Grace Sackheim
Jeremy William Safford
Sklar Gail Sage
Julian Phelp斯 Stair Sainty
Mark Torao Saito
Jared Saklad
Khaled Waddah Salah
Alicia Nicole Salazar
Liezal Saldivar
Harper Faith Sale
Sofia Ava Salhi
Nayla Maria Samaha
Jalen Sami
Spencer Christian Samuelson
Erin Ella Sanchez
Jaisen Sanchez
Yileamy N Sanchez
Dylan Bailey Sandman
Courtney Jean Sandos
Dean Sandoval Jr.
Rebekah Sandra Sandstrom
Gustavo Santaela, magna cum laude, with distinction
Alexander Anthony Santos
Isabella Gibiser Saporito
Drishan Sarkar
Rigpi Yeshe Satho, with distinction
Holly Ryanne Satter
Vincenzo Antonio Saurini
*Ella Louise Scanga, cum laude
Vincent Garry Scarato
Halena Christine Scarborough
Paige Christine Scatena
Caden James Scates
Lucas Henri Schaaf, with distinction
Ethan William Schacht
Reed Michaux Schacht
Claudia Ann Schaefer
Cooper Dale Schaefer
Evan James Schaefer, with distinction
Ethan Thomas Schafer
Claire Schaffer
*Brett Schechter, with distinction
Francesca Isabella Scheitler
Samuel Alexander Scherz
Danit Riva Schinagel, magna cum laude, with distinction
Elle Schlager, magna cum laude
Joshua Schlicht
Kevin James Schmidt
Taylor Antoinette Schmidt
Chloe A Schmunk
Erzsebet Zokni Schoech-Nemeth
Bella Grace Schoenbaum
Isabel Grace Schreiber
Derek Brady Schroeder
Olivia Claire Schroeder, with distinction
Rebecca Ann Schroeder, with distinction
Nicole W Schroeter, magna cum laude, with distinction
Olivia Faith Schuchman
Alexander Edward Schulz
Makena M Schutz
Allison Patricia Schwartz, with distinction
Michelle Gardner Schwartz
Chase A Schwartzman, magna cum laude, with distinction
Anna Katherine Scott
Iolani Rose Scott-Burrows, magna cum laude, with distinction
Armani Zaire Seary
Xenia Janette Sease, with distinction
James Ryan Seaward
Sydney A. Sender
Eric E Senn, with distinction
Matthew McGregor Senseman
Tristan John Setterdahl
Thomas Burke Sexton
Helina Argaw Seyoum
Elizabeth Shan
Matthew Cole Shanahan
Jiacheng Shao
Tiancheng Shao
Kristin Margaret Shapero
Nathan Beugen Shapiro
Grace Cathryn Shaver
Halle Kay Shaver, with distinction
Hunter Saunders Shaw
Owen David Shaw
Kami A Sheanin
Kendrick Sheenan, with distinction
*Zayna Sheikh, with distinction
*Emma Rose Shelby, with distinction
Natalie Martha Shelden, with distinction
Elijah G Shepherd
Sophia Genevieve Sherlag
Jaylyn Iyonna Sherrod, with distinction
Dongzhe Shi
Yuze Shi, magna cum laude, with distinction
Odette Shin
Karuna Shipper
Erica Shivers
Stephen Alexander Shoemaker
Dominick Gajanang Shoh
Nathan Joseph Shomo
Mayako Ann Short, magna cum laude
Kevin Edward Shrawder
Coyle McGee Shropshire
Sydney Shulman
Ariel Shummeson
Luke August Siegert
Iaac Jaewon Sim
Christina Marie Simaan
Lauren Anne Simonelli
Chloe Rose Simpson
*Darby Marie Simpson, with distinction
Elizabeth Wells Simpson
Kennedy Jayde Simpson
Collin Michael Sinclair
Ethan Alexander Singer
Chelsea Kalawati Singh
Sofia Duilia Siriani
Connor Allan Siruta, with distinction
Nicole Brienne Sittner, with distinction
Jack P Skerlj
Remy Maria Sloves
Timothy J Smalling
Kyle William Smart
Ashley Victoria Smith
Brant Steven Smith
Caroline Ava Smith
Elija June Smith, magna cum laude
Jake Henry Smith
Lily Lynne Smith
Mackenzie Q Smith
Mara Louise Smith, magna cum laude
Mason Quinn Smith
Minh-Anne Campeau Smith
Nicole Danielle Smith
Sarah Rose Brand Smith
Skylar Brian Smith
Sunny Lyn Smith, with distinction
Zachary Isaac Smith
Nickolas Hugh Smyrnios
Jessica Lynn Sneesby, with distinction
Eden Rebecca Solberg
Taylor Louise Solis-Collazos, magna cum laude, with distinction
*Alexander S. Solomon
Jamie Greta Solomon
Rachel Amanda Solomon
Schylar Solomon
Ashley Morgan Sommerfeld
Jimge Sonam
Lucy Bridges Sondheim, with distinction
Seok Jun Song
Bella Rose Soqui
Kaitlynn Faith Sorensen, magna cum laude, with distinction
Camila Ines Sousa, magna cum laude, with distinction
Natalya Marie Sparks, with distinction
Lauren Spellman
Sayber Jaeden Spence
Bryan Michael Speroni
Cameron Elizabeth Spiller
Charlotte Lucille Spinks
Riley Shields Spitzenberger
Matthew Dale Spring
Christopher James Sprunt, magna cum laude, with distinction
Hall Dean Squiers
Brooke T Stacy, with distinction
Natalee Catherine Stammel
Breanna M Stanley
Dimitri Stanley
Tia N Stanley
Elizabeth Catherine Stanton, with distinction
Lyndsey Stark
Simone Kamila Starzomski
Maja Jordyn Stattmore
Taylor Dayne Stoughton
Andie Norma Stave
Augusta Partain Steen
Dylan Robert Steinberg
Harmony Rose Steinman
Bryce Alan Cole Stempnitzky-King
Anna Marie Stenzel
Kyle W Sterms
Aislin Juliana Stewart
James Wylie Stewart
Katie Louise Stewart
Ruth Rawlings Stewart
Jolene M Stille
Mary Fiona O’Connell Stinti
Stephanie Stiver
Jennifer Mary Stodgell
Mia Lea Stone, with distinction
Ryan Scott Stoner, magna cum laude, with distinction
Trey Thomas Storm
Violet Patricia Stout, magna cum laude, with distinction
Kayli Arisa Stowe, magna cum laude
Madeline Childs Stowell
*Evan Michael Strand
Adam Clemens Strassburger
Jack Nicholas Straza
Chase Matthew Street
Elizabeth A Stuckrath, with distinction
Reece Andrew Suchocki, with distinction
Austin C Suckow, with distinction
Amy Elizabeth Sullivan, with distinction
Benjamin Pasquale Sullivan
Hayley Marie Sullivan
Sophia Jane Summers
Guoqiao Sun
Joshua Weiqi Sun, with distinction
Yuxin Sun, with distinction

*Recipient of a double degree
Recipient of a double degree
University of Colorado Boulder

Recipient of a double degree
Liliana Kopeck Thron, with distinction
Madeline Elizabeth Thorud
Shelby Lucille Thornton, magna cum laude
Connor Douglas Thomas, summa cum laude,
Anna Kathryn Thomas
Kolondja D. Thillot
Tiffany Hannah Theron
Makenzie Renee teVelde, summa cum laude,
Claire Lynn Tetro, with distinction
Makenzie Renee teVelde
Tiffany Hannah Theron
Kolondja D. Thillot
Anna Kathrynn Thomas
Connor Douglas Thomas, summa cum laude,
with distinction
Jena Rose Thomas
Jessica Lynn Thomas
Kaylin Mary Thomas
Nezzie Lee Thomas
Anderson Elizabeth Thompson
Christina Snow Thompson
Dakota Belle Thompson
Grace Elyse Thompson, summa cum laude, with distinction
Joel Gottlieb Thompson
Meghan E Thompson
Olivia Sealy Thompson
Phillip Guerry Thornton, magna cum laude
Shelby Lucille Thornton
Madeline Elizabeth Thorud
Liliana Kopeck Thron, with distinction
Breanna Haley Thrower
Anushka Sai Thummalapenta, magna cum laude
Eashant Thusoo
Xuehao Tian
William Andrei Tickman
Cailin Renee Tinajero
Samantha Rayne Tindall, with distinction
Charlotte Anne Tindell
Eliza To
Natalie Tobiason
Darien Paige Tobin
Julianne Nicole Todd
Connor M Toft
Amanda M Tomaszewski, with distinction
William David Ton, with distinction
Samuel Allen Torgove, with distinction
Joshua Martin 'Torres
Manuel Torres
Emma M Tousenel, summa cum laude, with distinction
Jake E Tracy
Audrey Adele Trainor
Miranda Marie Trainor
Darwyn Hao Tran, with distinction
Huong Gia Tran, magna cum laude
Kim M Tran
Myra A Tran
Ngoc Hoang Tran
Ian Richardon Tremblay
Alan San Trinh
Viktoria Garnier Tripp
Margaret Annella Trout, with distinction
Paul Vincent True III, with distinction
Elena Vanessa Trujillo
Benjamin Luke Trunko
Kevin Truong
Benjamin William Tucker, with distinction
Sirena "Peanut" Tuitele
Brynn Elizabeth Tully
Nicole Marie Turano
Tyler Jack Turchin
Nicholas Ryan Turco, with distinction
Maximiliano Alexander Turner
*Issabella N Turra
Grace Sophia Turvey
Leah Michelle Marie Tyler
Wyatt Aaron Tyler
Gregor Rumenov Tzinov, with distinction
Jared Eduard Uang
Alexander Cole Ulanich
Abigail Mac Ulrich
Devin Umebayashi
Puja Upadhya
Baily Urban
Nicolas Uribe Valencia
Stephanie Ruth Vaidis, with distinction
Pedro Antonio Valdez Jr.
Poleth Valdez, with distinction
Gregory Torea Pierre Emmanuel Jack
Valentin
Maximilian W Valerio
Jake Harris Van Sickle, summa cum laude, with distinction
Morgan Lee Van’Tassel
Jan Vana, magna cum laude, with distinction
Isaac C Vance
Kelly Lee VandeKoppel
Chloé Dianne van der Merwe
Aubrey Vanderpol
Joseph Stephen van Wijngaarden
Shea Varanasi
Jordan Kent Varney
Maksim Olegovich Vasilyev
Michael Anthony Vasquez
Isabella Rose Vassalli
Hayes Daniel Vavpetic
Patrick Robert Veihman, with distinction
Mateo Manuel Vela, summa cum laude
Benjamin Oscar Velarde
Erica Jean Venable
Gabriela Lynn Vergara
Lillian Grace VerHow
Kaleb Craig Zaranza Cavalcante Verrone
Briana Lauren Veselik
Daniel Alan Viboeh
Ariana V Vigil, with distinction
Daniel Vignanker
Vanessa Rae Villalobos
Brayan Villegas Chavez
Jack Ross Vitha
Jose Ivan Vizcarra
Megan Ann Vlad
Ross Eliot Vogle
Benjamin Vogrin
Máire Anneliese Garnier Volz, with distinction
Bennett William Vonnahme
Adam Philip Voss, summa cum laude
Hailey Grace Voss
Jax Brawand Voss
Michael Dana Voss, magna cum laude
Sherissa Virginia Voss Martinez
Jessica Ann Vosseteg, with distinction
Marc Everett Wagoner
Lauren Ashley Wainwright, with distinction
Sydney Corin Waite, with distinction
Bailey E. Wakefield
Zach Walden
Parker John Wales
Michael Stephen Barry Walker, summa cum laude, with distinction
Rachel Erin Walkup
Michael Stephen Barry Walker, magna cum laude, with distinction
*Morgan Lee Van’Tassel
Jan Vana, magna cum laude, with distinction
Isaac C Vance
Kelly Lee VandeKoppel
Chloé Dianne van der Merwe
Aubrey Vanderpol
Joseph Stephen van Wijngaarden
Shea Varanasi
Jordan Kent Varney
Maksim Olegovich Vasilyev
Michael Anthony Vasquez
Isabella Rose Vassalli
Hayes Daniel Vavpetic
Patrick Robert Veihman, with distinction
Mateo Manuel Vela, summa cum laude
Benjamin Oscar Velarde
Erica Jean Venable
Gabriela Lynn Vergara
Lillian Grace VerHow
Kaleb Craig Zaranza Cavalcante Verrone
Briana Lauren Veselik
Daniel Alan Viboeh
Ariana V Vigil, with distinction
Daniel Vignanker
Vanessa Rae Villalobos
Brayan Villegas Chavez
Jack Ross Vitha
Jose Ivan Vizcarra
Megan Ann Vlad
Ross Eliot Vogle
Benjamin Vogrin
Máire Anneliese Garnier Volz, with distinction
Bennett William Vonnahme
Adam Philip Voss, summa cum laude
Hailey Grace Voss
Jax Brawand Voss
Michael Dana Voss, magna cum laude
Sherissa Virginia Voss Martinez
Jessica Ann Vosseteg, with distinction
Marc Everett Wagoner
Lauren Ashley Wainwright, with distinction
Sydney Corin Waite, with distinction
Bailey E. Wakefield
Zach Walden
Parker John Wales
Michael Stephen Barry Walker, summa cum laude, with distinction
Rachel Erin Walkup
Michael Stephen Barry Walker
Macy Kay Wallace
Genevieve Diane Waller
Sarah Grace Waller
Michael C Walley
Victoria Phyle Walsh
Brandon Nicholas Walter-Allen
Ethan Frank Walters
Robert Joseph Walters
Luke Robert Walther, with distinction
Henry Wang
Jiachen Wang
University of Colorado Boulder

Recipient of a double degree

Thomas B Wilhelm
Joshua Alexander Wild, with distinction
Garrett Austin Wilbanks
Kylie Nicole Wiedl
Victoria Luisa Wicklund
*Madelyn Ann Wible, with distinction
Sara Michelle Whitmore
Parker Robert White, Justin Kilen White, Jesse Kendrick White
Jackson Connor White
Gina White
Ashleigh Judith Yu Wen White
Henry A Whisman, with distinction

Jennifer Marie Weygandt
Ayana Surrette West
Jacob Kane Werner, with distinction
Alexandra Ann Wendorff
Mary J Wells
Alexandra Ann Wendorff, with distinction
Hayoue Weng
Jacob Kane Werner
Ayana Sutton West
Jennifer Marie Weygandt, with distinction
Henry A Whisman, with distinction
Ashleigh Judith Yu Wen White
Gina White
Jackson Connor White
Jesse Kendrick White
Justin Kilien White
Parker Robert White, summa cum laude, with distinction

Ann Rae Huang Whited
Sara Michelle Whitmore
Anna Wan Whitney, with distinction
Kassidy Lois Whitemore
*Madeley Ann Wible, with distinction
Victoria Luisa Wicklund
Kylie Nicole Wiedl
Garrett Austin Wilbanks
Joshua Alexander Wild, with distinction
Thomas B Wilhelm

*Hannah D Wilkinson, summa cum laude, with distinction
Elizabeth Forbes Willcox
Jessica Diane Willette
Jason Price Williammee
Alyasia Jade Williams
Christina Marie Williams
Nicholas Quinn Williams, magna cum laude
Quincey Ledrell Williams
Treyton Jacob Williams, with distinction
Aine Catherine Williams
Ella Wilson, with distinction
Michaela Rose Wilson
Ariel Fiona Wilson-O’Brien
Justin Bradford Wilsed
Amanda Ann Wimmer-Flint
Brynn Marie Winans
Dennis Robert Windham, with distinction
Julie N Winn
Madison Jean Winters
Allison Danielle Winke
Rylee Lynn Wisniewski
Caroline Eleanor Wygul, summa cum laude, with distinction

Gage Wyilys Wodrich
Benjamin Bard Wohl
Erik Jacob Wojack
Aubrey Wolfe, cum laude
Chad Robert Wolfe

Linnea M Wolniewicz, with distinction
Sean Taylor Lisa Carolyn Bailey Woock
Carly Elizabeth Wood
Jeannette Wood, with distinction
Sophia Marseille Wood
Theya Wood, with distinction
Hallie A Woodard, with distinction
Emma Casey Woodruffe, with distinction
Jasmine Amor Woods
Kori Jo Woods
Andrew Carlson Woodward
Harry Woodward
Nicholas Abraham Worden

*Georgia Katherine Worrell
Ava Gloria Worthington
Alexander Paul Woyciehowsky, summa cum laude
Andrew Cooper Wright
Katherine Helene Wright

*Kevin Li Wu
Shaohui Wu
Yanzhou Wu
Kendal Reese Wuensch
Livia Gracyn Wunderlich
Reed William Wyatt
Tyler Gary Wylie, with distinction
Maxwell Michon Wyman, with distinction
Yanhu Xi
Qidi Xiao
Chang Xu
*Ruiying Xu, with distinction
Fikir Yacob
Emma Nicole Yanex, with distinction
Jianing Yang

Kelvin Yang
Yun-Ping Yang, with distinction
Chuyue Ye
Danielle Yedidyia
Steven Yee
Nikitha S Yendluri
John Charles Young III
Kelsey Elena Young, with distinction
Sophie Grace Young, with distinction
Zoe Jacqueline Young
Rachel Beth Youngblade

*Alan Yu, with distinction
David Yu
Jia Wei Darrick Johnathon Yu, with distinction

Xin Yuan, with distinction
Danny H Yum, with distinction
Alexis Yun
Mae Ann Yustin
Renee Marie Zachary
Adriel Vincent Bagnas Zagala
Ryan Marwan Zakhem
Isaac G. Zakin
Kaylee Phue Ha

Benjamin Carey Zamore
Jordan Ray Zandonatti
Jordan M Zane

*Sophia Lamis Zaugg
Julia Ellys Zelaya
Cedric M Zeller, cum laude

Janlin Zeng
Allen Zhang
Xichao Zhang
ZhengYuan Zhang, with distinction
YaFei Zhu
Keon Thomas Ziareshaki
Grace Elizabeth Zilling
Allyse Rene Zimmerman
Clark Zimmerman, magna cum laude
Hannah Lynne Zimmerman, with distinction
Jenna Rose Zimmerman
Zachary Thomas Zioncheck
Katelynn Zlinsky
Anna Zlornak
Ashley Ari Zorner
Sara Zulali
Rachel Nicole ZumBrunnener

Bachelor of Fine Arts

Katelyn Mae Belleroso
Olivia Nastasia Bode, with distinction
*Shannon Marie Dertnhick
Levi Kass Dinkin
Xaalan Ruth Dolence
*Celeste Hope Fenton
Rodrigo Gallardo-Antuñez Gallardo
Jon Phue Ha
Rachel Genevieve Halmarst, with distinction
Eve Elizabeth Hamilton-Kruger, summa cum laude, with distinction

Connor James Hayes, with distinction
Marah Madison Herred
Clara Katherine Hayes
Evelyn Mary Kiehuff

*Recipient of a double degree
Recipient of a double degree
University of Colorado Boulder

Recipient of a double degree, with distinction
Rebecca June Brackin
Stokley Schuyler Brace
Christian Matthew Bowe
Matthew Bondar
Liam Andrew Blom Walker
Michael Ryan Blofeld
Emma Kathleen Blaser
Austen Todd Blackmon

Recipient of a double degree, with distinction
Molly Catherine Behnke
Tatum Elizabeth Behnke
Carson Joseph Becker
Julia Martel Baum
Cadin E Barker
Jordan Piper Barr
Brooks Owen Barron
Alyssa C Bashford
Emily Lane Bauer
Julia Martel Baum
Carson Joseph Becker
Tatum Elizabeth Behnke
Molly Catherine Behnke
Charles Hamilton Beller
Sophie Elizabeth Bergman, with distinction
Mohammad Rashed Bin Shahib
Austen Todd Blackmon
Emma Kathleen Blaser
Michael Ryan Blofeld
Liam Andrew Blom Walker
Matthew Bondar
Christian Matthew Bowe
Stokley Schuyler Brace
Rebecca June Brackin, with distinction

Summer 2022 Candidates

Bachelor of Arts

Medina Adrovic
Samuel John Affatati
Maytal Rebecca Agasi
Briana Nicole Agnew, with distinction
Clancy Anne Ahearn
Siha Ahn
Emily Grace Albright
Adam Sayed Alemzada
Jasem Eld Almeraikhi Sr.
Romeo La’Mar Alvarez King
Jordan Christopher Anderson
Olivia Rose Andre
Elyse Nicole Angel
Nicholas Kyle Ansin
Nathan Gregory Archuleta
Hannah Dawn Arebalos
Miriam Arevalo-Borrego
Janel Bustos Arzate
Benjamin Aaron Atkins-Griffey
Maddie Ahlekpien Atuire, with distinction
Lisa Cristina Banda, with distinction
Justin Dean Bandstra, with distinction
Cadin E Barker
Jordan Piper Barr
Brooks Owen Barron
Alyssa C Bashford
Emily Lane Bauer
Julia Martel Baum
Carson Joseph Becker
Tatum Elizabeth Behnke
Molly Catherine Behnke
Charles Hamilton Beller
Sophie Elizabeth Bergman, with distinction
Mohammad Rashed Bin Shahib
Austen Todd Blackmon
Emma Kathleen Blaser
Michael Ryan Blofeld
Liam Andrew Blom Walker
Matthew Bondar
Christian Matthew Bowe
Stokley Schuyler Brace
Rebecca June Brackin, with distinction

Aidan Thomas Breen
Lydia Camille Brent
Ian Christopher Briscoe
Matthew Alexander Brockelman
Jennifer Lucille Brockman
Shealyn Brooks
Benjamin Brown
Brendon Jackson Brown
David Luke Brughelli
Katherine Marie Burkard
Brenda Lynn Burke, with distinction
Célie Océane Sanaye Burnley, with distinction
Emily Janel Butler, with distinction
Jackson R. Cahn
Olivia Lilliane Carrel
Alexandra Nicole Carreon
Jason D Carter
Taj Kenji Carter
Emily Maureen Casson
Abigail Ariana Castro
Jack Taylor Chadwick
Ryan Raphael Chanin
Ethan Philip Chasen
Nicole Emily Cherro
David Michael Cingel
Lisa Gioni, with distinction
François Claude
Carla Cobos-Hernandez
Savannah Jo Coffey
Ella Madeline Cohen
Luca Colinet
Alexander Strauss Cook
Matthew Keys Cook
Emmanuel Cooke
Elise Haehn Corporeon
Emma Page Coughlin
Joseph Newton Courting
Christina Reese Cox
Madison Aleigh Crossell
*Nicolas David Crosbie
Sara Cuevas
Pamela Anne Dahlberg
Karen Dang
Catherine Grace DeGroot
Jane Arden Delehey
Robert Emmett Delisle
Christopher Nicholas Dennis
Jack Dente
Mary Shawn Devers
Harrison Scott Dietz
Katherine Elizabeth Donnelly
Colin William Yo Donovan
Tenzin Chodon Dorje, with distinction
*Cole Robert Dallas Dorman
Alex Carl Dornbusch
Benjamin Douglass
Brenden Lawrence Dreiling
Samuel Joseph Dresser
Cole Fredrick Drew
Elizabeth Monique Dube, with distinction
Connor Eamon Duff
Ethan Nicholas Dunn

Eshaan Dutta
William David Edgecumbe
Chase Andersen Erskine
Anissa Allison Estrada
John Robert Fallon
Beau Mathew Farris, summa cum laude
Michael Grant Fensterheim
Hauk Fettig, with distinction
Andrew Thomas Fischer
Katelyn Alexandra Fisher
Mitchell Paul Flaherty
Angel Armand Florencio
Adeeduni Folarin
Alexandra Frank
Colin Thomas Fraser
Annika Frederikson
Lily Miller Freeman
Alexander Patrick Frenchman
Scarlett Evelina Gabriel, summa cum laude, with distinction
Lucas Martins Nogueira da Gama
Tristan Carl Gansky
Jacob Xavier Garcia
Stephanie Garcia
Ashton Medlock Garland
George William Garland
Alyssa Gasca
Patrick M Gatan
Lauren Zhonggu Gates
Keegan Bradley Gay
McKenna Kirk Gazdag
Elijah Redmond Geltman
Iman-Isabella Ghali
India Kathleen Gillingham
Jason B Girards
Meezer Mulugeta Girmay
Kurtis Nicholas Glazier
Katelin Erin Godfrey
Colton J Gomez
Haley Jane Gonzalez
Luis Angel Gonzalez
Daniel Gonzalez-Beltran
Jon Scott Gordon
Jordan E Gornell, with distinction
Christian L Grace
Raul Eduardo Granados
Christopher Ryan Grantham
Colin Greene
Jackson Robert Griffith
Jenna Nicole Grippaldi
Hunter James David Grogan
Zachary Hadyn Gross
Xavier N Guira
Tyler Guttman
Charles Kanoa Haake
*Celeste Marie Haberman, with distinction
Abigail Anne Hale
*Ryder Buchanan Hales, magna cum laude, with distinction
Madyson P Hallock
Alexander Zane Hammock
Danielle Jozeftina Hansen
Erika Arko Hansen

*Recipient of a double degree
Julianna Harris, with distinction
Samuel James Harris
Jordan Paul Harrison, with distinction
Shaun Richard Harrison
Marissa Paige Hasty
Diego Hayen
Brett Griffin Healy
Ian Todd Hegstrom
Jack Ryan Henderson
Holly Elizabeth Henkel
Paige Elizabeth Herbst
Alexander Gregory Hernandez
Guillermo Antonio Hernandez
Richard D Hernandez
Erick Hernandez Cruz
Miriam Herz
Riley James Hickey
Owen Patrick Hill
Juliana Elizabeth Hillestad
*Sophie Hix
Samantha Joey Hoeft
Elizabeth May Hoffman
Henry George Hoffman
Hayden Parker Hofmeister
Landon Graham Hovey
Seth Michael Howard
Chao Yang Huang
Thomas Baskerville Lewis Hudson
Alexsey R Huhua
Jack Branham Huntsman
Nicole Kathryn Ingram
Mollie Elizabeth Isaacs
Hunter Lewis Jacobson
Jessel Carissa Jeffords
Jacqueline Kaleoaloha Jenkins
Joan Jenkins
Yufan Jiang
Haaron Jimenez-Flores
Gracie-Grace Johnson
Shania Ann Johnson
Logan Jones
Robert Luis Jonsson-Castellanos
John Michael Joyce
Yoon Soo Jun
Jaren Scott Katz
John Alexander Keegan
Samuel Steven Kemps
Alexandria Victoria Virginia Keyes
Julianne Minjoo Kim
Brady Nicholas Donald King
Natalie Grace Kissner
Grey Knauer
Emily D Koehn
Thomas Kopala
Cody Robert-Friedrich Kothleitner
Isabelle Michaela LaCross
Opal Langton
Adam S Laub
Johnathan Le
Kalyan J Lemercier
Clara E Lenoch
Nathan Daniel Levinson
Jinyu Li
Nicholas Libby, with distinction
Amy Karen Liden
Minwoo Lim
Ite Keji Lobung
McKenzie Ann Logan
Kirsten Lohmar
Juan Pablo Lomeli Ortiz
Joanne K Lord
Justin W Lovell
Robert Lummis
Benjamin Ly
Connor James Lyle
Spencer Colin Lynch
Xiao Yi Ma
Grace Anne Mabe
Madeline Josephine MacLean
Kerrie Elizabeth MacMillan
Lluvia Del Rio Macias
*Samuel Ray Magruder, with distinction
Matthew Clarke Maiocco
Briana Natalie Maldonado
Alison Malone, with distinction
Jacob Thomas Mantente
Jose Rogelio Martinez-Hernandez
John R Markofer
Brooke Ilana Markowitz
Samantha Abigail Martin
Carlos Martinez Abrego Saenz
Clara Lewis Masseau
Jasmine Alexis Matamoro
Hanna Maurine Matheson
Sean Michael McBride
Katherine Jane McElroy
Jade Rose McGee
Tess Kathleen McKinney
Chloe L McNamee, with distinction
Hannah Maire McReavy
Madison Xitaly Medina
Marcus Bradley Meier
Elizabeth Raquel Mendoza
Madelyn Loughran Mercer
Cameron J Nestek
Katherine Jane Meyer
Conrad Jacob Meyer-Reed, summa cum laude, with distinction
Mailé Rae Mijares
Taylor Shae Minch
Eleanor Louise Mitchell
Henriett Modes Lindeke
Kyle Gerrit Moe, with distinction
Katie Diane Moran
Ashton J Morgan
Hannah Marie Morrow
Adeline Rose Moss
Connor Lee Mulder
Caldwell Munk
Nadia Giselle Muro
Michael Scott Myer
Christopher Hans Myers
Darian Nicole Naylor, with distinction
Halle Tilden Neal
Lauren E Nelson
Christopher Finley Neureiter
Zoe Elizabeth Neverdowski
Margot Rossini Nicholls
Daria Skye Nickle
Tristan Cole Nieves
Schuyler Nippert
Caleb Allen Noel
Cameron Tate Nizem
Caroline Hope O’Bryant
Ethan Allen O’Connor
Liam O’Dowd-White
Liam T O’Malley
Abigail Ocampo
Joshua Michael Odenwald
Zachary David Ofner
William Christopher Ogden
Molly Buckley Ogilvie
Esther Zemasevenga Omagba, with distinction
Ryan Jerome Osler
Lucy Marie Oxonoff
Gabriel Ryan Padron
David Pahlic
Kyle Kathryn Palmen
Jennifer Elizabeth Parker
Kylie Jameson Patava
Elijah Lewis Pettet
Deleine Phan
Sedique Pitsuwan-Meier
Jordyn Paige Polacheck
Lauren Taylor Polifico
Lina Marie Pompa
Maggie MaKenna Powell
Joshua Berliner Primus
Jeremy Makoto Pruitt
Halina Purcell
Maurice Eugene Purnell IV
Sophie A Purse
Helena Emily Ramirez-Cardenas
Sydney Wardell Rapcavage
Carson Meyer Ray, with distinction
Cristina M Ray
Samuel J. Redling
Kimia Melody Rejai
Alexia Alaisha Inez Reyes
David Wayne Reynolds, with distinction
Marina Grace Genevieve Rich
Matthew Charles Riegelman
Gabriel Robinson
Cole Cooper Rockwood
Taryn Roloff
Amanda Brooke Rosen
Elias Noah Rosner
Camila Ross
Diana-Mari Rosselli-Eddy
Wadim Robert Rubino
Youseff Sabti
Carolina San Martin
Jasmine Claudia Sanchez
Jacqueline Margaux Sandstedt
Nicholas A Sapsin

*Recipient of a double degree
Devin Saunders
Caroline Maria Schachter
Benjamin Schepps
Alexis Ruth Schlagenhauf
Maxwell Thomas Schneider
Sydney Patricia Seda
Samuel Louis Segal
Shaynie Arielle Kamilar Segal, with distinction
Layla Sampagita Segismundo
Zai Shan
Orion Shea
Janessa Lauren Shirley
Kristen Sholes
Zazie Amalkia Sidharta
Mary Olivia Signorelli
Caroline Elizabeth Sims
James Hennessey Singer
Klara Ahn Smith
Kylee Kora Smith
Patrick William Smith
Savoy Cadn Smith
Stephen Maxwell Smith
Drew Marten Sotebeer
Tamara Sotela
Eric Matthew Spanier
Dylan Isaac Speer
Shelby Anne Spindler
Lauren Marie Spivey
Travis Steinkopf
Jaret Thomas Strasheim
Sophie Bella Strauss
Haylen Striker
Barbara Joan Stuart
Sarah Mohamed Suliman
Darielle Marie Swope
Taha Imadeeldeh Taha
KUSHAL Tamrakar
Joseph Brandt Tapaaruskas
Alina Elizabeth Tayek
Max Harrison Thebaud
Michaella Alice Thoma
Zella Claire Thomas
Joshua Michael Thompson
Grace Kathleen Thomure
Cora Ellis Ticherich
Story Eve Trapp
Edgar Romahi Trejo
Samuel Elliot Trombly
Alexa Camille Trujillo
Kevin Tsai
Spencer William Turner
Nicholas Val
Tuyen Van
Jacqueline Noreen Van Stry
Matthew A VanWert
Kyle Steven Vertin
Derek Johnathan Vigil
Scarlett Caroline Vigil
Francisco Javier Villanueva
Rachel Michelle Vilner
Elise Jacqueline Viola, with distinction
Gianluca Leandro Vitagliano
Zixiao Wang
Alexia Camila Warnholtz Deck
Jane Huy Warren
Cameron Rachel Waters
Kayleigh Deanna Webb
Alyssa Taylor Wells
David Michael William Wells
Anya Willow Westby
Madison Kyla Wheatley
Karia Janai White
Emily Wilkins, with distinction
Alexia Grace Williams
Ashley Jane Williamson
Quinn David Williamson
Benjamin Robert Wilson
Elizabeth Jaquelin Wilson
Nicholas James Winsiewski
Brian Thomas Wittmer
Ruth S. Woldemichael
Megan Emma Wolfe-Polgar, with distinction
Julia Emiko Worthington, with distinction
Emily Kathleen Wray
Yi Wu
Haoxiang Xiong
Lucia Erica Celeste Yao
Nicholas Ruben Yanez
Nabila A Zahwa, with distinction
Emerson Leigh Zamensky
Zachary Ryan Zeisler
Yue Zhang
Zihan Zhang, cum laude, with distinction
Bachelor of Fine Arts
Victor Gabriel Lara
Kyle Jeffrey Lawrence

Leeds School of Business
Sharon F. Matusik, Dean

Fall 2021 Graduates

Bachelor of Science in Business Administration
Andrew Donald Ackerman
Raul Aldrete Jr.
Griffin Alexander
Ayrton Trey Amstock
Robert Lyle Andrew
Kaden Maximilian Andrews
Casey Andringa
Robert Cody Anziano
Morgan Armas, with distinction
Jonathon Thomas Armstrong
Benjamin Charles Austin
Natalie M Bame
Joel Tzvi Barad
Sandra Barqawi
Jordan Benin Barr
Khristyne Bata
Madison Anne Bauer
Morgan Isabel Bee
Noa Bleu Berger

Lauren Kate Blake
Blake Matthew Bosick, with high distinction
Jared Keith Bourgain
Evan Michael Bratvold
Abram Elliott Brown
Brayden Alvaro Buehler
Sarah Elizabeth Bullwinkle
Maxwell Harrison Burch
Rodrigo Camargo Marcondes
Peter Nealon Casey
Montserrat Rosemarie Cataldi, with high distinction
Cobi Chang
Diego Alessandro Chirico, with honors, with high distinction
Viken Barett Christianian
Adam John Clark
Chad Clevenger, with high distinction
Chloe Sylvia Climenhaga
Brendan David Close
Edward Ryan Connors, with high distinction
Sofia Pearl Cordova
Allison Mackenzie Curran, with distinction
Justin Christopher Curtis
Jose Alfredo De La Torre, with distinction
Brynna Deluzio
Manjot Kaur Deol
Michael B Dix, with distinction
Christian Bridger Dokken
Jack William Donovan
Jacob Robert Dowdy
Olivia May Dudley
Austin Chance Easterly
William Edelmann
Jordan Rodger Ehler
John Evarts
Antonio Alfonso Facchinello
Nicholas M Fenwick
Bryan Jesus Fierro Chavez
Jessica Taylor Fisher
Andrew Mott Flaherty
Alpha Zoe Fontes
James Michael Freeman
Stephen Anthony Gaines
Eric Robert Gambon
Dante Whalen Gaz
Suni Ghale
John Benjamin Glawe
Clayton Hunter Golditch
Anela Marina Gomez
Deandre Gonzalez
Anna Helaine Gottlieb
Ali Habibie
Zachary Frederick Hale
Charles Edward Hall
Blake Alexander Harris
Paul Michael Hartner
Hadley Louise Haupman
Zachary Hutcherson Hay
Emaile Taylor Herring
Garrett Hickman

*Recipient of a double degree
Natalie Kang Higham
Lindsey Jane Hoffman
*Ashley Sue Howard, with honors
Rachel Patricia Hutchinson
Theo Francesco Huxham
Zachary Shane Ingram
Sydney Rosemary Keller
Gregory Kelley, with distinction
William Mackenzie Kilton
Emma Michele King Hurley
Benjamin David Koza
Nathan Landman
Damiann LeC'ourneau
Cindy Jung Lee
Lauryn Kate Leslie, with distinction
Yiran Li
Yu Liang
Jeffrey Takuya Lillard
Samuel Field Lillibridge
Weilin Lin
Elke Nicole Lintukorpi
Rylee Keaton MacLean
Kendall Belle Magness, with distinction
Kassandra Ivonne Marko
Emily Anne Martellaro
Maggie Robert Martin
Griffin Mathew Martini
Nathan R Mathias
Lily Kathleen Mattingly
Christopher Scott Mc Cray
Angeline Claire McCarty Lee
William Webber McCollam
Claire McCollough, with honors, with high distinction
Abigayle McCreery
Rachel McKenna
Daniel James McLean
Sierra Alexis Meeker
Ethan Meek
Lauren Paley Melchiode
Samariddin A Meliboev
Victor Melilli
Ali Mian, with distinction
Shea Sylvia Millrod
Jillian Kate Minor, with high distinction
Christian John Molina
Mariela Montiel
John Connor Morrison
Jared Salvador Moya
Jasmine Tranne Murphy
Laine Aileen Nahban
Derek Minh Man Nguyen
Ryan Minh Nguyen
Steven Nguyen
Charles Gordon Nordhus
Antonio James Norton, with distinction
Kevin Olivas, with high distinction
Tallon Christopher Olivas
Alexandra M Oliver
Lauren Catherine Olsen
Emma Catherine Olson
Jacob Panunzi
Jake Paschke
Madeline Elise Philips, with distinction
Natalie Caroline Platten
Kellen James Posacki, with honors, with high distinction
Lauren Murphy Purcell
Mavee Kathryn Reilly
Julian Rockenbauch
Connor Alexander Rosabal
Eli Nelson Rosenfeld
Christopher Fouad Sara
Luke Harrison Schilz
Taelor Diane Schnurbusch, with high distinction
Eric Scott Schreiner
Regina Rose Scott, with honors
Hannah Antoinette Seely, with distinction
Parveen Kaur Shahi
Kevin Shepherd
Peyton Louise Simmons
Hannah Nicole Slack
Carli Rae Smith
Tea Mckenna Smith
Jonathon Christopher Smythe
Maria Sofish
Druhan Patrick Spear
Alexander Lee Staib
Claire Christine Stecker
Jake Patrick Stein, with high distinction
Brooke Michelle Stricker
Kai Dougherty Suematsu
Denzel Rizaldivi Sujanto
Cole Ross Sullivan
David Duane Sundstrom
Trevor Sweet
Taylor Tarantino
Scott David Thomas, with distinction
Cole Alexander Thomson
Amanda Nicole Tomlin
Michael Hoang Tran
Lillian McCreery Trapp
David Manuel Tribaldos Vina
Jacob John Tuoto
Bruce Valentine III, with distinction
Sean Austin Vegely
Jack T Vehrenkamp, with distinction
*Wei Wang
Hayes Craig Ward
Alexander James Warren
Christopher R. West
Dean A West
Kenneth B White
Preston A Wohlforth
Benjamin Keil Wolf
Christian Madden Wood
Chase Thomas Wynenek
Enoch Yang
Jiahao Zheng
Sierra Skye Zizzo

Spring 2022 Candidates
Bachelor of Science in Business Administration
Katelyn Abbott
Nicholas Brooks Abell
Zeboim Carter Abshire
Amy Jewell Acker
Leif W Aiken
Faisal AlQattan
Bader Alasfour
Yousef Anwar Albader
Jack Alexander
Benjamin Clay Alexander-Buie
*Benjamin Alexander Altschuler, with honors, with high distinction
Merrill Davis Anders
Garrett Michael Anderson
Jared Aryeh Applebaum
Jose Manuel Arellano
Ashton Wells Arnold, with honors
Kabir Arora
Andres Gabriel Arriaga
Samantha Marie Arrigo
Salila Aryan
Namrita D Ashokprabhu, with honors, with high distinction
Abbesolom Defie Asseged
Alexander Jackson Atkins
Robert James Avery
Daniel Avnieli
Kaitlin Michelle Badger
Wesley Marie Baker
Alan Damon Balfour Jr.
Grant Paul Bannister
Jose De La Torre Buelos
Luis Andres Barajas
Nicolas Barake
Alexander Julius Barett
Bryan Cameron Barger, with honors
Esther Rose Barnett
Luke Conrad Barnocky
Keara Alise Barrett
Joseph Anthony Bassett
Alexandra A Bassock
Rose Bastian
Lucy Bauer
Darla Andrea Baumer
David Thomas Beatson
Joseph Nelson Beckett
*Charlotte Frances Bell
Michael A Belrose
Beau David Benson
Daphne Lil Beraznik
Austin Teak Berger
Spencer Alex Berkley
Isabella Mitch Berninzoni
Natalie Caroline Berry
Zoe M Berry
Claire Taylor Beswick
Justin Lucas Beth
Nicholas Biancalana
Riley D Bishop

*Recipient of a double degree
Era Bislini
Collin Miles Black
Jordan Gabriel Blanco
Lauren M Bloom
Ciara Nicole Bobak
Blake Ryan Bodnar
Cole McCulloch Boersma
Bradley J Bollinger
James Richard Bologna
Joshua Matthew Bond
Michael J. Bortnowski, with honors, with high distinction
Roman Michael Bost
Jordan Parker Boucher, with honors, with high distinction
Ismael Hammouch Bouchta
Austin Stuart Boulter
Julian R Bowden
Alexander Chase Bowers
Andrea Marie Boza
Maxime Chantal Brandt
Morgan Jo Brantmeyer, with honors
Pascal Ambrose Lyon Brasse
Anna M Brehm
Brett Michael Brenner, with honors
Mackenzie Grace Brenner
McKenna Shea Brenseke
Michael James Breuer
Emily Faith Brey
Alexander James Thomas Briggs
Jessica Elizabeth Bright
Taylor Brooks-Murphy
Dara Nicole Bruck
Ryan Albert Bubry
Katherine Alexandra Burger, with honors
Liliana Grace Busse, with honors, with distinction
Caroline Larkin Byers
Nicholas Cable
Adrian Josue Cabral
Kyle Cagnoni
Derek William Cain
Lydia Simone Calkins
Augustus Patrick Campbell, with honors
James McClellan Campbell
Jacqueline Cao
Matias Francisco Capli Duarte, with high distinction
Christopher Max Carere, with honors, with high distinction
Cameron Binard Carlson, with honors, with high distinction
Cameron Moses Carr
Delaney James Carrigan, with honors, with distinction
Benjamin Johan Carrington
Emily Adrianna Carrington
Grace Caruso
Isabella Alexandria Casagrande
Jack Timothy Casey
Faviola Castillo
Sandro Castillo
Clayton Maxwell Castro
Jacob Robert Caulkins
Grant Joseph Celotti
Nicholas Joseph Cerelli
Nikolaus Rowley Cesark
Noelle Aimee Chlepas
Matthew Aaron Chang
Antonio J Chavez
Erica Engracia Chavez
William Ronald Chavez
Lin Yuan Chen
Zhefei Chen
Nikita Sergeevich Chepinoga
Vincent Chiu
Christopher William Cholez
Travis Kaimana Walsh Choy
Sydney Elizabeth Chytka, with distinction
Lincoln James Clark
Trevor James Clark
Alayna Leriece Clarke, with distinction
Phoebe Lydia Clarke
Aleks Constantino Clathis
Siobhan M Cleary
Samantha Leigh Clifford
Cole H Clifton
Benjamin Gunnar Cloutier
Gabriel Raymond Cloutier Chaine
Benjamin Randall Coatney
Charles Ryan Coe
Grant Richard Coghill
Christopher Reece Cohan
Blake Cohen
Miley Judith Cohen
Abigail Kay Cole
Graham Herd Cole
Vincent Thomas Colodny
Giulia Izza Cominelli
Ryan Christopher Comstock Jr.
Kara Anne Constantakos
Maricarmen Conteras Acosta
Stephanie Conteras Chavez
George Hill Conway
Jeremy Richard Cook
Emily Michelle Cooke
Michael Taylor Corrigan
Lillian J Corsi, with honors, with distinction
Riley William Cosgrove
Ian Moore Coulahan
Henry J Cox
Camryn Crang
Kamryn Lauren Creighton
Kate A Crites, with honors
Samantha Anne Crocker
Tyler Robert Crowley
Zack Christopher Crowley
Mackenzie Ann Cruickshank
Ryne Patrick Cunningham
Maxwell Bennett Curcio
Thomas Joseph DaFoe
Michael William Daas
Luca I. Damian
Ian C Dance
Drew Francis Daniele Jr.
Claire Lorraine Daniels
John P Danis
Nicholas Gregory Darrow
Asher Amar Dave
Patrick Aloysius Davidson III
Benjamin Michael Davis
Eliza Jelsma Davis, with distinction
Keegan Kip Davis
Andrew James DeLuca
Gabriel Delgado
Julia Christine Dellasalle
Scott Patrick Dement
Nehayt Wosen Demessie
Kalvin Lee Deng
Dawson Alexander Despot
Samuel J Devereux
Nishant Devkota
Julian Ray Dewing
Kyle Singh Dhaliwal
Nishaal Singh Dhillion, with honors, with high distinction
Cory Monette Dillon
Boland Buhl Dodge
Kevin Patrick Doherty
Kylie Heather Doherty
Patrick S Dolan
Igor Dordevic, with honors
Asley Watt Dorsey
Chloe Isabella Dougan
Claire Julia Dowschinski, with honors
Delaney Ann Downey
Andrew Sullivan Doyle
Samuel Alexander Drummond
Ryan Daniel Duffy
Alyssa Duke, with distinction
Ryan John Durburg
Samuel Steven Trepanier Durkee
Ethan Bernard Ebenezer
Nicholas C Edwards
John Richard Egan
Nicholas Michael Eidler
Jackson Todd Eisenmenger
Holden Thomas Elletson
Benjamin Charles Ellis
Zachary Paul Elssass
Sophie Taylor Engler
Yohannes Negussie Erro
Benan A Ersek
Reid Daniel Ervin
Christopher James Erwin, with honors, with distinction
Marcos Robert Espinoza
Ethan Robert Evjen
Dylan Joseph Fagundes
Adam Joseph Fairchild, with honors, with distinction
Sarah Yurioko Maia Fansler
Aaron Joshua Farahnik
Quinn Jae Yung Farnell
Andrew William Feeney
McKenna Kay Fehseke, with honors, with distinction
Jasmine Anisa Ferdowsian

*Recipient of a double degree
Andrew Ferraro
Lauren Siu Finegan
Jacqueline Helena Fisch
Audrey Barbara Fischer
Michael Adam Fisher
Megan Hoffman Fitz-Patrick
Connor Graham Flaherty
Jessica Claudia Fleck
Sam Michael Flora
*Anthony Joel Flores
Carl J Foley
Ty Mitchell Fontaine
Owen Christian Fowler
Nathaniel Daniel Francis
Robert John Francis, with honors,
with high distinction
Drew Brian Frank
Joseph Andrew Fratino Jr., with honors,
with high distinction
Lauren Alexus Freeman
Ben Monat Friedman
Daniel Ryan Friedman
Darian Patrick Fulton
Spencer Furgerson, with honors
Michael Sidney Gaessler
Miles Augustus Galbo
Benjamin L Gallagher
Molly Elizabeth Galloway
Albert Frederick Gallun V
Daniel Hao Gano
T oval Gardiner
Bryan Andrew Gardner
Paxton James Garman
Louie Garza Jr.
Aidan Cole Gasbarro
Lucas Gavrilis
Mark Connor Gaynor
Delina Mackelle Gebrekidan
Zachary Benjamin Genn
T revor Andrew George
Patrick Gerlach
*Kyleah Ann Gerleve, with high distinction
Chiara Sylvia Giannella, with honors
I an Gordon Gienger
Grace Carr Griffin
Camille Margaret Giles
Avery Campbell Gillespie
Paige Elizabeth Giltnern
Rose Charlotte Gittelsson
T yler G Gohl
Paul Andrew Goluskin
Nicolas Alejandro Gomez
Olivia Jane Goodman
Hunter Gavin Goorsky
Grant Davis Gorman
Christopher Earl Goswick
Duncan Lloyd Gottschall, with honors,
with distinction
Eric Ross Gottschall, with honors
Maria Elizabeth Gradushy, with honors
Sophia Avamarie Grant
Christian James Gray
Riley Sinclair Green, with high distinction
Heather Mae Greene
Zachary Scott Gregory
Andrew Michael Grippie
Trenton Maguire Grote
Jake Thomas Groth
Kevin Thomas Grove
Charles Michael Gruber
Katherine Grace Grygiei
Claire Elizabeth Gunning
*Jason Guo
William Noel Hackett
Nicholas Haight
Bennett Michael Hall
T revor Alan Hall
Ryan Joseph Halpin
Gild David Halzel, with distinction
*Katherine Ann Hameed
Griffin Alexander Hanrick
Sam Handler
Jake Michael Hansen
Jaylen Thomas Harden
John Graham Hardwicke
Caleb Hardy
Jenna Dell Hardy
Loren Alyson Hardy
Peter Nicholas Harlowic
Alexander Saunders Harrington
Grace Ann Harris
Hayley Alanna Harris
Kaitlyn Marie Harry
Kaitlyn Kendall Harsch
Ryan Schultz Harvey
Mason Robert Hass
Stephen Kent Hatch
Isabella Lauren Hauch
*Christian Robert Hauck
William Edward Haynes
Alexandra Marie Hazen
Zachary Thomas Heisler
Paige Patricia Heisner
Jackson David Helbig
Bryce Richard Henningsen, with honors
Redding Spencer Hillers, with honors,
with distinction
Riley Finn Hobbs
Evon Robert Hochweit
Jack Edwin Hoellen
Elizabeth Cady Hoff
James Rankin Hohenlohe
William Walker Holder
Adam Jacob Hood
*Richard Duane Hope
T yler R Horii
Clayton James Horning, with distinction
Colby Scott Horton
Jacob Alan Houser
*Quinn Tova Hovinen, with honors,
with distinction
Taylor Jordynn Howard
Andrew Hrubesky
Siije Huang
Yucong Huang
Jacob Huck
Nicholas Joseph Hudson
Mariani Bardo Hummel
Lydia Katherine Hunt
Maxwell Otto Hunter
William Kennard Hurley III
Hannah Leigh Imhoff
Matthew Kenneth Indge
Yui Ishikawa
Alexander Paul Jackson
Brandon Taylor Jackson
Derek Roman Jackson
Audrey Sanger Jacobs
Hyunsoo Joseph Jang
Evan Michael Janowitz
Katherine O Janssen
Eli M Jeong
Dorje Jesse Schroeter John
Ava Diane Johnson
Keegan Christian Johnson
Olivia Lucille Johnson
T yler David Johnson
Emberly Mae Johnston
Demira S Kabitis
Matthew James Kaegei
Alexander David Kahn
Casey Nathan Kamiel
George Laurence Kandel, with honors
Nathan Taylor Kane
Makenna Marie Kardell
*Sana Kareem
Logan Jacob Katzman
Mary Sumner Kauffman
Kell Kayastha
Andrew Christopher Kelly
Madison Jean Kemp, with distinction
Drew Nathen Kendall
Andrew Michael Kennedy
Bridget C Kennedy
Aoife Khan
Chace Paulino Rodrigues Khan
Kyler Evan Kilgore
Aarop Y Kim
Habin Lena Kim, with honors,
with high distinction
Meerue Kim
Robert Caleb Kimzey
Alexander Michael King
Justin Matthew Kiss
Lizabet Alexandra Kliminsky
Daniel Marshall Knowles IV, with honors,
with high distinction
Elizabeth Joy Kobrine
Seamus Mordachai Koenigsberg
Jonathan Michael Kohnk
Olivia Rose Kokes
Jared Alvarado Konigsberg
Caroline Jessie Kos京津, with honors,
with high distinction
Matthew Allan Kreimer
Zachary Alan Kriger
Thomas Kucharski, with honors
Nicholas Susan Kuhn
Tanvi Kumar
Maxym Alexander Kuropas
Connor P Lacey, with distinction
Julie Alexa Hélène Lacrampe, with distinction
Nolan Andrew Lacy
Noah Michael Ladd
Adrielle Lagda
Madison Leigh Langman
Cameron David Larsen
Jessica Kay Larson, with distinction
Nicole Brooke Laub, with distinction
Matthew Thomas Laudi
Madeleine Lynn Laue
Andrew Lawley
Anna Teresa Lawson
Maxwell Huntington Laychak
Caroline Leal
Dillon Brock Leasure
Aliza Anne Leight
Kierstyn Anne Lee
Jonathan Daniel Leslie
Jackson Robert Lewis
Yuja Li
Megan Catherine Liestman, with distinction
Jessica Joan Lieu
Jack Robert Lindauer
Vincent Lawrence Linden IV
Ethan Cort Lisbeny
Paige E Livingston
Devin James Llorente
Kyle Harris Logan
Grayson Michael Lombardo
Ayush Yogesh Londhe
Trevor Alexander Loos
Benjamin Andres Lopez
*Sophie Lopez
Coby Daniel Lowenstein
Warren Robert Lubchenko, with honors, with distinction
Van Christopher Lucas
Tomas James Lucchi
Nicolas Charles Lundy
Alexandra Leora Lupiba
Abigail Rebecca Lyons
Congyi Lyu
Matthew John Mackowski
Zachary Robert Maddux
*Jonathan Mahdav
Justin Alexander Malone
Stephen Mason Maloney
Jordan Thomas Mapes
Lauren Elizabeth Sommer Marcarelli
Estelle Rydin March
Zachary Martin Marquez
Paula Marquez Prinz
Nicholas Michael Martel
Nayeli Alejandra Martin
Seth Alexander Martin
Axel Isiah Martinez
Maxwell Isaac Mashal, with honors, with distinction
Matthew Massaro
Connor Burke Mataczynski
Courtney Lynn Mathisen
Andrew William Matthias
Kristoffer Max
Shauna Kate McCarthy
Lucas Earley McClaren
Alexandra Nicole McClintock
John Michael McDonald, with honors, with distinction
Morgan E McFerren
Margaret Eileen McHugh
Grace Katherine McLaughlin
Connor Colby McNeil
Madison Kathryn McWhirter
Logan Taylor Meminn
Chase Jeremy Mednick
Rebecca Melamed
Jacob James Melara, with honors, with high distinction
Brayan Manuel Melendez Rodriguez
Christian Randolph Mellon
Seth Rossiter Mellon
Allison Fae Melnick
Zachary Isaac Mendelsberg
Bettina LaDonna Meske
Jack Robert Messler
Evelyn Grace Meyer
Zain Mian, with high distinction
John Nicholas Michaels
Lorenzo Alberto Mier y Terán
Kenna Miles
Thomas Miller
Margaret Josephine Mills, with distinction
Tara Nicole Minnata, with distinction
Christopher Peter Minwegen
Ricardo Vieira Affonso de Miranda
Emily Jane Moffat
Jessica Aileen Moran
Emily Veronica Perez
Enzo Vieira de Miranda
William Keeling Pilaro
Andrew Duy Pham
Aimee Anh Thy Pham
Ian James Pastorius
Yash Mehul Patel
John Craig Paterson
Taylor Jean Payne
*Emma Jeanne Pearson, with honors
Carlos Pedroso
Ryan Thomas Pelino
Enzo Pellegrini
Emily Veronica Perez
Julia Leigh Perry
Margaret Elizabeth Perry
Keyan Ali Pesaran
Matthew Petcove
Sophia Marie Rodriguez Peterson
Aimee Anh Thy Pham
Andrew Duy Pham
William Keeling Pilaro
Isabella Marie Pitts
Ellie Wyatt Platt
Trevor David Pool
Hatte Viola Poole, with honors, with distinction
Matthew James Popish, with honors, with distinction
Christopher Hayden Posacki, with honors, with distinction
*Layne McCord Poskie
Aidan Thomas Price
Nicholas Evan Price
Hannah Elizabeth Proctor
Jacob Frederick Provenzano
Nicholas Martin Purcell
Noah Purdom
Chandler Joseph William Queenan

*Recipient of a double degree
Recipient of a double degree
University of Colorado Boulder

Beau Angelo Ranieri, with honors
Caleb Nehemiah Zhong En Randolph, with honors
Peyton Dawn Randle
Olivia M Rasmussen
Jack Dunbar Raymond
Welcome Powers Read, with high distinction
Renee Mirette Reardon
Ryan James Rebori
Mitchell D. Reed
Walker O'Hara Reese
Justin Michael Reeves
Luke Ryan Regnier, with honors
Mason Wiley Reichert
Keaton M Reidy
Frederick Howard Evan Reiter
Cade Bradley Remy
Brianna Elizabeth Ressa
Madison Anne Reynolds
Rudy Joseph Reynolds
Hannah Julianna Ribiche, with high distinction
Caleb Lee Riccio
Logan Christopher Richard
Piper May Richey
Zavier V Richmond
Natalie Ellen Riecker
Paiton Tailor Riggle
Kaitlyn Taylor Rimer, with distinction
Jacob Riski
Erick Rivera
Giorgio Martin Marlo Rivera
Justin Blas Rivera
Micah Isaiah Rivera
Travis James Rivera, with distinction
Sabrina Jane Robbins
Erik Bradford Roberts
Michael Kestin Roberts
Raymond Alexander Robinson
Mia Jolie Rodriguez
Mary Cavanaugh Roediger
Nate James Roelke
Nicolaus Frank Rome
Charles Peter Rose
Brandon Nicholas Rosely
Lindsey Marie Rosen
Cameron Bennett Rosin, with distinction
Cole Andrew Ross
Molly Michelle Round
Joshua Gregory Rowe
Joshua Kane Rowsey
Jamie Claire Rubin, with honors, with distinction
Kala Jennifer Russell, with honors
John Alexander Sabala Jr.
Mikhail Saliba
Bobbi Salkeld
Matthew Joseph Salvador
Benjamin Matthew Salvo
Braden Cole Sampson
Cooper Banks Sampson
Mia Grace Sampson
Jennifer Alexandra Sanchez
Ismael Sanchez Loya
Logan John Sand
Shane Sandoval
William Clancy Sands
Austin W Sasser
Jill D Saviers
Owen Mitchell Sawyer
Caroline Maria Schaffer
Jonathan William Schlegel
Caroline Grace Schorsch
Alex Jackson Schwartz, with honors, with high distinction
Pearl Marie Schwartz
Sydney Isabelle Scruggs
Amelia Marie Sears
Kendal C Sego
Samuel Alexander Seibert
Saeed Mohammad Gaith Semrin
Tyler Andrew Shady
Matthew Liam Shaughnessy
Mackenzie Anne Shelden, with honors
Alvin Z Sheng
Jack Leonard Shepard, with distinction
Jade Shepherd
Imraan Aladdin Leslie Shivji
Sapna Maya Shresta
Sijen Shrestha
Terence Kevin Sieben
Kailey Raine Silverberg
Luke Joseph Silvester
Leilonni Antonia Simmons-LaPenna
Caroline M Simonson, with honors
Aditya Sinha
Danielle Summer Sinko
Kenneth W Sipes
Robert Jeffrey Sirota
Samantha Frances Skenne, with honors
Julia Paige Skibness
Brady Joseph Skinger
Gregory Cole Smeraldi
Alexander James Smith
Henry David Smith
Nicholas Christopher Smith, with honors, with distinction
Zoe Ann Snow
Neel Singh Soohi
Jonathan Solis Graciano
Matthew Christopher Soto, with distinction
Zachary Aric Soto
Casey Christopher Southwick
Ethan Lewis Spetnagel
Taylor R Stacherski
Lucas Alan Stafford
Lucas Matthew Stashin
Michael William Stathakis
Sydney Kay Stegemann, with distinction
Aidan Matthew Steinke
Dante M Steinmetz
Troy Townsend Steiss
Andrew Gordon Stephens
Amanda Jane Stewart
Madison Leigh Stockbauer
Carley Morgan Stordahl
Jake Christopher Suchey
Dolce Aspen Sutton
Garrett Edward Sweeney, with honors, with distinction
Joshua Kevin Tackaberry
Luke Tannahill
Bryn Mollie Tannone
Tatum L Taucher
Felicia H Tay, with honors, with high distinction
Joshua Daniel Taylor
Julia Tengesdal
Cooper Nathan Thayer
Yuyan Tian
Holden Tiedy
Zane Patrick Tienken
Liam B Tiernan
Natalie Jordan Tingle
Ansley Lynn Tolbert
Harlee Marie Tomera
Charles Grey Tonelli
Wesley Ian Toy, with honors, with high distinction
Johanna Tran
Kylie Shen Tran
Kelly Trang
Kathleen Elizabeth Trigg
Zoe Sterling Troy, with honors
Gabrielle Powers Trueblood, with honors, with distinction
Lucas Trujillo
Juliette Madison Tucci
Jordyn Carolina Tye, with honors, with distinction
Chris Michal Tyren
Kailey Elizabeth Ulanski Jackson
Pavllos Nikos Valaes
Téa Laney Valdez
Max Jamison Valenta, with honors
Chaney Lee Van Gelder
Lindsey Dawn Vandenberg
William Benjamin Vangelos Jr.
Roberto Carlos Velasco II
Sophia Jean Venturelli
Danielle Veratudela
Matthew L Vermeyen
Shane Joseph Villaroman
Levi Christopher Von Feldt
Jackson Ellis Von Hoene, with honors, with distinction
Taryn Rachel Wade
Collin Michael Wall
Ryan Joseph Wallis
Yiqian Wang
Edmund McNear Warburton
Wesley Edward Wild Weber, with distinction
Finnegan Blake Webster
Emma R Weegar

*Recipient of a double degree
Molly Cartwright Weeks  
Tyler Jeremy Weinrich  
Kaitlyn Avery Weiser  
Cameron Monte Weiss  
Hyde Allen Weissinenflu  
Judson J Wells  
Oskar W Wells  
Eleana Luise Welsh  
Adam Joseph Wenzlaff  
Cole Jordan Werner  
Ryan Vichien Wessler  
Sheridan Lee Westlake  
Olivia Simone Wheeler  
Abigail Rose White  
Anna Mary Whittier  
Henry LeRoy Wiebebrink  
Emilyn Rose Wilkinson  
Este Margaret Wilkinson  
Blaine Alexander Williams  
Wyatt J Williams  
Avery Marie Wilson  
Brice C Wilson  
Calahan Liam Wilson  
Maxwell Stone Wilson  
Sabrina Akari Wilson  
Morgan Rae Wolff  
Logan T Wood  
Mark Emerson Woodard  
Katharine Elizabeth Work  
Margaret J Wortman, with honors  
Mae Marie Wright  
William Xu, with honors, with distinction  
Lingjing Yan  
Bo Yang  
Ying Yin  
Sabrina Yusupova  
Fuyue Zhai, with honors, with distinction  
Chao Zhang  
Blake Austin Zimmerman  

**Summer 2022 Candidates**

**Bachelor of Science in Business Administration**

Brendan Daniel Ahlbeck  
Fynn E Blake  
Nathaniel Philip Bodner  
Isabel S Bordeyky  
Jackson M Brown  
Hala Fathi Bulifa  
Jake Logan Buss  
Chase Charles Byers  
Benjamin Norman Campbell  
Bowie Benjamin Casey  
Michael Dongwon Cha  
Brandon Anthony Chriest, with distinction  
Christopher Michael Chylla  
Christopher Reed Conn  
Garrett John DeCamp  
Henry Pierre Ernaut  
Brennan Farley  
Ashley Zuzette Fenderson-Diaz  
Max Fiore  
Hannah Claire Fisk  

Meghan Katherine Foley  
Matthew Delgado Frias  
Cody Gallardo  
Alexander Armin Gandomcar  
Olivia Rachel Gerrard  
Kyle Murphy Gielow  
Dane Alexander Gopsill  
Luke Alexander Gopsill  
Joseph Ryan Grillo  
Charles Robert Gulander  
Natael N Haile  
Brendan Nian-Hua Hansen  
Christopher Paul Hanson  
Lea A. Harding, with distinction  
Breckmridge Duff Hesselman  
Alexander Thomas Holtzen  
Emily Marie Hope  
*Harry Reynolds Jaffe  
Enqiao Jia  
Evan Joe Johnson  
Henry Hudson Johnson  
Meghan Kehoe  
Ravi Jaydeep Khatri  
Nicholas Sebastian Klauder-Lopez  
Patricia Krol  
Christian Andrew Lane  
Dongze Li  
Wenxuan Ma  
Ethan David MacKenzie  
Shane William Mandell  
Colin Fletcher Maruyama  
Charles Cody Meylan  
Nicholas Cyr Miquelon  
Bruna Monzoni  
Jonathan Martin Morado Jr.  
Oscar Darbon Moy  
James Thomas Murphy  
Nathan Negash  
Noa Nehemia  
Luke Nelson  
Holly Marie Otlewski  
Vance Judson Parry  
Isabella Joy Patterson  
Reece William Pennington  
Briten Lee Perron  
Esther Sunday Peter  
Rochelle Nicole Raykin  
Erik Christian Salvig  
Conrad Michael Schmidt  
Eliciana R Silk-Chavez  
Caleb Kenneth Simianer  
Andrew Donald Stevens  
Dillon Joseph Tackett  
Harrison Robert Trotter  
Yasawini Uppalapati  
Graciela Valencia  
Trevor Mitchel Wallace  
Sierra W Weber  
Kaleb Gordon Young  
Yonglin Zeng  
Allen Si-han Zheng  
Luke Michael Ziegler

**School of Education**

Kathy Schultz, Dean

**Fall 2021 Graduates**

**Bachelor of Arts**

*Erin Gates Bender
Bailey Fassler

**Spring 2021 Graduates**

**Bachelor of Arts**

Zuleyka Aguirre Jimenez  
Alise Arata  
Marissa Elise Badeau,  
*Mia Barton  
Kayleigh Lynn Beaulieu  
Jeffrey R Brown, with distinction  
Alex Lee Randell Brubaker  
*Long Bao Hoang Bui, with distinction  
Laciana Aureliana Caballero  
Savannah Selene Capdevila  
Abigail Elizabeth Caspersen  
*Cynthia Marlen Corral Robles  
Lindsay Alexa Ellis  
Hailey Elizabeth Ettinger, with distinction  
Megan Marie Furuto  
Emily Caitlin Gallegos, with distinction  
Makylah Christine Garcia, with distinction  
Adeline Rose Gauer  
Drew Kendall Granger  
Taylor Marie Grist  
Angelica Cristal Gutierrez  
Grace M Hafner  
Jasmine Hameedy, with distinction  
*Emma Hassman  
Kaylee Ray Jones  
Sage Maxine Kent  
Camryn Rose Kerster  
Megan Kelli Larquier, with distinction  
Amy Rose Laskarzewski, with distinction  
Jose Rogelio Manriquez-Hernandez  
Sage Marten, with distinction  
Francz Ryaan Calinawagan Masioli  
Brenna Minkler, with distinction  
Melissa Kyle Nichols, with distinction  
Emily Susan Ramsey, with distinction  
Sara Marie Reagan  
Aneissa Rose Rivera  
Canella Rivera  
Jayden Marisol Rodriguez-Forshee  
*Ella Louise Scanga  
Audrey Elizabeth Shaddox, with distinction  
Kelsey Lynne Shaver, with distinction  
Amanda Leigh Shuster, with distinction  
*Darby Marie Simpson, with distinction  
Jenna Collette Soto  
Chloe Jane Stensland, with distinction  
Caileen Grace Wasinger  
*Hannah D Wilkinson, with distinction  
Katelyn Anne Zegas

*Recipient of a double degree

---
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Summer 2022 Candidates

Bachelor of Arts
*Samuel Ray Magruder, with distinction
Jessie Simington

College of Engineering and Applied Science
Keith Molenaar, Interim Dean

Fall 2021 Graduates

Bachelor of Science in Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Andrew Norman Ringer
*Cameroon Joseph Tuirman, cum laude
John Anthony Wissler

Bachelor of Science in Applied Computer Science
Shelby Bearrows
Jenna Elizabeth Dean
William Whitney Egesdal, summa cum laude
Vidya Giri, summa cum laude
Guru Har Narayan Singh Khalsa, summa cum laude
Amada Marie Killeen, summa cum laude
Jason Lee, cum laude
Rebecca Lynne Meares, magna cum laude
Bryson Allen Murray
Ryan Power, summa cum laude

Bachelor of Science in Applied Mathematics
*Nathan C Biesterfeld, summa cum laude, with honors
Conor Joseph Christianssen
Armen Davis, magna cum laude
Alexandra Leigh Guthrie
Forrest Anthony Lazzara, summa cum laude
Yade Ma
Benjamin Ryan Marquardt, cum laude
*Mckenna Partridge, summa cum laude
Tate Conner Rees, summa cum laude
Taron Richard Townsend

Bachelor of Science in Architectural Engineering
Nabeel-Omer Ilhsan Al-Essa
Keseani Täemohn Anderson
Alexander Davis Blyth
Owen Borusiewicz
Conrad Clark Hawkins
Uichan Kim
Yilin Liu
Yousef Malallah
Koa Peterson
Diana Linda Rasul
Michael Joseph Seamon

Bachelor of Science in Biological and Chemical Engineering
Sierra Skye Bell
Robert Kurt James
Zeb Andrew Taylor
Lauren Lee Ware

Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering
Mohammad Alhashemi
Abdullah Almanea
Liam Richard Beitel Atkinson
Michael James Britten
Kasidy Codner
Justin Robert Eller
Rahjee Georges Hajj
Frederick Johnson
Alexander Krzyztof Klamut
Christian Omar Mendez Castillo
Rory McCoul Mita
Michael Dimitri Molina
Kaeli Nicole Niemeyer
Jacob Ford O'Banion
Edgar Ivan Palacios
Fernando Daniel Rodriguez Carvallo
Mark Robert Shorey, summa cum laude
Michael Sternfeld
Keegan Verbrugge
Andrew Hunter Vollrath
James Herbert Wright III

Bachelor of Science in Computer Science
Ziad Abdulhamid AlWazzan
Nirvan Ashish
Maureen Rachel Aubrey
Willie Wee Lip Chew
Timothy Eucken
Joshua Donald Hamel
Benjamin Anthony Jacobs
Necloptal Yoga Katuri, magna cum laude
Simon Aloysius Koeten, cum laude
Daniel Raymond Koris, magna cum laude
Timothy Blair Lenahan
*Fallyn Ann Logan
Jeffrey Thomas Lucca, magna cum laude
Ryan Jack Moore
Brett Papenfuss
Xingxuan Tang
Ryan Thomas Than
Guangshi Xu
Tianwei Zhao

Bachelor of Science in Electrical and Computer Engineering
Aldana Lulu Awedh
Grant John Capan, cum laude
Ashley Avery Cooper
Samantha Lemley
Nikolas Ryan Provost

Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering
Jehan Hussain Alsulaiman
*Nathan C Biesterfeld, summa cum laude, with honors
Christopher James Cosenza
Kaitlyn Grace Doan
Calvin F Mooz
Soham Mandar Tamhane

Bachelor of Science in Engineering Physics
Liam Ryan Foster, summa cum laude
Jeffery Wayne Meyers
*Mckenna Partridge, summa cum laude
Andres Villani Davila, summa cum laude in physics, summa cum laude
Thomas Jing Zou

Bachelor of Science in Engineering Plus
Robert Collison Burck
Christina Chase-Markopoulou
Abigale Leah Fisch
Sami Camille Ghantous
Heather Lynn Mullen
Aidan Molly Stams, cum laude, with honors

Bachelor of Science in Environmental Engineering
Charles Walter Bomard Jr.
Jack Ryan Costello
Aarry Tjandra Ganda, magna cum laude
Eli Lynn Hinerfeld
Bryce Connor Kurtz
Yihao Liu
Spencer Christopher Lovell
Lauren Elizabeth Nelson
Anthony Lawrence Pimentel, cum laude
Joshua Dallas Ramos
Leah Elise Rivera
Evan Santana
Emily Dale Trautwein, cum laude
Bailey Vigil
Lucas Dean Wagoner
Seth C Widner
Julia Katherine Wittman

Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering
Jeremy Hans Balderrama
Jonathan Callan
John McNulty Cunningham
Felipe Miguel Faraco
Ryan Joseph Flynn
Nolan Gao
David Graham George, magna cum laude
Molly Ann Higdon
Samuel Riley Jordan
Emma Martin
Daniel Tristan Mendoza

*Recipient of a double degree
Colton Oglesby
Nick Powell
Derrick Philip Rasser, summa cum laude
Alexander Casias Sugarman
Nicholas Maxwell Sanchez Tennis
Lazarus West
Spencer Thomas White, magna cum laude,
with honors
Miles Joseph Wright

**Bachelor of Science in Creative Technology and Design**

Delaney Brummond
Kylie Marie Buchen
*Fallyn Ann Logan
Alexis Kay McBain
Daniel Mourad Rafael
Kaiya Renee Wahl
David Andrew Barlow Jr.
Ambrogino Neil Phillip DePolo
Megan Malene Felsch
Benjamin Louis Goldin,
summa cum laude
Madison Ryan Heath
Kyle Ivy
Alexandria Keller, magna cum laude
Phu H Le
Tyler Griffith Myers
Margaret Ann Ryan, with honors

**Spring 2022 Candidates**

**Bachelor of Arts in Computer Science**

Samek Das
*Ian Downey Jorquera, summa cum laude
Isaac Aren Pyle, cum laude
Max Milan Shetterly
*Evon Michael Strand
Kent Ayer Waxman

**Bachelor of Science in Aerospace Engineering Sciences**

Mia Elizabeth Abouhamad
Ian Everett Adler
Selmo Almeida
Samuel Alexander Alvis
Tanisha Anand
Grace Ellen Antonucci, summa cum laude
Sidhant Arora, magna cum laude,
with honors
Noah Matthew Avery
Finley John Bailis
William Connor Baldwin
Aneesh Balla
Jesse Collin Bartlett
Michael Ross Bauer
Emerson R Beinhauer
Jash Chirag Bhalavat
Ryan Metzger Block
Vivien Psyche Muzik Blumofe
Chesney Rae Boal
Nicholas Michael Boender, cum laude
Nathan Louis Braunstein

Andreas Peter Breel
Ruben Miguel Briones
Max Louis Buchholz
Adam Michael Buencamino, cum laude
Aaron Lynn Buller
Maria Callas
Benjamin Robert William Capeloto
Eric Alexander Molinero Cervantes
Jasmin Jaya Chadh
Ian Chakraborty, summa cum laude,
with honors
Philip Ryan Charles
Fernando Chavez, with honors
Derrick W Choi, summa cum laude
Benjamin Henry Chupik, cum laude,
with honors
Ryan Alexander Collins
Warren Hand Haboll, cum laude
Cooper Andrew Dale
Anthony Paul Danna, magna cum laude
Kenlyn Marie Darrah
Heng Deng
Ajayveer Singh Dhindsa
Brandon James di Lorenzo, cum laude
Caroline Margueritte Dixon, cum laude,
with honors
Dominic Andrew Dougherty
William Lavin Edwards
Lucas Martin Engelken
Gabriel Feldman
Zachary Hunter Fields
Rafael Figueroa Gonzalez
Aurash Daniel Filsoof
Kyle Fingerhut
Ethan Leonard Fleer
Benjamin David Foehr
Richard Folsom
Raymie Lona Fotherby
Chava Friedman
Hanna Galimani
Cesario Anthony Garcia
Quaid DQ Garton
Samuel Vincent Garza
Tyler Chase Gaston
Benjamin Paul Gavin
Matthew F Gedrich
Devin James Geegan
Bryce Garrett Glacken
William Alexandre Gravel
Maya Sarah Greenstein
Anthony James Gregg
Daniel Gutierrez Mendoza
Christl Kay Haley
Mary Hanson
Joseph Daniel Harrell
Zachary F Harris
Jack Andrew Harrison, with honors
Donavan Louis Harshfield,
magna cum laude
Andrew Scott Haskett
August Montemayor Hauter,
magna cum laude

Jamie Marie Henault, summa cum laude,
with honors
Rachel Elizabeth Herrington
Evan Jacob Hiemstra
Carlin Maleko Hornbostel
Angelo Spiros Hristopoulos
Zackary Kyle Hubbard
Cameron Humphreys
Victoria Suzanne Hurd
Alexander James Israel
Josephine Rose Johnson, cum laude
Ryan James Joseph
Anand Kappagantu
Alexander John Karas
Collin Thomas Kusinick
Owen Atticus Kaufmann, magna cum laude
Noah Michael Kendall
Alexander Richard Kenyon
David Alan Teruo Koester
Andrew William Komitor, magna cum laude
Christopher Allen Krebs, cum laude
Nathan Quinn Kuczun, with honors
Jack Randall Lara, magna cum laude
Jason VY Le, magna cum laude
Sarah Margaret Leary
Carson Davis Leppla
Zachary Thomas Lesan, cum laude
Quinlan Matthew Lewis
Natalie Morgan Link, with honors
Evam Joseph Luebbert
Weston Luke
Adriana Lysak, cum laude
Robert Dahis MacFarland,
magna cum laude, with honors
Cole Earle-Thomas MacPherson
Lorenzo Madera Jr.
Carter Mak, summa cum laude, with honors
Max Malden
Scott Joseph Mansfield, summa cum laude
Tristan Martinez
Daniel Paul Mathews
Nicholas Lee Mayhan
Evan Patrick Meany
Josef Jorgen Michelsen
Jake Samuel Miles-Colthup,
magna cum laude

Cameron Derek Mitchell
Emily Marie Mitzak
Elizabeth Anne Moore
Max Olin Morgan
Holland Anne Morris
Quentin Hugo Morton
Shreeyash Nadella
Amanda Thu Trang Nelson, cum laude,
with honors
Sean Hunter Newman
Gavin John O’Connell
Connor T O’Reilly
Samuel Liu Oherg
John Nelson Oliver II
*Samuel James Packard
Benjamin Maxwell Page

*PhD student at NYU ABIGAIL BRYANT

---
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Marissa Palamara  
Jason Peloquin  
Jacob Rouget Pendergast  
Chad Loring Pflieger  
Jake Thomas Pirnack, magna cum laude  
Nathan Portman  
Madisen Nicole Purifoy-Frie  
Collin James Rasid  
Tomaz John Remee, magna cum laude, with honors  
Kailey A Rex  
Patrick James Riley  
Eric Roeck  
Vyaacheslav Rychenko, magna cum laude  
Walter Blaise Sabin  
Elena Lori Salgado  
Sunny Sarkar  
Michael Robert Schlittenhart, magna cum laude  
Joshua E Schmitz  
Cole Peyton Sechrist  
Leah Selman  
Julia Anna Sheeran  
Thomas Shepard  
Mary Olivia Soberheim  
Nicholas Spens, magna cum laude  
Gina Neng-Blum Staimer, magna cum laude, with honors  
*Ponder E Stine  
Shawn Miguel Carrasco Stone  
Eric M Tate  
Fred Taylor III, summa cum laude  
Nick Taylor  
Preston Tee, cum laude  
Andrew B Thompson  
Isaac Dunlap Timko  
Patrick Riley Tippens  
Anand S‘Tehan  
Justin Carlos Troche  
Adam Michael Trunko  
Ankrit Uprety, cum laude  
Elijah Martin Vance  
Zachary Thomas Vanlangendonck  
Dante G, Vigil  
Cody Michael Watson, with honors  
Nicolea Marie Weber  
William Harley Weigl, summa cum laude  
Cody David Wheeler  
Christian Michael Williams  
Donald John Wolfe  
Panitnan Yuvanondha  
Dawei Zhao  
Jianai Zhao  
Nathan Kangchen Zhao, with honors  
Thyme Robin Zuschlag  

**Bachelor of Science in Applied Computer Science**  
Jeffrey Allen Dank  
Christie Wing San Hui, magna cum laude  
H Reagan Karnes, magna cum laude  
Julie Nicole Kirkpatrick, summa cum laude  
Adam Laughlin  
Sean Patrick Mulligan  
Madeline Odom, magna cum laude  
Benjamin Price  
Joaquin Quintana  
Trent Esten-Alexander Resh  
Saloni Sharma, cum laude  
Samantha Springer, magna cum laude  
Nicholas Alexander Stafford  
Michael Robert Taylor  
Alex Anthony Thomas  
Chuan Ren Connor ‘Tree, summa cum laude  

**Bachelor of Science in Mathematical Sciences**  
*Nicole Song Dong, magna cum laude  
*Charles Marie Hadrien Doremieux  
Samuel Everett  
Ahyo Chang Falick  
*Matthew Thomas Gilster  
*Ethan James Glenn, summa cum laude  
*Arnon Robert Goldberg  
*Reese Charles Green  
*Zikra Hashmi  
*Adam Fred Hoerger, summa cum laude  
*Andrew King, cum laude  
*David Kopala  
Theodore James Lincke, magna cum laude  
Allison Liu, cum laude, with honors  
Lauren Marsh  
John Douglas Montagu  
*Barak Simon Morris  
*Jacob Moxley  
*Samuel James Packard  
Alexander Joseph Paradise, cum laude  
Manasiba Yogendrasinh Raol  
*Hannan Shahba, cum laude  
Boris A Shapoval, magna cum laude  
Francesca Sinclair Sica  
*Jaskrit Singh, summa cum laude  
Emma Marie Sweeden  
Zhuochen Wang, summa cum laude, with honors  
*Gal Weitz, magna cum laude  
Samuel Thomas Wiske  
*Wenqian Xu  
Ze Yu  
Sarah Anne Zendle  
*David Zhao, cum laude  
*Kyle Matthew Zhou, cum laude  

**Bachelor of Science in Architectural Engineering**  
Megan Patricia Adam  
Omar Alkharraz  
Maryam Almaian  
Jana Ahmad ALshatti  
Frances Isabel Applegarth  
Anita Ashoury  
Jackson Lloyd Brogan, summa cum laude, with honors  
Aaron Norman Bush  
Ian F Center  
Brandon Chavez Morquecho  
William Chief Daniel  
Nico Marie De Petris  
Andrew William Dollard  
Nicholas Erik Grant, summa cum laude, with honors  
Anthony Guglielmina, cum laude  
Jonathan Shigeru Kishaba  
Cole Adam Lindemann  
Caleb MacLean  
Denis Andreaevich Malinin  
Paul Strater Neumann  
Rachel Lauren Peterson  
Anthony Ramirez-Salinas  
Nethania Montserrat Ruiz Escobar  
Noah Woodford Scott  
Nathanial Hoadley Seale  
Christopher Jaymes J Specht  
*Elzie Margaret Sullivan  
Cole Reed Wellborn  
Alexandrea Noel Wilson  

**Bachelor of Science in Chemical and Biological Engineering**  
Julia Rose Bendorf, summa cum laude  
Michael Griffith Bibbey, cum laude  
Carrie Taylor Bishop, cum laude, with honors  
Taylor Caitlyn Buechel, cum laude  
Alejandro Jess Bugarin  
Braden Kathleen Carroll, magna cum laude, with honors  
Briana Alyssa Chin  
Julie Anne Clarke  
Dana Monet Coe  
Kari Elisabeth Dickman  
Gabrielle Eleonora Edwards  
Ethan George Eisele  
Helena Ferrier  
John Patrick Fowlke, summa cum laude  
Alessandra Noelle Giannoni, with honors  
Stefano Giovenzana  
Cyrus Moezzi Haas, magna cum laude, with honors  
Ashley Lang Hack  
Andrew Khang Hansman  
Anna Marie Haviland, cum laude  
Daniel Christopher Heher  
Hannah Lindsey Hoffman  
Isabella Horton, summa cum laude  
Alex Xel Jimenez  
Kellen Barbara Kennedy  
*Abby Jo King  
Abhijit Ganesh Kurse  
Nathan Kuykendall  
Michael Labarge  
Joseph Earl Mah, summa cum laude  
Alicia McLaughlin  
Daniel Cooper Melmed  
Ashley Nicole Merrill  
Nicholas Thomas Milano  
Yin Ting Mo  
Rafael Morales  
Marian Morcos  
Jonathon C Musto  

*Recipient of a double degree
Recipient of a double degree

Raghad Mesfer AlQahtani,
Alia Al Zayani,
Sarah Fouad A Al Ibrahim,
Bachelor of Science in
Ivana Zhou
Mateusz Jakub Zalesko
Maddie Vorreiter,
Diego Velazquez Ramos
Adam Vega
Tai Dalen Tran
Katelynn Arraphahn Thammavong
Kelsey Lynn Strawn
Huong Mai Deanna Phan
Seth Harris Porter,
with honors
Carter Joseph Rodny,
with honors
Jacqueline Rodriguez Mora
Sydney Elise Russ
Ryan Edward Sabin
Salman Salmon
Roy S Shao
Kelly Ferrar Speckl,
with honors
Summa cum laude
Seth Harris Porter,
Cum laude
Huong Mai Deanna Phan

Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering
Faisal Nayef Al-Mutairi
Hammad Abdulrazaq A Alhammad
Abdullah Al Awaisi
Isela Alicia Ayala
Abdulmajeed Bahravi
Mason James Bell
Ryan Robert Bonifas
Cassidy K Brand,
Magnis cum laude
Peyton Zhong Campbell
Nicholas Cipoletti,
Magnis cum laude
Alexander Luke Carrey
Ana Pauline Di Vito
Joshua Eaton
Daniel Fischer
Yang Ge
Alan Matthew Haugen
Porter Alexander Hawkins
Jacqueline Nicole Henry
Giovanni Hernandez,
Summa cum laude
Ethan M Hewett
Aaron John Hookstra,
Cum laude
Morgan Corinne Holleback,
Cum laude
Thomas Victor Hook,
Summa cum laude
Luke Patrick Hotaling
Nakul Jain
Rami Jarmakani
Caleigh Alexandra Jensen
Lili Jin
Erin Patricia Keefe
Evan Conor Edward Lavin
Anthony Alexander Lutenko
Macguire Mallory
Kenneth M. Markley
Daniel A Martinez
Nicholas Skyler Merelli
Kaden A Muckey,
Cum laude
Joshua Murphy
Jared Matthew Nielson,
Cum laude,
With honors
William Orben,
Magnis cum laude
Kellisha Sarin Ostler,
Magnis cum laude
Ala Nicole Ramirez
Max Andrew Ramirez
Jessica L Ramos
Zachary Vincent Schmidt
Humberto Servin
Eric Davis Shearer
Benjamin Jacob Simon
Kyre Eve Slovacek,
Magnis cum laude
Alex Jacob Somner
Grace Tandus
Cole Benjamin Velasquez,
Magnis cum laude,
With honors
Douglas Ray Wells
Joelle Alanna Agar Westcott
Kyle Cameron Willis
Andrew Alexander Wilson,
Magnis cum laude
Nathan Christopher Wratney
Zhihren Zhou

Bachelor of Science in Computer Science
Zahraa Fatima Abbasi
Alexis Acevedo
Beka Zerihun Admasu
Tahmina Farheen Ahmad
Naif Ali M Alssaf
Edward Ferguson Alder
Eljah Luke Aldinger
Raya Alotabi,
Magnis cum laude
Ara R Anner
Grayson Lee Arstingstall,
Magnis cum laude
Avnish Asthana,
Magnis cum laude
Noorain Hyderi Baig
Numair Ali Baig
Maxwell Andrew Banks
Divya Bhat,
Magnis cum laude,
With honors
Paramvir Singh Bhunna,
Magnis cum laude
Michael Garrett Brown
Sebastian Olivier Brunet
Jose Alexander Calderon
Sophia Kaitlyn Chalas
Muhuken Tadele Chekile
Justin Chen
Yifan Chen,
Magnis cum laude
Yuixiao Chi
In Ji Chung,
Magnis cum laude
Lara Gwendolyn Chunko,
Magnis cum laude
Benjamin Pels Conner
David William Crockett
Ryan Yu Hyunsun Dalton,
Magnis cum laude
Benjamin Franklin Dashiel
Isabell Alexandra Deak
William Dellinger,
Magnis cum laude
Brett Andrew Denson
Mason D Dobins
Angel N Dong,
Magnis cum laude
Nicole Song Dong,
Magnis cum laude
Ryan N. Drew,
Magnis cum laude,
With honors
Robert Alexander Dumitrescu
Katariai Eleanor Edfers
Nicholas Ryan Elsasser,
Magnis cum laude
Connor Charles Ely

*Recipient of a double degree

Sage E Nelson,
With honors
Anh P Ngo
Jenna Marie Nielson,
Magnis cum laude,
With honors
Kaosidi Rolston Obioha
Abigail G Palmgren
Jackson David Peoples,
Magnis cum laude,
With honors
Trustin Vy Pham
Huong Mai Deanna Phan
Seth Harris Porter,
Magnis cum laude
Carter Joseph Rodny,
Magnis cum laude
Jacqueline Rodriguez Mora
Sydney Elise Russ
Ryan Edward Sabin
Salman Salmon
Roy S Shao
Kelly Ferrar Speckl,
Magnis cum laude,
With honors
Kelsey Lynn Strawn
Katelynn Arraphahn Thammavong
Tai Dalen Tran
Seth Harris Porter,
With honors
Carter Joseph Rodny,
With honors
Jacqueline Rodriguez Mora
Sydney Elise Russ
Ryan Edward Sabin
Salman Salmon
Roy S Shao
Kelly Ferrar Speckl,
Magnis cum laude,
With honors
Kelsey Lynn Strawn
Katelynn Arraphahn Thammavong
Tai Dalen Tran
Seth Harris Porter,
With honors
Carter Joseph Rodny,
With honors
Jacqueline Rodriguez Mora
Sydney Elise Russ
Ryan Edward Sabin
Salman Salmon
Roy S Shao
Kelly Ferrar Speckl,
Magnis cum laude,
With honors
Kelsey Lynn Strawn
Katelynn Arraphahn Thammavong
Tai Dalen Tran
Seth Harris Porter,
Andrew James Engelhardt
Amey Sallianne Erdenebileg
Sasha Farhat
*Asher Joseph Farr
Samuel Peter Feig, magna cum laude, with honors
Jacob Reed Felknor, summa cum laude
Angus Andre Fiedler
*Gregorio Martin Figueroa, cum laude
Christian John Fin, cum laude
Jonathan Michael Fletcher
*William Philip Francis, magna cum laude
David Huarui Gao, summa cum laude
Graham Gier
*Emma Ruth Goodwill, summa cum laude, with honors
Tanvi Gopalabhatla
*Reese Charles Green
Trevor Scott Green
Anvi Giuliani, cum laude
Jess Henry Hamlin, summa cum laude
Kai Nishimoto Handelman
Haley Hartin
Timothy Gesuove Hartt
Alexander J Herman
Caroline Anne Hernandez
*Alexander Theodore Ho
*Adam Fred Hoerger, summa cum laude
Drew Christopher Hoffman
Liam Hollins
Glenn Eric Holzhauer II
Connor James Fitzgerald Horn, summa cum laude
Ryan L Horn
Nathan H Howard, cum laude, with honors
Kai David Hueske-Vanceylon, magna cum laude, with honors
Jake Allen Hugenberg
Jack Ryan Humphrey
James David Isenhart
Tobias Jacobson
Shawn Johnathon Jaffe
Trevor Cole Jedziniak
Zackary Thomas Jorquera, magna cum laude
Shreyas Parameshwar Kadekodi, summa cum laude
Laura Pey-lynn Kaiser
Isha Karki
Neel Manhar Karsanbhai, cum laude
*Andrew King, cum laude
Emma Katherine King, magna cum laude
Jacob Klus, magna cum laude
Lars Palmer Knutson, summa cum laude
*David Kopala
Evan Daniel Kuehr, cum laude
Ishan Kumar, cum laude
Niharika Kunapalli
Rees James LaBree
*Ryan Martin LaRocque
Elly Meta Landrum, summa cum laude, with honors
Vananh N Le, magna cum laude
Aaron Li, cum laude
Evan Alexander Linden
Jingqi Liu
Yuxi Liu
Yvonne Yuxi Liu
Ryan Thomas Long
William Dornan Loughlin, cum laude
Sarah Grace Lundell, magna cum laude
Bradley Ma, summa cum laude
Anton Y Machkasov, summa cum laude
Sai Prathik Maddhi, summa cum laude
Thomas Patrick Mahre
Layan Waleed Makhtoum
Laurence Logan Mann, summa cum laude
William Laurence Mardick-Kanter, cum laude
Alex Christopher Mazur
Conlan McConvey, magna cum laude
Spencer Marland McCormick
Megan Eileen McGinnis
Zachary Thomas McKevitt, summa cum laude
Andrew Ryan McQueary, cum laude
Robert A Meikle, magna cum laude
Yuri Mikhailidi
André Montealegre
Parker Andrew Morris, cum laude
Antonio Gage Narro
Filip Nedelkov, magna cum laude
Calista Nelia Nguyen, magna cum laude
Matthew Bao Nguyen, summa cum laude
John Anthony Ortiz, cum laude
Jorge Ortiz Venegas
Kaden M Ostendorf, magna cum laude
Salvatore Ralph Pacifico II, cum laude
*Athena Elizabeth Parker
Dhruv Patel, magna cum laude
Stefan Primelles
Kody Quintana, summa cum laude
Vanessa Rose Reyes, cum laude
Jacob Scott Reynolds
Katherine Spencer Reynolds
Austin Jacob Ritz, magna cum laude, with honors
Isabel Della Russo
Yosan Gherensae Russom
Jessica Rose Ryan
Jessie Margaret Ryce, magna cum laude
Raegan Michelle Rychecky, summa cum laude
Dylan Ray Sain, cum laude
John Elias Salame, summa cum laude
Eleanor Sarder, magna cum laude
Toby Maxine Savage, cum laude
Paul G Scheufele
Ethan Wilson Schultz
Kai Sebastien Schuyler Gonzalez
Sahand Setareh, magna cum laude
Tamer Shahwan
Devin Willard Sharpe, magna cum laude
Leon Shen, magna cum laude
Wesley Shen, summa cum laude
Jaskrit Singh, summa cum laude
Katelyn Rachael Singh, magna cum laude
Allish Lauren Skinner
Kyle Andrew Stewart
Jaclyn Marie Stickrod, cum laude
Noah R Svensson
Jacob Donald Swartwout, summa cum laude
Phalgum Taman
Ege Telatar
Ria Lina Thakkar
Gabriela Tolosa Ramirez
Tyler Fischer Tomlin
Kathleen MyPhuong Tran, cum laude
Michelle Ho Tran, summa cum laude, with honors
Priscila Trevino
Connor John Tribbett, cum laude
Joshua Trujillo
Giovanni Matteo Visco
Amaica Gay Webb
Lucas Alexander Shaw Webb, summa cum laude
Andrew Thomas Weller
Jonathan Wick
John S Willard, magna cum laude
Samuel J Williams, cumma cum laude, with honors
Kevina Wen Wong, cum laude
Vienna Wen Wong, cum laude
Shuhai Wu
Kevin Yesen Xu, magna cum laude
Yibo Yang, cumma cum laude
William Flynn Yelton
*Alan Yu, summa cum laude
*YongQi Yu, summa cum laude
Jason Junlong Yuan
Fengyuan Zhang, cum laude
*David Zhao, cum laude
*Kyle Matthew Zhou, cum laude
Tongxin Zhu
Gavin Hunter Zimmerman
Ilya N Zinyakin
Kieran E Zylastra

Bachelor of Science in Electrical and Computer Engineering

Anna Antonia Anderson
Timothy Bauer
Alexander Robert Bork, magna cum laude
Nayef Abdullah Bourishi
Micka Spalane Brown Jr.
Miles William Bush
John Patrick Carberry
Adam Powell Chedidi, with honors
Case M Chrisbacher, cum laude
Phaedra Sophia Curlin
Padmakshi Dahal
Martin Diaz Jr.
Samuel Diaz Jr.
Nathan Thomas Elsen
Alexander England
Samuel Jay Freed, with honors
Aditya Gopalan
Shultz Augustus Hartgrove IV, cum laude
Matthew Edward Hartnett, magna cum laude
*Alessandro Beza, magna cum laude
Recipient of a double degree

Recipient of a double degree cum laude

*Recipient of a double degree

Kyle Matthew Zhou,
Ella Rise Wawrzynek,
Gerrold Wilkerson,
Trey Joseph Venners,
Calvin Joseph Ulsh

Abiel Tewolde

Stanley Aaron Young,
*Wenqian Xu

Nicholas George Wroblewski

*Aidan B King

Anirudh Kapoor
Aidan B King
*David Kopala
Stephen Lasko
Brandon Mitchell Little
Michael Joseph Lucky, cum laude
Nicholas James Machemer, cum laude
Dafna Margalit
Kaitlin Louise McConnell
Kain James McGuire, magna cum laude
Eytan H. Mizrahi
Blake Clark Novak
Wade Pearce
Connor Edward Peskin, cum laude
Maxwell James Pettit, summa cum laude

*Christian Polanco
Derek Thomas Prince
Julio Cesar Puentes, magna cum laude
Cousteau John Reining, summa cum laude
Noah A Saidy

*Hanann Shahba, cum laude

Samuel Siemer
Carson Thomas Syberg, magna cum laude
Maurice Ellington Takeda, magna cum laude
Abiel T Tewolde
Calvin Joseph Ulsh

Trey Joseph Venners, summa cum laude
Ella Rise Wawrzynek, summa cum laude, with honors
Gerold Wilkerson, summa cum laude
Nicholas George Wroblewski

*Wenqian Xu
Stanley Aaron Young, cum laude
*Kyle Matthew Zhou, cum laude

Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering

Ibrahim AlQattan
Ali Mirza Alalwan, magna cum laude
Abdullah Ibrahim Alghaffi
Gabriel Altmann
Rylee Aspen Beach
Joseph Vincent Cordaro
Dreighton R Godfrey
Dustin Todd Horn
Luis Eduardo Mendez
William Brad Oren
*Navin Elizabeth Parker
William Digby Pryor, with honors
Ethan William Radatz
David Andrew Schmitt, cum laude
Zachary James Seats
Katy Rose Setter
Michael Sean Stewart
Evan G Williams, cum laude

Bachelor of Science in Engineering Physics

Sarah Crull
Noah Gershon, magna cum laude
*Ethan James Glenn, summa cum laude
*Aron Robert Goldberg
*Zikra Hashmi

Max Philip Kolanz, summa cum laude, with honors
Duncan Maelean Miller
Luke Timothy Miller
*Barak Simon Morris
Zenn Carter Roberts, cum laude
Yichuan Su, summa cum laude
Gentian Vuthi
Yifan Wang, cum laude
*Gal Weitz, magna cum laude

Bachelor of Science in Engineering Plus

Blake P Adams
Micaela Valentina Bara, cum laude
Haley Renee Barnes
James Franklin Barnett IV
Cameron Timothy Battles
Elizabeth Naomi Bosnic
Andrew Michael Brown, cum laude
Timothy William Cooper
Tina Decolati
Blake Lamar Fardulis
Benjamin Aidan Finan
Allah River Halcomb, magna cum laude
Robert Sebastian Hayes
Margaret Adeline Hubbeling
Spencer William Jones
Alec Kostovny, magna cum laude, with honors
Jacob Thomas Kriska
Ricardo Lopez-Abadia
Desmond Hugo McReynolds, summa cum laude
Chase Joseph Perconti
Regan Elizabeth Reilley
Parker Saltiel
Corey Andrew Schroeder
Dominic Anthony Scolari
Imaan H Sheikh
Jake Thames
Julia Elizabeth Tucker
Evan Elizabeth Wetzel

Bachelor of Science in Environmental Engineering

Abdulmohsen Mubarak Alali
Abdulaziz Alasab
Saud Abdullah Almotairi, summa cum laude
Natalie Louise Alvarado
Lindsey Carroll Benkelman, summa cum laude
Alexander M Brettner
Devin Kathleen Burris
Hannah Tapper Cairney
Benjamin Christopher Camp
Ann Barry Coaty
Grady Thomas Colgan
Layla M Denissen, summa cum laude
Connor S Ellerton, cum laude
Titus Eveygene Ellison, magna cum laude
Brianna Rae Elmont, summa cum laude
Anthony Mosch Farmelo
Nicholas Thomas Freeman

Alise Caroline Gladbach
Annamari Guth, cum laude
Jack Harris
Melanie Jo Heitmann
Kayla Hoag
Anna Grace Howard, summa cum laude
Patrick Andrew Johnese
Mary Harris Johnson
Madeline S Karr
Parneet Kaur
Sara Key
Trey Michael Kilgannon
Madelyn Rose La Rue-Lovett
Calvin M Malkoski
Taylor Alexandra Martin
Madison Claire Meissnest, magna cum laude
Kara Elizabeth Moore, cum laude
Max Layton Morrison, cum laude
Savannah Niedrick
Joe ZhaoBang Ning, magna cum laude
Evan Nicole Oubre
Cole James Fragiades, magna cum laude
Florisel Rodriguez-Cardoza
Dominique A Rowell
Kendall Fabian Schade
Paige Harper Small
Hannah Katherine Tedd, summa cum laude
Eva Katherine Thoresen, summa cum laude
Judah Jerome Tessler
Emma J Wager

Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering

Jacob Daniel Allen
Abdulrhman Khaled Almutawhah, cum laude
Mohammad Abdussamad Alqahtani
Dylan Richard Amos, summa cum laude
Matthew L An
Maxwell Palen Anderson, with honors
Olivia Rose Andre
Anthony Ryan Arnapoulos
Ashley Nichole Atkins, magna cum laude
Brody Robert Austin
Joshua Thomas Ayers
Sean David Barton
Jared Michael Baumert
Colby Foster Beckett, cum laude
Andrew Scott Beiter
Mila Josephine Bergmann-Ruzicka
David Owen Betz, summa cum laude
Evan Paul Bickel
Jackson Bilello
Sean Kristopher Bohling
Brody Robert Austin
Ashley Nichole Atkins, magna cum laude
Brody Robert Austin
Evan Paul Bickel
Jackson Bilello
Graham Serafino Blanco
Sean Kristopher Bohling
Luc Skyler Bollen
Matthew Scott Boostrom, magna cum laude
GillianGrace Tedesco Brachocki
Nicholas M. Brahill
Thomas Tyson Brewster
Isaac Evans Brighton
Warren Steele Brizolara-Dove
Abigail Lynne Browne, magna cum laude
Dexter John Budrys, with honors

*Recipient of a double degree
Joshua Thomas Burget
Danielle Mckenzie Burke
Cadie James Burrell
James Andrew Cadagan
Bridget Noel Cain, magna cum laude
Hector Michael Calar
Alejandro Ramón Cancio
Charles Robert Candon
Benjamin Anthony Capek, summa cum laude
Joel Michael Carlson
Benjamin Andreas Bellem Carnicelli, magna cum laude

*Jack Kenny Carver, magna cum laude
Tyler David Cash
Ashay Ashish Choksi
Johnathan Hunter Clemmer
Kenneth Zamorano Colanto
Casey Ray Cole
Courtney Anne Cooper
Steven Michael Coyan
Landon William Crane, cum laude
Isaiah Steven Curtis
Brandon Perry Cyrus
Nathaniel DeCecco
Charles Nicholas Doffing
Sean David Dunkelman
Ky Jayme Ecton
Ryan Grady Elliott
Faisal Fadhil
Ahmed Ferjani
Andrew Blaine Fine III
Ayden Thomas Flynn
Cullen Brian Flynn
Benjamin M Fonte
Maia Rose Freedberg

*Dorothy Louisa French, magna cum laude
Scott A Funston, cum laude
Colton Lawrence Futter
Jacob Sebastian Galan
Bryce Joeseph Gallo
Dario Garcia
Nicolas James Garzione
Eleni Shayne Georgeaton
Kirolos Reda Nashed Gerges
Nathan Ross Gillaspy

*Matthew Thomas Gilster
Thomas M Gira
Dulce Flor Gonzalez-Beltran
Isaac Henry Gordon, magna cum laude
Owen Porter Grace
Galen Forrest Graham-Bell, cum laude, with honors

*Joshua David Greenburg, summa cum laude
Prem Griddalur
Simon Piotr Grzebien, cum laude
Benjamin Conner Hall
Ethan Philip Hall
Justin Ingalls Hall, magna cum laude
Evan Zubiani Hanson, summa cum laude
Jordan Randall Hinds
Clare Nicole Hudson
Alana Huebert, cum laude
Heather M Hunt

Timothy Richard Hunter
Claire R Isenhart, magna cum laude
Rebecca Renée Jacobs
Jordan Maler Jaluflu
Connor R Jarolimek
Keaton Robert Jones
Hannah Marie Kadel
Andrew Canham Karoly, summa cum laude
Maxwell Robert Karp
Alexei A Kazantsiev, magna cum laude
Jonathan Keller
Alexander Scott Kelling, cum laude
Cordelia Kim
Brady M King, magna cum laude
Justin Tyler Gerard Kirchner, magna cum laude
Bradley D Krittrel

Zachary Alexander Klaus, summa cum laude,
with honors
William Richard Kohnert
Hagan Robert Kolanz, summa cum laude
Quintin McQuaid Kurtz
Henry Isaiah Kussin-Bordo
*Ryan Martin LaRoque
Carter James Lambert, cum laude
Jacob Ryan Lawrence, cum laude
Anika Tamar Levy
Chance Jay Lewis
Zack Thomas Lindsey
Wilson Rich Long
Angel Miguel Luna
Grant Westphal Machtachlan, summa cum laude
Cameron Paul Mahoney
Zachary Franklin Majors
Emmalie Grace Markham, summa cum laude
Isaac Redelpho Martinez
Benjamin Baker Massik
Connor McCallum
Kyle Bernard McDonnell, magna cum laude
Justin Tyler McMahon, cum laude
Patrick Michael McSpadden
Tyler Alan Merchant
Antoni Cornelius Meyer
Kellen Monestine
Isaiah D Montejano, cum laude
Nicholas Moraga
Caleb L Morford
Iain Alasdaire Morgan
Patrick Butler Murphy
Isaac Donald Nagel-Brice
Johnathan Michael Neptune, summa cum laude, with honors
Robert Lee Nevitt III, cum laude
Anthony Hiep Nguyen
Kathryn Grace Nichols
Max Sedman Nyffenegger, summa cum laude
Ryan William Oroke, summa cum laude,
with honors
Haley R Passov
Paula Estefania Perez Ariza, cum laude
Trevor David Peterson, cum laude
Ethan Lee Pott

*Christian Polanco
Jackson Dalkeith Prescott
Manuel Preston de Miranda
Joshua Tobin Price
Max Thomas Ptasiwicz
Caroline Paige Qualls
David Joseph Reeder, summa cum laude
Claire Richards
Catherine Aileen Rieke
Caitlyn Adeline Robinson
Brio Rooker
Reginaldo Humberto Rosales
Nicolas James Rutkoski
Payton Lee Sanders
Jose F Sandoval Jr.
Ian Y Sanford
Stephen Carlton Savage
John Burr Schlaerth III
Garrett Leo Schmitz
Renee J Schmetter
Wesley Mark Schumacher, magna cum laude
Jacob Gavin Semrow
Alexander Andrew Seymour, cum laude
Noah Collins Gamburgellone
Yiwen Shen
Kelby Lynn Sikora
Moayad Saeed A Sindi
Joshua Sloat
Parker Joseph Smith
Peter Anthony Snyder
Kyi Soe
Jacqueline Solis-Armenta
Zachary Sorsch, summa cum laude,
with honors
Jose Soto
Austin Lee Spafford, summa cum laude,
with honors
Sean Dennis Spindler
Ethan Chase Stein
Justin Thomas Stenman
Jacob Christopher Stewart
Andrew James Stillman
Ethan Street
Chanel Isabella Idaho Sturm
Simone E. Sulver
Eric Swanson
Ryan James Thompson
Matthew David Tonn
Joshua Aukai Umiama
Quinton Shunzo Uradomo
Isaai Urbina
Melvin Noobtsim Vang
Luke Anthony Verratti
Andrew S Virden
Liam Nicolas Vlasimsky, cum laude
Jose Soto
Liam Nicholas Vlasimsky, cum laude
Zachary Sorscher, cum laude,
with honors

*Christian Polanco
John Burr Schlaerth III
Garrett Leo Schmitz
Renee J Schmetter
Wesley Mark Schumacher, magna cum laude
Jacob Gavin Semrow
Alexander Andrew Seymour, cum laude
Noah Collins Gamburgellone
Yiwen Shen
Kelby Lynn Sikora
Moayad Saeed A Sindi
Joshua Sloat
Parker Joseph Smith
Peter Anthony Snyder
Kyi Soe
Jacqueline Solis-Armenta
Zachary Sorsch, summa cum laude,
with honors
Jose Soto
Austin Lee Spafford, summa cum laude,
with honors
Sean Dennis Spindler
Ethan Chase Stein
Justin Thomas Stenman
Jacob Christopher Stewart
Andrew James Stillman
Ethan Street
Chanel Isabella Idaho Sturm
Simone E. Sulver
Eric Swanson
Ryan James Thompson
Matthew David Tonn
Joshua Aukai Umiama
Quinton Shunzo Uradomo
Isaai Urbina
Melvin Noobtsim Vang
Luke Anthony Verratti
Andrew S Virden
Liam Nicholas Vlasimsky, cum laude
Jose Soto
Liam Nicolas Vlasimsky, cum laude
Zachary Sorscher, cum laude,
with honors

*Christian Polanco
John Burr Schlaerth III
Garrett Leo Schmitz
Renee J Schmetter
Wesley Mark Schumacher, magna cum laude
Jacob Gavin Semrow
Alexander Andrew Seymour, cum laude
Noah Collins Gamburgellone
Yiwen Shen
Kelby Lynn Sikora
Moayad Saeed A Sindi
Joshua Sloat
Parker Joseph Smith
Peter Anthony Snyder
Kyi Soe
Jacqueline Solis-Armenta
Zachary Sorsch, summa cum laude,
with honors
Jose Soto
Austin Lee Spafford, summa cum laude,
with honors
Sean Dennis Spindler
Ethan Chase Stein
Justin Thomas Stenman
Jacob Christopher Stewart
Andrew James Stillman
Ethan Street
Chanel Isabella Idaho Sturm
Simone E. Sulver
Eric Swanson
Ryan James Thompson
Matthew David Tonn
Joshua Aukai Umiama
Quinton Shunzo Uradomo
Isaai Urbina
Melvin Noobtsim Vang
Luke Anthony Verratti
Andrew S Virden
Liam Nicholas Vlasimsky, cum laude
Jose Soto
Liam Nicolas Vlasimsky, cum laude
Zachary Sorscher, cum laude,
with honors

*Christian Polanco
John Burr Schlaerth III
Garrett Leo Schmitz
Renee J Schmetter
Wesley Mark Schumacher, magna cum laude
Jacob Gavin Semrow
Alexander Andrew Seymour, cum laude
Noah Collins Gamburgellone
Yiwen Shen
Kelby Lynn Sikora
Moayad Saeed A Sindi
Joshua Sloat
Parker Joseph Smith
Peter Anthony Snyder
Kyi Soe
Jacqueline Solis-Armenta
Zachary Sorsch, summa cum laude,
with honors
Jose Soto
Austin Lee Spafford, summa cum laude,
with honors
Sean Dennis Spindler
Ethan Chase Stein
Justin Thomas Stenman
Jacob Christopher Stewart
Andrew James Stillman
Ethan Street
Chanel Isabella Idaho Sturm
Simone E. Sulver
Eric Swanson
Ryan James Thompson
Matthew David Tonn
Joshua Aukai Umiama
Quinton Shunzo Uradomo
Isaai Urbina
Melvin Noobtsim Vang
Luke Anthony Verratti
Andrew S Virden
Liam Nicholas Vlasimsky, cum laude
Jose Soto
Liam Nicolas Vlasimsky, cum laude
Zachary Sorscher, cum laude,
with honors

*Christian Polanco
John Burr Schlaerth III
Garrett Leo Schmitz
Renee J Schmetter
Wesley Mark Schumacher, magna cum laude
Jacob Gavin Semrow
Alexander Andrew Seymour, cum laude
Noah Collins Gamburgellone
Yiwen Shen
Kelby Lynn Sikora
Moayad Saeed A Sindi
Joshua Sloat
Parker Joseph Smith
Peter Anthony Snyder
Kyi Soe
Jacqueline Solis-Armenta
Zachary Sorsch, summa cum laude,
with honors
Jose Soto
Austin Lee Spafford, summa cum laude,
Recipient of a double degree

Kelsey Erendira Valencia
Evan Alexander Swett
Logan Jong Soo Park
Bachelor of Arts
Summer 2022 Candidates
Danielle Arianna Emrich,
Alec Haywood Ebner
Mitchell Louis Cohen
cum laude
Carlie Lane Charp,
Mallory Frances Benna,
summa cum laude
Andrew Patrick Beathard,
cum laude
cum laude
Abigail Lynn Barnes,
Kareena Arora
Brendan P Abernathy
in Creative Technology and Design
Bachelor of Science
in Technology, Arts and Media
*Gregorio Martin Figueroa, cum laude
Even Ireland Laukli
Bachelor of Science in Creative Technology and Design
Brendan P Abernathy
Kareena Arora
Abigail Lynn Barnes, cum laude
Andrew Patrick Beathard, cum laude
Mallory Frances Benna, summa cum laude
Carlie Lane Charp, cum laude
Mitchell Louis Cohen
Alec Haywood Ebner
Danielle Arianna Emrich, magna cum laude
Xuedan M Fillmore, cum laude
Patrick Thomas Richard Gaffney, cum laude
Chaz Keano Golin
*Joshua David Greenburg, summa cum laude
Pratyusha Gunturu
Kaj Johannes Linsehotten Harvey
Emily Lee
Calvin Hope Ezra Logan, magna cum laude
Patrick James Mardis, magna cum laude
Rachel Mary McMinn
Elsy Catherine Meis, magna cum laude
Siddharb Girish Nair
Claire Marie O’Grady
Perry Yeh Owens
Sofia Ozambela, magna cum laude
Alexa Caroline Primiani
Ethan Otis Rafelson, summa cum laude
Chelsea Danae Ramos
Daniele Reardon
Theodore Matthias Robinson
Alexandra Manya Rodnunsky, cum laude
Kathleen Rudoff, summa cum laude
Rhys Daniel Rueffert
Lana Yasmeen Sardar
Nicholas Ehrenwerth Schine
*Zayna Sheikh, summa cum laude
*Percy Jay Suchanek
Reese Hannah Turney
Jason Paul Warrick
Amanda Leigh Wilner
Mary Valentine Yoder, magna cum laude
Summer 2022 Candidates
Bachelor of Arts in Computer Science
Logan Jong Soo Park
Evan Alexander Swett
Kelsey Erendira Valencia
Bachelor of Science in Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Benjamin Lodwick
Evan Shults
*William Charles Watkins
Bachelor of Science in Applied Computer Science
Thomas Andrew Cochran
Dain Kim
Cody Jamison Thornton, summa cum laude
Bachelor of Science in Applied Mathematics
*Ryan Christopher Stewart
Bachelor of Science in Architectural Engineering
Dial Alzayed
Bachelor of Science in Chemical and Biological Engineering
Ian Michael Colley
Clayton Michael Flora
Abdulrahman M Mansouri
Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering
Kenneth Haynes Matich
Bachelor of Science in Computer Science
John Paul Chabin
Yi Hou
Michael Patrick Kelley, magna cum laude
Josephine Elinor Martin, cum laude, with honors
Donivan Drew McFaul Jr. Joseph Taylor
George Maxwell Young
Bachelor of Science in Engineering Physics
*Ryan Christopher Stewart
Bachelor of Science in Environmental Engineering
Cameron Thomas Docherty
Mark I McClure
Sasha Rubenfeld
Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering
Ahmad Alhashmi
Jack Anthony deBloois
Erik William Feiereisen, cum laude
Ayla Masaki Gotoh-Mack
Tyler Shane Greene
Connor Frederick Krause
Bradley Yunjoon Nam
Caroline L Norris, summa cum laude
Richard Roger Orban, magna cum laude
Cole Callan Sites
Cole Dewell Smith, cum laude
Salvador Vargas
Bachelor of Science in Creative Technology and Design
Elizabeth Baird Bartholomew
Ayesha Kuntal Rawal, cum laude
Ryan Lawrence Vandersmith
Ellie Nickerson Wright
Environmental Design
Russell Moore, Provost
Fall 2021 Graduates
Bachelor of Environmental Design
Mekenna Arent
Mia Alexandria Beltran
John Charles Brennan III
William Conan Burrows, with distinction
Valencia Asiana Antionette Coles
Tiage S Dressel-Martin
*Elizabeth L Essek
Aidan Michael Green
Kara Ann Hensley
Samuel Scully Hogaboomb
Kristopher Kratovil
Hairong Li, with distinction
Farron Ann Lopez
Javier Fierro Quezada
Mary-Anna Catherine Spears
Mikaela Tommy
Brandon Allen Wallace
Andrew Wethington
Tatum Jane Wise
Spring 2022 Candidates
Bachelor of Environmental Design
Joseph A Aiello, with distinction
Erika C Andrade, summa cum laude, with distinction
Emily Lynn Arens, with distinction
Sofija Frances Andrew, with high distinction
Demitri Michael Bair
Liam Randall Baker
Morgan Victoria Barrett, with high distinction
Shaya Barzilai, with distinction
Dylan Isador Behr
Jacob Harrison Bolin, with high distinction
Megan Borchardt
Saria Ruth Boschart, with distinction
Madeline Rae Boucher, with distinction
Charles Robert Bradley, with distinction
Sarah Joan Brizes
Tor Erik Garberg Brown
Paige Alexandra Bullock
Brooke Ashley Burgess, with distinction
Maya Kiran Butensky, with distinction
Natalie Grace Cariello
Emily Elizabeth Mullin Chinowsky, summa cum laude, with high distinction
Meghan Lynn Cihasky, with distinction
Kyle Daniel Cochran
Alexis R Contreras
Colten Corrigan
Willoughby Grace D’Alemberte-Powell

*Recipient of a double degree
Isha Daukia
Elias Malik Demosthenes, *with high distinction*
Luke Duarte-Silva Barry, *cum laude*
David Echevarría López
Morgan Lynn Falter, *with high distinction*
Josephine Claire Fentress, *with high distinction*
Daniel Christian Fiorillo
Abigail Virginia Fonville, *with distinction*
Paulson Odei Fosu
Matthew John Francomano
Shamus Richard Gannon
Morgan Thore Glasser
Cobi Granger, *summa cum laude, with high distinction*
Jack Lucas Green, *with high distinction*
Christopher Scott Hamilton, *summa cum laude, with high distinction*
Holly Ann Hammontree, *with high distinction*
Joshua MacArthur Hardwick, *with high distinction*
Avery M Hericks, *with distinction*
Marie Hladisova, *with high distinction*
Lauryn Elizabeth Howell
Emma Carson Hyman
Kara Eileen Kalafut, *with distinction*
Andrew F Kaplan
*Sana Kareem
*Makenna Paige Karhoff, with high distinction*
Zachary King, *with high distinction*
Shane Adeline Kipple
Ella Ruth Kadzma Park
Erin Virginia Kugler
Aaron Harrison Ladner, *with high distinction*
Leah Francisca Lawson, *with distinction*
Harrison Leahy
Harmon Stanford Lee, *with distinction*
Tyler Russell Lopez
Emmett Patrick Maguire
Justina Elizabeth Martin
Keaton WrightMcCargo, *with high distinction*
Jean RoseMary McClelland
Carlie McGrillis, *with distinction*
Nathalie Mary McMahon
Shannon Rose McSweeney
Yikang Mike Mei, *with distinction*
Zane Mitchell-Almoustapha
Abigail Ann Mohlis, *with high distinction*
Jack HarrisonMoskowitz
Vincent Jeffrey Mullen
Matthew William Muller, *with distinction*
Corey Jack Niemann
Dakota Ogata
Alexander Joseph Pearson, *with distinction*
Courtney M Perdue, *with distinction*
Emma Janis Peterman
Evelina Perera Pinto
Daniel C Pontoriero
Samuel Connor Powell
Jorge Quinones
Spencer D Relihan, *with distinction*
Sarah Jane Riddick, *with high distinction*
Rudy C Rosales
Peyton Andrew Roth, *with distinction*
Andrew James Robert Rowe
Abhinav Sahariah
Eidi Michelle Sanchez Martinez
Patrick Bryan Sanderson, *with high distinction*
Dillon Anthony Schroeder
Olivia Anne Seay
Harrison Ames Sheriff
Nettie Skevaslci, *with high distinction*
Allison B Smith, *summa cum laude, with high distinction*
Elizabeth Haley Sommer, *with high distinction*
William Phinny Spalding
Philip David Steel Jr., *with distinction*
Claire Bakeman Streevy, *with high designation*
Kirk Ernst Teare
Kathryn Sara Thomas
Caroline Bachvarov Thomson
Brian Alexander Tseng-Nicodemus, *with distinction*
Sophia Coelho Uhlig
Katelyn Grace Warren, *with high distinction*
Ryan Nicholas Watson, *with distinction*
Grace Ann Wheeler, *magna cum laude, with distinction*
Stephanie Frances Woodward
Chenyang Xu

**Summer 2022 Candidates**

**Bachelor of Environmental Design**

Adam Bruce Berven
Gabriela Brianna Butvilofovsky, *with distinction*
Carlos Isaiah Ashton Carbajal
Toni Raye Catulli
Kiera Suzanne Cudmore, *with high distinction*
*Cole Robert Dallas Dorman, with distinction*
Hannah Marie Downing
Lilyanne Ruth Dunphy, *with high distinction*
Gabriela Garcia-Figuerroa
Rebeca A Glutova, *with distinction*
Mario Javier Gomez
Jennifer Ella Johnston
Ryan Matthew Karow, *with high distinction*
Sophia C Kollar, *with high distinction*
Hannah Grace Morris
Phu My Paw
Myles Thomas Pellegrini
Siena Patricia Rohan
Kendall Elizabeth St Claire
Luke Harrison True, *with distinction*
Jordan W Woulsoms, *with distinction*

**College of Media, Communication and Information**

Lori Bergen, Dean

**Fall 2021 Graduates**

**Bachelor of Arts**

Nicholas Edward Aranda
Owen Thomas Arnold
Julia Galen Bailey
Jessica Rose Barer
Maurice Lamar Bell
Eliot Leigh Bilski
Stephen Spencer Callcott
Cody Michael Caton
Evan Michael Cerda
Gabriel Oscar Chavez
Yau Wai Gabriel Cheung
Curtis Ryan Chiaverini
Kaitlyn Clingard
Madison Colbern
Emma Haily Coran
Makenna Cowgill
Mindy Mae Dencklau
Grant Chapman Dewey
Erin Jean DiBernardo
Christopher Dierks
Olivia Todd Dolemba
Aleah Marie Edwards, *with distinction*
Alexander Matthew Edwards
Caleigh Paige Elkin
Charlotte Marie Evans
Jingxuan Fan
Allison Carol Fether, *with distinction*
*Zoe Caroline Fleming, with distinction*
Alicia Frances Ford
Keeley Marie Gaugban
Megan Ashley Goldin, *with distinction*
Isabella Rose Golob
Emmett Scott Grundberg, *with distinction*
Michael Tyler Hall
Tanner Michael Hartwick
Rachel Emily Hoke
Julia Mercier Hutt
Sofia Kort Irurri
Riley Elizabeth Jordan
*Julia Rose Kendl
Kyle Benjamin Larson
*Juliette Birungi Lehman
*Katie Faith Henderson Leonard, with distinction*
Jacob Clay Lynn
Ali Marie Maglia
Gabriel Ryan Marhas
Savannah Lee Mather, *with distinction*
Megan Mackenzie May
Margaret Joyce McManus
Nicolas James Meyer
Emily Paige Nelson, *with distinction*
Samuel Paul Nicholson
*Quinton Carroll O’Keefe
Ava Addison Ogaz

*Recipient of a double degree*
Cody Michael Pina
Jared R Poplawski
Justas Reventas
Brett Daniel Robinson
Emma Victoria Sassaman
Grey Daniel Scheinman
Abby Rose Schirmacher, with distinction
Maclane Charles Scott
Jacob Benjamin Sims
Julia Christie Smith
Alex Villarreal
*Kendall Lynn Waddle, with distinction
Kiera Alexandra Wagner
Ward Watts
Elizabeth Lee Weiler
Fiona Elise West, with distinction
Nicholas Kody Whitham
William Jacob Meymandi Whittemore
Nora Elizabeth Workman
Kathryn Victoria Zamora

**Bachelor of Science in Journalism**
Heather G. Gardner

**Bachelor of Science**
Elizabeth Sloan Abbe
Jordan Leigh Altergott
Mekhi Blackmon
Haley Boerema
*Sophia Frances Bragaglia, with distinction
Anne Marie Buckman
Liam Esteban Cavanaugh-Fernandez
Kayla Chabola
Zachary A Chan
Lily Chorches
Maleeha Chowdhury, with distinction
Adrian Chávez-Peterson
Jessica Ruth Clarke
Taylor Grace Clement
Jillian Elise Collins
Jack Patrick Coughlin
Ashley Rose Drake, with distinction
Noah P Dumas
Tristan Jay Egger
Justin Kenneth Ehlers
Richard Flores Alviderez
Grace Christianne Foster
Sophie Elizabeth Ganiban
Zoe Marie Geraghty, with distinction
Logan Glantz
Yilin Gong, with distinction
Victoria Gonzalez
Sophia Camille Goossen
Haley Elizabeth Hagearty
Samuel Robert Hammar
Theodore Alvin Harrison
Noah H Hermann
Coco Elizabeth Hindleman
Kevin Patrick Huck
Chase Hull, with distinction
Riley Darrell Johnson
Elizabeth Kamas
Zachary Douglas Keig
Owen Barnett Kreindel
Sydney Renee Lashmet
Matthew James Mackin
Quincy Alexander Marcotte
Ellie Katherine Martin
Scarlet Lauren McCauley
Brianna Alice McReynolds
Caley Shawn Murphy
Meghan Ann O’Malley
Reina Julia Otake
Jack William Rice
Camaryn Christine Sapienza
Well Kyung-won Sau
Chloe Elizabeth Schoeb
Weston Fuller Stanley
Teera Somsak
Lauren Elizabeth Swenson
Sarah Camille Eleonore Tocatlian
Roman Jacob Treuthart
Anayeli Villalobos
Keegan Maureen Walker
Madeline Grace Wallace, with distinction
Jackson David Warn
Katherine Cara Yokell

**Spring 2022 Candidates**

**Bachelor of Arts**
Kent G Ahn
Ceceila Ann Allen
Drew Lyle Anderson
Allyson Barbara Andrews
Lucas Michael Francis Anzoategui
Holly Nicole Apel
Rachel Nicole Askari
Theodore Ward Auman Jr.
Colin Walker Bailey
Tyler Barban
Lauren Scott Baunnecht-Tucker
Eric Christopher Bean, summa cum laude, with distinction
Ethan Joseph Bell
Brendan John Beriont
Elizabeth Jane Bill, magna cum laude
Alexander Julian Borinstein, with distinction
Ignacio Borunda
Bridger Cameron Boyd
Joshua Stephen Brechtel, with distinction
William Brewer
Guniz Cakmak
Faye Callahan
Emily Rose Cannon
Jack Abraham Carlough
Rian Howard Catry
Collin Patrick Chaissen
Jack Thomas Chamberlain
Avery Cayla Champion
Hannah Luisa Chandler, with distinction
Grace Katherine Channell, with distinction
Madeline Brooke Chase, with distinction
Alexa Catherine Cimino, magna cum laude, with distinction
Sean Christopher Circosta
Sophia Clarke
Adrian Charles Cohen Jr.
Benjamin Gerson Cook

Alison Copsy
Caleb Craig
Taylor Cole Cramer
Zoe Eileen Croak
Alexander Jeffrey Crump
Lindsey K Davis
Dolly Evangelina DeHerrera
Nicholas Michael Deidel
John Vincent Deitchman
Alison Elizabeth Denton
Natalie Elizabeth Dixon
*Katherine Elizabeth Dolan
Grace Nicole Drake
Dawson Woods Drew, summa cum laude, with distinction
Genevieve Duffy, summa cum laude, with distinction
Alyssa F Dunn
Nicolette Taylor Edwards, cum laude
Nicole Marie Elder
Mackenzie Rose Eldred, with distinction
Sabra Mo Elesel
Neriah M England
Samantha Escalante
Isabel Katherine Estevereña
Rachel Gwynn Ezler, summa cum laude, with distinction
Marin Ruth Fallon
Payton Ann Finley
Peter Jacob Fidhian
Michael Leland Fitzpatrick
Steven Fox, with distinction
Daniel Ari Friedman-Ponser
Harrison Bruce Fuller
KYra Phalen George
Esperanza Gilchrist
Anderson Clay Gillmore
Grace Elizabeth Glyman
Viola Daniela Gortan
Ava Mae Graham
*Reese Liston Greiner, with distinction
Sophia Jeanne Guerin
Daria Hadipour
*Jay Thomas Hager
Mason Joseph Hall
Georgia Pressley Hallam
Grace Josephine Hanson, with distinction
Emma Catherine Harris
Issac Drake Hartman
*Anna Joelle Haynes, with distinction
Haddie Ann Baker Hill, summa cum laude, with distinction
Orin Horowitz
Jenna Blair Hovan
Nicole Katarina Howarth
Abby Rose Schirmacher, magna cum laude
Coy Theodore Christian Carl Thomas Jacky
Alex Samuel Jonke
Gunho Jung
Olivia Marie Kalatschan
Mia Metheny Karlrud, with distinction
*Joanne Elizabeth Kenton
Kylie Marie Ketchner

*Recipient of a double degree
Danielle Marie Sparano
Mackenzie Rose Storm
Madison Lee Stroud
*Percy Jay Suchanek
Kyle Michael Switzer
Maia Simone Thompson, with distinction
Benjamin Humphrey Tittelbaum,
with distinction
Tanner Kelly Tompkins
James David Townsend Jr.
Richard L. Trapp
*Isabella N Turra
Jackson Velschow
David Peter Vicker
Kathryn Watson
Emily Elizabeth Weaver
Kendall Weinberg
Sara Raynor Weiss
Aidan Wise
Olivia Burks Wolfe
*Georgia Katherine Worrell
*Kevin Li Wu
Samuel Alexander Wubben
Haining Yang
Wrease Dimitri Zaharescu
*Sophia Lamis Zaugg
Kongyang Zhu
Natasha Brianna Zukowski

Bachelor of Science
Cassidy Julia Accardi
Sophie Laurent Ackerman
Olivia Marie Adams, with distinction
Jack Owen Ahern
Rachel Ann Alder, cum laude
Skylar Guy Alexander
Emily Kate Allen
David Pilney Anderson
Alexandra Kristine Andresen, with distinction
Susanna Davis Andrews
Keleigh Carmen Andrus, with distinction
Daniel I Arias III
Joseph Edward Arnold
cierra Jordan Ayala
Kathleen Atkins Babb
Chenke Bai, cum laude
Julia Jade Baird
Amanda Elizabeth Baker
Brianna Margaret Baker
Carina Giuliana Bandoni
Adle E Barbles
Gregory G Baron
Madeleine Elizabeth Bates
Genevieve Grace Beattie
Mark Timothy Beaudreau
Blake Elizabeth Bennett
Adrien Li Berlin
Lilly Anastasia Bernardis
Claire Elizabeth Bettor
Brandon Bibler
Nathan Bjurstrom
Ryan Allen Bonnifield
Isabella Marie Borenstein, with distinction
John Andrew Boughey, with distinction
Hailey Malak Bouraedi
Elizabeth Bowden
Sean William Bowen
Nathan Jeffrey Bowersox
Noa Irene Boyd
Claire Marie Boyle
Jack Braverman
Madison Dawn Brewer
Katherine Louise Briggs
Elizabeth Magnolia Britt
Caitlin Rose Browne
Benjamin R Buckley
Samantha Emily Budkowski
Nicole Orsola Buglione
Alexandra Catherine Burger, with distinction
Cameron Kilbridge Burke
Katherine Kolhe Burnside
Jack Dylan Byerly
Layla A Byrd
Kyle Madlain Caddo
*Hailey Marie Caress, with distinction
Alondra Guadalupe Carlos-Ferrales
Laura Vanessa Carrillo
Vyla Grace Carter
Sabrina Anne Castanuela
Claire J Cecere, with distinction
Natalie Katelyn Cerrillo
Kenlie Renee Cerull
John Michael Clark
Allison Rose Chinard
Rachel Anne Cody
Elena T Coe McNamara, summa cum laude,
with distinction
Jake E Cooper
Jordan R Cote-long
Connor J Covele
Duncan Bates Crowther II
Abigail Rose Cunningham
Jessica Brielle Curley, with distinction
Juliana Elizabeth Curtin, summa cum laude,
with distinction
Lily Caroline Curtis
Francesca Mary D’Agostino, summa cum laude,
with distinction
Cade R Dannels, with distinction
Arielle Keren Daskal
Jackson Thomas Day
Nicole del Cardayre
Christopher Wheller DeLuca
Anna Katherine Deck
Parinda Jayesh Desai
Stephanie Paige DeSerio
Samatha Jane DiFederico
Julia Dishier
Ella Jade Dunn
Caroline Coe Dupepe
Shannon Rose Duss
Allison Kate Ederer
Claire McGregor Elliott
Isabella Jolie Escalante
Britney Rae Eschelman, with distinction
Nate Sullivan Ferguson
Daniella Reese Sunshine Fernandez
Brianna Marie Fick
Isabella N Filippi
Jason Finkel

*Recipient of a double degree
Caroline Nicole Fish  
Mallory Goode Fons  
Gabriella Alexandra Fox, with distinction  
Vitor Nery Franca  
Jessica May Friedman  
Lucy Grace Gabrielse  
Caroline Emory Gadecki  
Madison Gallagher  
*Rodrigo Gallardo-Antúnez Gallardo  
Max Everett Gannett, with distinction  
William Michael Genovese  
Jay K Ghosh  
Lauren E Gilbert  
Caroline A Gilly  
Sheridan Maureen Gilmartin  
Julia Alexandra Giltnner  
Jordan Haley Ginnettli  
Nicklas Kristoffer Gjovard  
Rachel Jean Goodman  
Audrey Maire Gossett  
Kristin Ann Graham  
Taylor M Gralka  
Mckenna Gray  
Jeremy Green  
Claude Marielle Grossi  
Nelly Adele Gruener  
Taylor Haddy  
Julia Jones Hancock, with distinction  
Noah Howard Hansbery  
Alexandra Arko Hansen  
Caroline Marie Hansen  
Samantha Lee Hanson  
Mattison Elizabeth Harlee  
Addisyn Donnelly Hartman  
Nora Barrett Haynos, magna cum laude, with distinction  
Sydney Joslin Heekin  
Hailey Summer Heller  
Haley Madison Henning  
Abigail Marie Hentzen  
Julia Megan Heppard  
*Harper Emmi Herman  
Christina Elizabeth Hinkley  
Olivia Margaret Hiser  
Connor Buckley Hobbs  
Caroline Grace Hoffman  
Jack Thomas Hollingsworth  
Carter Patrick Hollis  
Lauren Lo’e Holloway  
*Richard Duane Hope  
Priscilla Rain Hopper  
Jessica Danielle Horwitz, with distinction  
Christian Charles Hovey  
Anna Jane Hubbard  
Lane Alexandra Hutchings  
Jillian Rochelle Jansen  
Keri Michelle Jennings  
William O Jermano  
Alexandria Jeanine Jernigan  
Yibo Jia  
Clara Lauren Johnston, with distinction  
Parker Hwang Jones  
Makayla Renee Karas  
Aislinn Paige Katic  
Dara Alexis Kaufman  
Shannon Christine Kelly  
Jenna Rose Key  
Aislin Nicole Khleif  
Mia Natalie Ruomei Kilkenny  
Joenn Soung Kim, with distinction  
Lily Angelina Kim  
Lillian J King  
Reagan Lurae Knop  
Madelyn Haley Kolin  
Lily Rae Konuk  
Julia Noelle Kreiling  
Leah Michelle Kurosky  
McKenna Kaylyn Lafferty  
Nicholas David Lawrence, with distinction  
Meredith Olson Lee  
Nicholas Lennartz  
Sara George Levinson, with distinction  
Cole Thomas Lombardi, with distinction  
Isabel Margaret Lopez  
Michael Andrew Lord  
Kira Lynn Lowe  
Kathryn Spence Luse  
Quinsey O Lynch  
Yongmei Ma  
Aidan Ralph MacAdam  
Molly Elizabeth MacIntosh  
Ryan Joseph Machoskie Sr.  
Michael Bray Maciejewski  
Karli Summer Maenhout  
Ryann Evelyn Magninat  
Harper Marie Elizabeth Maguire, with distinction  
Alexander Marum, with distinction  
Alexandra Grace Maslowski  
Anna Rose Mattison  
Anna Louise McCarthy  
Katherine Louisa McCarthy  
*Taya Nicole McClure, with distinction  
Ellie Ann McCoy  
Maggie C McGoldrick, with distinction  
Rachel Nicole McIntosh  
Cale William McLellan  
ZeV Ari McMillen  
Christopher Frank Medeiros  
Harrison Andrew Meng  
Jake Oliver Meyer-Chesbro  
Katherine Jean Miller, magna cum laude, with distinction  
Madissen Miller  
Margaret Miller, with distinction  
Molly Lindsay Miska  
Zoeanne Farrell Missner  
Bailey Sophia Moon  
Gregory M. Moore  
William Riley Moynihan  
Caitlin Louise Mullenix  
Grace Elisabeth Naber, with distinction  
Nicole Naidrich  
Esmee L Najafi  
Effie Scott Nathan  
Joseph Kelly Neas, with distinction  
Dylan Thi Nguyen  
Paige Elizabeth Nolan  
Elizabeth Cecilia Noone  
Claire Aileen O’Brien, with distinction  
Celine Cynthia O’Connor  
Katherine Shea O’Hearn  
Connor A O’Neal  
Molly Anne O’Neill  
Isaac Oh  
Margaret McDonald Olyphant  
Noah Douglas Ortiz  
Kaitlin Marie Ostendorf  
Layne Jolie Owen  
Anne Bodell Parkhurst  
 Roxanne Nicola Pasma  
Robert Peery  
Emma Joyce Perihi  
Matthew Raymond Peters  
Joseph Christopher Poirier  
Caroline Mackenzie Poole  
*Micah Harvey Porter  
Nicholas James Pranchak  
Wilson Norris Prendergast  
Kimberly Shuster Presper  
Grace Vivian Ramos  
Sloane Lilly-Rose Ramsay  
Kailey Ann Reagan  
Reynard Reeser  
Caroline J Reid  
Nora Sullivan Rice  
*Tanner Orion Richard, with distinction  
Natalie Jane Richter  
Jasmine Danielle Riggs  
Garrett Paul Ripsam  
Renee Kevin Ritzenthaler  
Alexandra Rae Rizzuto  
Julia Sarah Robertson  
Karolynn Hannah Robertson  
Margaret Shields Robinson  
Dawson Lee Rosen  
Lily Elizabeth Rudder  
Charlie Grace Rudy  
Annabella Janna Ruschenberg, with distinction  
Estevan Antonio Sandoval Jr.  
William Joseph Schneider  
Ashley Kate Schoenbauer, with distinction  
Lindsey Ann Schrupp  
Zachary Zephan Schwartz  
Neijal Joseph Sekrieh  
Oliver Shadgou  
Alexander Jack Shively  
Isabella Maria Silber, with distinction  
Emma Rae Silverman  
Rachel Zipporah Silverstein  
Mackenzie M Sleaf  
Paul Wesley Smith  
Owen E Snyder  
Darren Blake Solush  
Abigail Reagan Spaeth  
Jaylene Nichole Sperry  
John Michael Sreenan  
Natalia Lois Stachnik  
Olivia Claire Stacks  
Lynsey Paige Stiefvater, with distinction  
Lauren Abigail Story  
Lucas Buckley Stroher  
Casadee Astoria Subart, with distinction

*Recipient of a double degree

*Harper Emmi Herman

*Rodrigo Gallardo-Antúnez Gallardo

with distinction
Ashley Lynn Swett
Justin Thomas
Lauren Grace Thompson
Sam Campisano Tilley
Avery Lauren Tisdale
Tess Sydney Tobias, with distinction
Calvin Hunter Todd
Nicholas Jiajun Tran
Alec Joseph Tung
Brynn Leigh Umansky
Sophia N Vandeveld
Jewels Love Vang
Kanok Vannavong
Matthew Pedro Villany
Hannah Elizabeth Voitech
Taylor Mckenzie Vonderach
Jennifer R Walker
Madelynn JoAnn Walter
Hunter Kileigh Waterman
Bennett Douglas Watson
Katherine Elizabeth Weber, with distinction
Kelsey Elizabeth Weeks
Claire M. Wernick
Spencer White
Chloe Elizabeth Willard
Josephine Mac Willie
Michael Thomas Willis
Alyssa Morgan Wilson, with distinction
Kendall Brooke Winer, with distinction
Baelee Noel Winkle, summa cum laude, with distinction
Olivia Marie Withers
Madison Ashley Wool, with distinction
Alia Helena Yacteen
Tatun D Yoder
Lydia Amalia Zarifopoulos
Kendall Renée Zellers
Samuel Hollis Zientek
Erik Matthew Zimmerman Jr.

Summer 2022 Candidates

Bachelor of Arts
Berencode Ava Ibarra
Isaac Berger
Maya Joyce Bickert
Jonathan Adam Bryman
Jade Alex Cao
Ashlyn B Carmosino
Alexander M Connelly
Jordan Elijah Crop
Alexander Dobak
John Evan Dominguez
Aliya Kamal Eldid
Clementina M Eterovic
Frank David Fillip
John Manion FitzSimons
Connor Flynn
Grace Ann Franzese
Cody Michael Gillis
Nicole Rebecca Gramm
*Celeste Marie Haberman, with distinction
Sklar Jewel Hafner
Sophia Elizabeth Harpool, with distinction
Tyler Joseph Healy
*Harry Reynolds Jaffe
Delaney J Keating
Crosby Joan Kelly
Cabrini Elizabeth Klepper
Bennett Louis Kohut
Ella Marie Lagomarsino
Jason Alexander Lawrence
Nathan Leyrat
Zachary Marks
Kendall Elaine Mellana
Alexander John Mix
Sabra Alex Morgan
Madeleine Maria Mueller
Anna Rae Newkirk, magna cum laude
Andrew Isaac Ortega
Cassandra Elizabeth Parkinson
Ashley Marie Payrts
Maya Beth Pickar
Benjamin Charles Radde
Taylor Jo Darlene Sadusky
*Jacqueline Margaux Sandstedt
Lucas O Sawyer
Zoe Rose Schaefer
Nekoda Schneider
Nicole Diane Sermak
Jonah Daniel Wolfe Shifman
Jordan Nicole Smith, with distinction
Sam Stevens
Max Sturges
Eden Lynn Villalovas
Robert Ingersoll Walker Jr.
West Glenn Taylor Weichert, with distinction
Emma Grace Whitehead
Matthew Elliott Wing
Lofton Charles Wirtz

Bachelor of Science
Emily Jane Ancona
Jacob W Barr
Marina Blair Barrera, with distinction
Lori Bayman
Timothy Lawrence Belden
Bella Jane Bivens
Benjamin Lee Brigham
Samantha Christine Centeno, with distinction
Elizabeth R Chester, summa cum laude, with distinction
Dillon Clark
Jack Walter Cohan
Olivia Rachel Cremo
*Nicolas David Crosbie
Sean Patrick Decker
Josephine Marie Deranja
Carly Patricia Duffy
Ciana Isabella Engroff
Clara Bjork Erickson
Ella S Fiumara
Emily Christine Frederick, with distinction
Jacquelyn Grace Fresques
Bailey Thomas Gimpel
Olivia Ann Gonsseth
Hailey Mariah Gonzales
Devon Elizabeth Goodwin
Victoria Alexandria Guglietta
Bridget Catherine Harrington
Molly Hitchens, with distinction
Julia Solomon Kraut
Zachary Arthur Robin Kreisberg
Rylie Marie Long
Beatrice Lily Lowe
Riley Kaye Mahoney
Lily McGrain
Laughlin Jack McIntyre
Owen Miller
Jackson Mitchell
Katie A Moore
Ashley Bea Morgan
Syona Shaddai Morrison
Camille Elizabeth Morscher
Tyler Francis Munoz
Madison Lynn Nowicki, with distinction
Gabriela Medeiros Ojala
Samuel Henry Ousis
Rye Judge Overly
Sarah Underhill Paige
Jacob Ryan Pappert
Johnathan Blake Parente
Casey Jane Paul, with distinction
Gretchen Peters
Andrew Ryan Preston Sr.
Emma Katherine Rabius, with distinction
Jake Wilson Robbins
Emma Michelle Sapprey, with distinction
Ellie Margaret Schaible
Charles Douglass Schmanski Jr.
Brynn Patricia Schumacher
Christopher John Schutte
Matthew J Selvaggio
Ellie Sutton Sherbert
Riley Aileen Smith, with distinction
Sofia P Soto
John Charles Stevens
Laura Strong
Olivia Rose Struth
Erin Grace Stuteville
Dennis B Thomas
Kyle Ross Thomas
Anabella Jean Thompson
Leo R Tuchman
Reilly Scott Vander Veer
Garet Otto Villars
Kaitlyn Lauren Waynick, with distinction
Thomas Charles Wetzell II
Jack Alexander Williams
Travis Dylan Wilson

College of Music
John Davis, Dean

Fall 2021 Graduates

Bachelor of Arts in Music
*Alexander John Bozik

Bachelor of Music
Chase Church
*Ariel Rose Flach, with highest honors
Eliot Robert Johnson
Chance Owens Lytle
Chelsea Briar Winborne
Bachelor of Music Education
Logan Duschatko
* Ariel Rose Flach, with highest honors
Shyanne Taylor Freeman, with honors
Amelia Ruth Lindsey, with highest honors

Spring 2022 Candidates
Bachelor of Arts in Music
*Ingrid Reilly Anderson, with highest honors
Cole Whitfield Cantor
*Jacob Daugherty
Leah Madison Doogan, with highest honors
Gabriel Christopher Kyne
Quan Le
Benjamin Micah Morrow
*Portia Boissevain Pray, with high honors
*Lauren Meriko Reynolds
*Brett Schechter, with honors
*Emma Rose Shelby, with highest honors

Bachelor of Music
Christian Michael Atherton
Ethan Blake, with honors
Samuel John Bruckner
Karen Marie Buri, with highest honors
Charles Thrift Burnside, with high honors
*Margaret Rose Friesen
Michael Julian Gaven, with high honors
Benjamin Luis Haight
Rose Christina Hansen, with highest honors
Madison Christine Hardick, with honors
John Case Harless
John Mitchell Healy
Jessica S Kim
Yuna Langehennig, with high honors
William Sirkin MacLeod
Elizabeth Grace Macintosh, with highest honors
Soria Lan Nguyen, with highest honors
Sophia Johanna Oehlers, with highest honors
Jeremiah Otto
*Leanne Rose Rubinstein
Kieran Joseph Scruggs
Megan Alissa Twain, with honors
Nelson J Walker, with highest honors
Rosalee Pauline Walsh, with highest honors
Boheng Wang, with honors
Brandon Wu, with honors

Bachelor of Music Education
Michael Ceward Batson, with high honors
Abbey Gail Beaton, with high honors
Ellie Elaine Marie Caven, with highest honors
Samuel Harrison Conner
Anna Dumont Hansil, with high honors
Carli Susanne Huffine, with highest honors
Emma Rose Myers
Colin William Roberts, with honors
Carson Thomas Sachtleben, with honors
Carolyn Day VanderWerf, with highest honors
Rowan Kaid Woodbury, with highest honors

Summer 2022 Candidates
Bachelor of Arts in Music
* Ryder Buchanan Hales, with high honors

Bachelor of Music
Justine Kyla Barrera
Benjamin Paul Robinson
*James Hennessey Singer

Candidates for Commission
Fall 2021
Ensign, United States Navy
Logan Glantz
Rory Mita

Second Lieutenant, United States Army
Danny K. Borja
Austin G. Cha
Harrison F. Harm

Second Lieutenant, United States Marine Corps
Abram Brown
Tyler Henderson

Spring 2022
Second Lieutenant, United States Marine Corps
Sean D. Barton
Brenden W. Batz
Ryan M. Block
Bridger C. Boyd
Mackenzie G. Brenner
Kevin F. Brunnemer
Bridget N. Cain
Marielle S. Callahan
Ann B. Coaty
Ryan A. Collins
Jace M. Gibson
Krista J. Gould
Alan M. Haugen
Brennen J. Kim
Scott J. Mansfield
Gavin J. O’Connell
Morgan E. Sackett
Eric E. Senn
Chase M. Street
Jake M. Streibich
Austin C. Suckow
Wyatt A. Tyler
Ankrit Uprety
William C. Watkins
Douglas R. Wells

Ensign, United States Navy
Alejandro Cancio
Jake Chalenko
Allison Early

*Recipient of a double degree

Jacob Ford
Alicia Melaughlin
Holly Nichols
Bryce Pietenpol
Mason Smith
Zachary Vanlangendonck

Second Lieutenant, United States Army
Christian J. Fin
Jane R. Geisman
Joshua R. Greulich
Lance R. Koenig
James P. Launciri
Thomas P. Mahre
Chantel C. Phipps
Danielle P. Pothier
Miranda M. Trainor
Parker R. White

Second Lieutenant, United States Marine Corps
Brad Cash
Joseph Deng
John Fauntleroy
Brandon Jackson
Benjamin Lee
Nicole Lewis
Zachary Soto

Second Lieutenant, United States Space Force
Philip R. Charles
Zachary T. Lesan

Summer 2022
Second Lieutenant, United States Army
Carlos N. Bueno
Arianna G. Decker
Paul L. Lencioni
Tyler M. Stowell
Jake D. Thames

Second Lieutenant, United States Marine Corps
Justin Bandstra
Alec Coakley

Commanding Officers
Professor of Aerospace Studies
Colonel Bradley L. Spears, U.S. Air Force

Professor of Military Science
Lieutenant Colonel Bryce Kawaguchi, U.S. Army

Professor of Naval Science
Colonel Thomas J. Dodds, U.S. Marine Corps

Associate Professor of Naval Science
Commander Regina Kauffman, U.S. Navy
COMMENCEMENT INFORMATION MAP
The University of Colorado Boulder works diligently to ensure the safety of our graduates, their families and their friends during the spring 2022 Commencement Exercises. You can do your part by noting the following:

- Once you are seated in Folsom Stadium, locate the nearest exit. If you are seated on the field level, you should exit north (toward Dal Ward Athletic Center).
- Listen carefully and follow any instructions that might be issued by the Master of Ceremonies or other public safety authority.
- Parents should keep their children with them at all times.
- Pay particular attention to the safety of any elderly people and people with disabilities.
- If directed to evacuate Folsom Stadium, move away from the stadium and remain outside until you receive an all-clear by a public safety authority.
- If necessary, seek assistance from a robed Commencement marshal, uniformed police officer or security guard.

The following services are available to ensure equal access to people with disabilities:
- Real-time captioning will be displayed on the main video board in English. Captioning in English and Spanish can also be viewed on personal mobile devices:
  - Spanish link: captionedtext.com/enter.aspx?EventID=5063989
- Assistive listening devices are located at the information kiosks. (Note: A photo ID must be left with staff when obtaining this device.) American Sign Language interpreters will be located in Section 119.
- Large-print brochures are available at the information kiosks.
- Wheelchair seating is available in Sections 103, 114, 118, 119 and 121. Wheelchair assistance is provided at the north side of Duane Physics. Service animals are welcome at all campus ceremonies.
- Accessible shuttles and limited courtesy transportation are available.
- For emergency medical treatment, please dial 911. Event security staff can help during medical emergencies.
CONGRATULATIONS!

To all Buffs and their families, our local community members, CU Boulder faculty and staff, we celebrate you. Congratulations, Class of 2022, from your Forever Buffs family!

As you venture into postgraduation life, know that there are thousands of Forever Buffs ready to support your next step. CU Boulder is here to help, too, now and forever.

Some of your free alumni benefits include

• Unlimited career advising sessions your first year after graduation, then two free sessions per year for life
• Access to the Forever Buffs Network, an online community of CU Boulder alumni around the world who can open doors in your industry, provide mentorship and more
• More than 30 chapters and clubs around the world to connect you with Forever Buffs no matter where you roam

Learn more about your free alumni benefits online at colorado.edu/alumni/newgrad.

#ForeverBuffs
@CUBoulderAlumni

Stay connected.

Top 15
public university for entrepreneurship
(U.S. News & World Report, 2021)

Top 20
greenest college
(Best College Reviews, 2021)

$4.2 billion
annual economic impact on the state economy

270,000+ alumni
around the world

Local and global
organizations employing your peers: Amazon, Apple, Ball Aerospace, Boeing, Charles Schwab, Disney, Google, IBM, Lockheed Martin, NASA, NBC, Shell, Teach for America, Twitter, U.S. Army, U.S. Navy, Vail Resorts, Yelp

12 research institutes
and 84 research centers